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Abstract
This thesis explores the benefits of battery and battery-ultracapacitor
hybrid energy storage systems (ESSs) in pulsed-load applications. It
investigates and quantifies the benefits of the hybrid ESS over its
battery-only counterparts. The metric for quantifying the benefits is
charge efficiency - the amount of energy delivered to the load per unit
charge supplied by the battery. The efficiency gain is defined as the
difference in charge efficiency between the hybrid and the battery-only
ESS.
A custom experimental apparatus is designed and built to supply the
current control for charging and discharging the batteries, as well as
the data acquisition for measuring energy and current output.
Experiments are performed on both ESSs under four different pulsed
load profiles:
1. 436 ms pulse period, 10% duty cycle, 8 A pulse amplitude
2. 436 ms pulse period, 25% duty cycle, 8 A pulse amplitude
3. 436 ms pulse period, 10% duty cycle, 16 A pulse amplitude
4. 436 ms pulse period, 25% duty cycle, 16 A pulse amplitude
Circuit models are created to accurately represent the battery and
ultracapacitors. These models are used in simulations of the same test
cases from the physical experiments, and efficiency gains are
compared. The circuit models differed from the experimentation by
less than 1%.
Both experimental and simulated data demonstrate significantly
increased charge efficiencies of hybrid ESSs over battery-only ESSs,
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with demonstrated gains between 10% and 36%. These benefits were
greatest for the 16 A, 10% duty cycle test case because it combined
the highest pulse amplitude and the shortest duty cycle. It is
concluded that high-amplitude, low duty cycle, and low period pulsed-
load profiles yield the highest efficiency gains.
Thesis Supervisor:
John G. Kassakian
Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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1 - Introduction
This thesis investigates the benefits that ultracapacitors bring to
batteries when combined in a hybrid energy storage system.
Specifically, the benefit that this investigation will focus on is the
energy efficiency savings, also known as charge efficiency. Charge
efficiency was defined as the amount of energy delivered to the load
per unit charge supplied by the battery. The hybrid energy storage
system (ESS) in this investigation is of the simplest type - shunting
the ultracapacitors across the battery without any power electronics
between them. The complementary characteristics of each of these
two devices - batteries achieving high energy density and
ultracapacitors achieving high power density - acting together could
enhance certain systems that rely on just one alone. The systems that
benefit the most are ones with a low average power, but a very high
peak load. Although this thesis does not focus on quantifying extra
battery lifetime in hybrid energy storage systems, the efficiency boost
is very closely related to lifetime extension [1]. This thesis will focus
on quantifying that energy efficiency boost by adjusting the variables
of pulse amplitude and duty cycle.
Before moving further, I would like to have a word on naming
conventions. The capacitive devices discussed in this thesis are going
to be referred to as "ultracapacitors." This is exactly equivalent to
calling them "supercapacitors" or "electrochemical double-layer
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capacitors." The term "supercapacitor" is derived from the name of
NEC's first attempt to commercialize the double-layer capacitor
technology, in 1979. The product was dubbed the "Supercap" [2],
[3]. Ten years later, in 1989, the Pinnacle Research Institute of
Cupertino, CA developed a new double-layer capacitor with a more
conductive substrate and surface coating, allowing for higher currents
and higher power densities than the Supercap. To distinguish their
new technology from the Japanese competition, Pinnacle applied the
next-highest modifier and marketed the new product under the term
"ultracapacitor" [4]. In modern technical papers, the names refer to
the same type of device with no distinction among them [3], [5]. It is
a matter of the author's preference which one he uses and mine is for
the term "ultracapacitor."
1.1 General Characteristics of Ultracapacitors
Ultracapacitors are structured differently from film and electrolytic
capacitors. Film capacitors, such as multi-layer ceramic capacitors,
are the most basic type of capacitor - two conductive parallel plates,
separated by an insulating dielectric material. The capacitance
function for this simple capacitor is given by (1), where E is the
dielectric constant, A is the plate area, and d is the distance between
the plates.
C=(1)
d
Electroytic capacitors utilize an electrolyte paste (typically applied to
the cathode) and an oxide layer (typically anodized onto the anode) to
create a charge separation at the oxide layer. The oxide, which acts
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as the dielectric, is much thinner than film capacitor dielectric barriers;
so electrolytic capacitor capacitances can be much higher than film
capacitors. Capacitance varies proportionally to E, and so a great
amount of research and work has been placed into finding/creating
new insulating dielectrics to increase the energy storage of traditional
capacitors.
Ultracapacitors, however, do not rely on dielectrics to increase their
capacitance. The common techniques are focused, instead, on
increasing A and decreasing d in (1). Figure 1 displays a typical
ultracapacitor structure - two porous electrodes separated by a very
thin separator. The electrodes are not smooth, but are porous
(activated) carbon. Activated carbon has on the order of 100,000
times the surface area of a smooth electrode, and this is applied to the
variable A in (1). The charge is stored in the thin charge separation
between the carbon electrode and the aqueous electrolyte. This
surface between the electrode and electrolyte is known as the double-
layer. A typical ultracapacitor structure utilizes two of these double-
layers (one at each electrode) separated by thin porous separator,
effectively placing the two internal capacitors in series [6].
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Figure 1. Ultracapacitor structure [6]
The downside is that these devices cannot handle voltages as high as
electrolytic capacitors. The electrolyte breaks down at much lower
voltages than an electrolytic capacitor can withstand. Ultracapacitors
have a typical rated voltage of only 2.5 V, which can be 100 times
lower than an equally sized electrolytic capacitor. This voltage rating
can limit the versatility of ultracapacitors, and is a serious challenge
when trying to design them into systems.
The appeal of ultracapacitors is in their high specific power and
extremely high cycle life, when compared to batteries. The
capacitance of an ultracapacitor can be extremely high, being
measured in the range of Farads, as opposed to microfarads, which is
more typical of an equally sized electrolytic capacitor. The energy
stored in a capacitor increases linearly with capacitance, so
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ultracapacitors can be used for much higher energy applications than
traditional capacitors could be considered for. An ultracapacitor's ESR
is generally lower than that of an equally sized battery, which provides
the opportunity for higher currents and very high power densities.
Ultracapacitors are also much more environmentally friendly than any
modern battery; they are typically made of activated carbon plates
with a thin separator, and are usually RoHS compliant, meaning they
have none or trace amounts of lead, mercury, cadmium, and other
toxic materials [7], [8]. They store charge in an electric field, instead
of a chemical reaction, so they do not require hazardous materials like
strong acids. The downside of ultracapacitors comes with their
relatively low energy density (compared to batteries). For many
applications, they do not store enough energy to warrant use without a
main energy source, typically a battery [9]. In other words, they have
mostly been seen as a backup source of power rather than a main
source of energy.
A quick comparison between two commercial devices will illustrate this
point. Take, for example, a D-Cell-sized ultracapacitor with a
capacitance of 310 F and a safe operating voltage of 2.7 V. This
ultracapacitor may nominally store up to 0.3 Wh of energy. Compare
this to an Energizer. Nickel-Metal Hydride (NiMH) D-cell battery of 1.2
V and 2500 mAh. The battery can store 3.0 Wh. This puts the
volumetric energy density of the ultracapacitor at 10% of that of a
commercial NiMH battery. The two devices have roughly equal energy
density by mass at 41 Wh/kg. However, the ultracapacitor's ESR is
only 2.2 m92 and it has the capability of supplying 828 W to a matched
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load. The battery's 11 mQ ESR limits its maximum power output to
only 32 W [10], [11].
1.2 A brief history of ultracapacitors
Standard Oil first patented Ultracapacitors in 1966 after discovering
the technology as a byproduct of their fuel-cell research. Both
Standard Oil and GE discovered a highly increased capacitance in
carbon electrodes for fuel cells and novel batteries. This occurred due
to the storing of charge in what became known as the 'double layer.'
They first reached the market in 1978, when Standard Oil licensed the
technology to Tokyo-based NEC Corporation, who sold it under the
name "Supercap." The first application of ultracapacitors was to
provide backup power for computer memory
[2], [3].
The 1970s saw extra research in this field, which yielded sold-state
electrolytes. These capacitors were marketed by Gould Ionics but
were incredibly expensive and had a low operating voltage. A kind of
'pseudocapacitor' was developed in the 1980s, which stored charge in
the 'double layer' in addition to faradaic reactions, much like a battery
[3]. The demand for high-power devices in the 1990s through today
has lead to the rise of high-voltage electrolytes and more advanced
technologies [3]. Modern ultracapacitors are being considered more
and more for tackling the problems presented by the growth of the
hybrid and electric vehicle (HEV and EV) industry [12], [13]. Research
is also being conducted into using ultracapacitors for the future electric
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grid, where energy storage may become the key for incorporating
distributed generation into the network [14].
1.3 Prior research and applications
Research into ultracapacitors for use in hybrid/electric vehicles has
been ongoing for decades [15], [16], [17]. This is because electric
vehicles are the model applications in which scientists and engineers
propose ultracapcitors are beneficial. Electric vehicles require high
energy in order to run for a sufficient amount of time, but also high
power for acceleration and braking. One of the most unique
applications of ultracapacitors in vehicles is their use in capturing the
energy normally lost during braking - a practice termed 'regenerative
braking.' This entails using an electric motor that, when it slows down
the wheels, directs the energy into the ultracapacitors, where it would
be stored to charge the battery or provide the power necessary for the
next acceleration boost [18], [19]. Others have focused on extending
battery lifetime in HEVs with the use of ultracapacitors - a worthy
topic when you consider that batteries can be half the cost of an
electric car [20].
Many car-focused papers performed simulations by taking simplified
models of ultracapacitors and batteries and running them through
programs of standard drive cycles [16], [12], [21]. Depending on the
assumptions made, some researchers fail to justify the current cost of
ultracapacitors while others see much promise in the technology [12],
[21], [22]. Other researchers have taken components and actually
performed real experiments with the same drive cycles and measured
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energy losses and efficiencies [17]. So far no experiment has
provided a conclusive answer to the question of how to efficiently and
economically incorporate ultracapacitors into HEVs and EVs. That is
not to say batteries are the only devices with high energy density that
is being investigated for use with ultracapacitors. Fuel cell-
ultracapacitor hybrids have also been under research for many years
[23], [1].
Other research has been conducted on hybrid energy storage systems
without a focus on vehicular applications. Many of these studies go
back to the fundamental principles of whether the combination of
ultracapacitors and batteries are indeed worthy of combining into a
hybrid energy storage system. There are a number of researchers
focusing on improving battery lifetime with hybrid energy storage
systems [24], [25]. More often than not, however, these experiments
are nothing more than simulations and do not use real components -
only simplified models [5], [26].
Many engineers have designed hybrid systems to utilize both the high
power density of the ultracapacitors and the high energy density of the
battery simultaneously. With the use of power electronics and active
switching between the two energy sources, it has been shown that
adding an ultracapacitor to energy storage systems can indeed take
some of the stress off the battery by sharing the current load [27].
Few, however, have simulated or experimented with batteries that
utilize ultracapacitors shunted across the terminals, without power
electronics in between them [5], [24], [28].
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Three sources - [5], [24], and [28] - have all performed research that
is very similar to this investigation. They utilized pulsed loads and
direct-parallel connections between the battery pack and the
ultracapacitors to create hybrid ESSs. However, these works all
displayed key differences with this investigation. Reference [5] reports
similar pulse-load experiments, but only in simulation and with no
physical experimentation. The battery and ultracapacitor models used
were the idyllic 'ESR-only' models that gave a basic first-order
approximation of actual results. Reference [24] describes physical
tests with a lithium-ion laptop battery and ultracapacitors using a
pulsed discharge load. The battery-only ESS runtime was compared to
various hybrid ESS setups: 2 ultracapacitor branches in parallel with
the battery; 4 ultracapacitor branches in parallel with the battery; 4
ultracapacitor branches in parallel with and an inductor in series with
the battery; and ultracapacitors separated from the battery by a
DC/DC converter. The pulsed load profile was the same among all of
these experiments, which is in contrast to the investigation presented
in this thesis.
Reference [28] focused on transient load suppression - maintaining
steady voltage during short, heavy loads. The key metric being
measured was the voltage droop as a result of a transient current
load, as opposed to the charge efficiency and energy availability
presented in this thesis. Battery runtime experiments were run on Li-
Ion batteries, which were charged to 4.2 V and then discharged by
current pulses until the ESS reached 3 V. The current pulses had an
amplitude of 2 A with a pulse period of 4.61 ms and a duty cycle of
12.5%. The hybrid ESS lasted 2.53 hours while the battery-only ESS
only lasted 2.21 hours, resulting in a runtime extension of 14%. As in
19
[24], there was no attempt to correlate benefits with the load
characteristics.
1.4 Thesis Overview
This thesis will investigate the benefits that ultracapacitors bring to
batteries when combined in a hybrid energy storage system.
Specifically, the benefit that this investigation will focus on is the
energy efficiency savings, also known as charge efficiency. Charge
efficiency is defined as the amount of energy delivered to the load per
unit charge supplied by the battery. These savings can be linked to
other performance enhancements of batteries, most notably extended
cycle life [29], [30]. There are many topologies to create such a
hybrid energy source, some of which require expensive power
electronics and complex control systems. This investigation will
explore the opposite route - that of a battery directly in parallel
('shunted') with ultracapacitors. This is an important distinction from
other research - see [26], [18], [19], and [14], which are just some of
the references which utilize power electronics to separate the battery
and the ultracapacitors. The direct-parallel system is the simplest
hybrid system, but one that has had relatively little experimental
exploration. Some references that explore this are [5], [24], and
[28], as discussed above.
The tests presented in this thesis consisted of applying a pulsed
current load on the energy storage system and measuring the energy
delivered to the load as well as the charge drawn from the battery,
giving us the charge efficiency. This charge efficiency was compared
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between the battery-only and the hybrid energy storage systems to
determine the benefit of the hybrid system over the battery-only
system. This test was performed for two different pulse amplitudes
and two different duty cycles, providing four different test cases.
While the results of the four test cases are based upon short tests, the
best test case was also validated by cycling a battery to full discharge
to observe if the total available energy from the battery was increased.
The primary method of investigation is presented in Chapter 2. This
investigation was experimental in origin, working with commercial
batteries and commercial ultracapacitors and known load profiles in
order to draw the conclusions. The load discharge equipment was
custom designed and built in order to precisely draw the desired
current profiles and measure the important variables of the energy
storage system. An overview of the design of the board will be
included in the chapter, as well as the details of the system calibration,
measurement acquisition techniques, and experimental results.
Theoretical examination and simulation are presented in Chapter 3.
The purpose of that chapter is to explore the math and theory behind
the investigation in order to support the results obtained in
experimentation. It is important to use theory to predict physical
outcomes, because experiments without theoretical backing hang in
question over whether or not lurking variables distorted the intended
results. The ultracapacitor and battery models are simplified to make
the solution tractable within a reasonable timeframe, but the load
profiles and system losses are characterized as the experiment was
actually set up.
21
Thesis conclusions and suggestions for future work are detailed in
Chapter 4.
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2 - Experimentation
This chapter describes the details of the physical experimentation
aspect of this investigation. The experiments focused on stressing a
hybrid energy storage system (ESS) and a battery-only ESS with
pulsed discharge current loads and measuring the charge efficiency of
each system. The charge efficiency was defined as the amount of
energy delivered to the load per unit charge drawn from the battery.
These efficiencies were measured for various pulse profiles in order to
determine a pattern that could be generalized for ultracapacitor-based
designs. Once measured, the efficiency gain was calculated by
comparing the hybrid ESS to the battery-only ESS to quantify the
added benefit of the ultracapacitors.
All of the tests used one type of battery and/or ultracapacitor. The
ultracapacitor used was the Maxwell BCAP0025, with 25 F capacitance
and a rated voltage of 2.5 V. The battery pack consisted of 5
Panasonic Nickel-Metal Hydride HHR379AH cells, with a unit cell
voltage of 1.2 V and a rated capacity of 3.5 Ah. The battery pack,
which was the same for the hybrid and battery-only ESS, had a
nominal voltage of 6.0 V. This meant 3 ultracapacitors had to be
placed in series to maintain their voltages within rating. Pictures of
the two energy components are shown in Figure 2; the relative sizes
are not to scale. The dimensions and electrical specs are shown in
Table 1.
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Figure 2. The ultracapacitor and NiMH battery cell used in the ESS
Table 1.
Ultracapacitor Battery
Length (mm) 26 67
Diameter (mm) 16 18.2
Nominal Voltage (V) 2.5 1.2
Capacitance (F) 25 -
Capacity (Ah) 3.5
Series Cells in ESS 3 5
Ultracapacitor and battery component specs [31], [32]
A large part of the experimental setup was designing and building the
arbitrary load and measurement equipment. The choice to create the
test rig was largely driven by budgetary concerns, rather than design
needs. There are commercial solutions that would allow others to
perform these experiments without this exact setup, but they come at
a price. Recommendations for improvement are discussed more in
Chapter 4.
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The equipment design was based around the Atmel ATmega168
microcontroller for control and measurement. The microcontroller
sported an 8 MHz internal clock, which was important, as the chip had
to perform many functions in a short time. These functions included
setting the load current, taking measurements of all 8 ADC channels,
and communicating the output data to the computer. The computer
was there only to receive the data and store it in a text file for post-
processing.
The controller had the capability of setting arbitrary pulse amplitudes
and duty cycles to run various test conditions. The goal of this thesis
was to investigate the advantages of ultracapacitor-battery hybrid
energy storage systems at the basest level. Any results from this
investigation are meant to act as a guide for future research and to
provide a direction for when and how to design ultracapacitors into
battery-powered systems.
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2.1 Hardware design
The experimental apparatus had to meet a number of important specs.
First, it had to be able to handle the high currents expected in this
experiment - upwards of 16 A. Second, it had to be completely
software controllable or programmable so that any desired test case
may be run at any time. New test cases must have been able to be
added, as well. Third, it had to be able to measure the important
voltages and currents at all times of the experiments. And fourth, the
test rig must have been able to communicate that data to a computer
for post-processing. It was decided that a custom board would be
designed to meet all of these specs, rather than purchasing an active
current source and a data acquisition unit and integrating them into a
single system.
Figure 3 is the block diagram of the test rig. The microcontroller was
at the very center of the design and controlled everything on the
board. It communicated over a digital Single Peripheral Interface
(SPI) bus with a digital potentiometer - the Maxim MAX5402 - in
order to generate the proper analog signal to control the current
entering or leaving the ESS. These analog signals are labeled Vcharge
and Vdischarge in Figure 3. Final efficiency conclusions were drawn based
upon the data gathered from measuring the node voltages in the high
current circuitry. These voltages could not be read directly by the
ADC, however, because they were outside the 0-3 V measurement
range. So the signals had to be properly scaled through op amp
scaling circuitry before finally making their way back to the
microcontroller's onboard 10-bit ADC.
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outputs (x7)
Node voltages (x5)
Figure 3. Test rig block diagram
The high-current charge/discharge and control circuitry are further
detailed in Figure 4. This circuitry was designed to give the test rig
precise control over the energy storage system current. The circuit
analysis can be split into 3 different sections:
1. The energy storage system (on the right, highlighted in green)
2. The discharge circuitry (bottom left, highlighted in blue)
3. The charge circuitry (top left, highlighted in orange)
The energy storage system can be configured as either a battery-only
system or a battery-ultracapacitor hybrid system by either populating
or unpopulating one of the ultracapacitors. The discharge circuitry
consisted of a feedback loop operating as a voltage-controlled current
source. The input to U2, Vdischarge, was a voltage from 0-2.5V. The
27
output signal was the voltage across R1. The discharge current from
the energy storage system is given by (2).
I., =10*V idb,,, (2)
The feedback path included a 10x multiplier to reduce offset error in
U4, in addition to reducing the voltage offset error effect on the
function of the circuit. The capacitors and extra resistors in the
feedback loop added zeros to increase the loop stability and prevent
oscillations. The charge circuitry operated on the exact same
principles, except the feedback loop used R2 instead of R1 and it
pushed current into the ESS, rather than pulling current out. R3 was
added as a current sense resistor in order to allow the system to
measure the battery current in the hybrid scenario.
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Figure 4. High-current circuitry and control. Discharge circuitry is
highlighted in blue, charge in orange, and the energy
storage system is highlighted in green.
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With the high-current circuitry designed, a microcontroller had to be
chosen to control the current. The microcontroller selected for this
board was the Atmel ATmega168, with the key features being an 8MHz
internal clock, a SPI interface, and an 8-channel, 10-bit ADC. These
were important for capturing all of the data and controlling the current
in a timely and precise manner.
The current and voltage measurements were performed by reading the
voltages at the key nodes highlighted in Figure 5. Each signal went
through a scaling circuit before it got to the ADC of the
microcontroller. The purpose of the scaling circuit was to frame the
voltage in the 0-3 V range of the ADC. And negative voltages, such as
the voltages of the nodes VD2 and VD3 when discharging the battery,
had to be inverted to prevent the ADC from saturating at the low rail.
The scaling circuitry is detailed in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. ADC measurement nodes
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Figure 6. Op amp scaling circuits and their scaling constants
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One ADC pin (ADC5) was dedicated to a LM35 temperature sensor,
with the purpose of measuring battery temperature. The LM35 was
covered in thermal grease and taped down between two of the five
battery cells, in order to thermally couple to the battery as much as
possible. The battery temperature was used for two purposes: safety
and battery charging. First, the battery temperature was continuously
monitored no matter what the controller was doing at the time. If the
battery temperature reached or exceeded 50 *C then the current was
shut off and all experiments were terminated. Tests that were
automatically run back-to-back would also wait for the battery
temperature to fall below 25 *C before beginning a new test, so the
batteries would all start relatively cool and at the same thermal state.
Unlike the discharge protocol, which ran for a set amount of time or
pulses, the battery charging protocol contained a firmware feedback
loop which would rely on the battery's temperature to determine when
charging was complete. The key metric was not the specific
temperature - though it was programmed to shut off if the battery
exceeded 50 *C - but the derivative of the charge temperature. The
battery datasheet instructed the battery was fully charged when its
temperature rose at a rate greater than or equal to 1*C/minute. So
the charging protocol measured the battery temperature every minute
and if it had risen by at least 1 0C from the previous measurement
then it would stop charging the battery and let it cool back down to 25
0C. A plot of the battery voltage and temperature during a charge
cycle is displayed in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Battery voltage and temperature during a constant-current
charge. The vertical line denotes the time at which
charging ceased.
The PCB layout is shown in Figure 8 below. It is a four-layer board
with signals on the outer layers, ground on the second layer, and +15
V and the digital +5 V splitting the third layer. The ADC scaling and
current control circuitry in the low current analog section was laid out
mostly on the bottom layer using surface mount parts to keep the
board area within the PCB manufacturer's limits. Care had to be taken
in order to properly lay out the ground plane and isolate the high-
current circuitry from the low-current analog circuitry and the digital
circuitry. Notice the cut in the ground plane near the 15V connector at
the bottom of the board - this cut ensured the high current would not
circulate through the sensitive low-power analog or digital ground
plane on the left half of the board. The high-current planes were all
kept to the top layer, and designed to be as wide as possible to keep
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the trace impedance low. These aspects were critical to the design,
because high trace impedance or ground plane shift would directly
affect the voltage across the 1OmQ sense resistors and the ADC
readings.
Figure 8. The test rig PCB layout. The red traces are on the top-
layer, the large blue planes are the inner ground layer, and
the small blue traces are on the bottom layer. The inner
power layer is hidden.
The digital circuitry consisted of support for the microcontroller, as well
as the means to program the board and communicate with the
computer. The 6-pin header allowed the board to be reprogrammed
in-circuit using the Atmel AVRISP MkII programmer. Serial
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communication with the computer was made possible with the FTDI
FT232R USB-to-UART chip. The downside with this design was the
added ground noise when the USB was connected to the computer.
This noise was compensated for in the calibration process, but could
have been avoided altogether. This will be discussed more in Chapter
4, with suggestions for eliminating this issue.
2.2 Calibration and data processing
The test rig output the raw ADC data to the computer, which saved it
in a text file for post-processing. Like any other piece of measuring
equipment, this data had to be calibrated by comparing the test rig's
data to a known reliable source of the same measurements.
Calibration was an extremely important aspect of measurement,
because without it there would be no confidence in the results drawn
from the data. The process of calibration involved adjusting the
available variables of the data post-processing algorithms to match a
known desired output. These adjustments accounted for minor part-
to-part variations in the components, device tolerances, and the board
layout. The test rig carried upwards of 16 A flowing on the board; any
extra impedance introduced by the traces could cause the ADC
measurements to be slightly off. These errors could add up when the
test rig took thousands of measurements over the course of one
experiment.
Calibration was performed over each amplitude used - 8 A and 16 A -
and each duty cycle - 10% and 25%. Calibrating along current levels
was essential, because trace impedance errors would affect
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measurements with an offset proportional to the load current.
Calibrating by duty cycle was an extra precaution taken to ensure the
data accuracy. The output of the calibration procedure was a series of
multipliers for each variable, which accounted for imperfections in the
system.
The known desired output in this case was recorded by a calibrated
Tektronix DPO 3034 oscilloscope. Measurements were taken at each
measurement node in the test rig, and the test rig output its data
stream at the same time. So we had two interpretations of the same
signals - one from the oscilloscope and the other from the test rig. An
important detail to note was that the oscilloscope had only four
channels, but there were five variables that needed to be calibrated:
VD, VD2, VD3, Vbatt, and Vcap. So a second calibration cycle was run
immediately following the first to gather data on the variables that
were missed in the first run. The assumption was made that the
capacity of the battery was high enough, and the battery was always
charged before calibration, that the difference between two
consecutive tests was negligible.
Another problem that was encountered while initially performing
calibration tests was the high range of values that could be seen, due
to the pulsed nature of the experiments. The resolution, even on 11-
bit Hi-Res mode, for an 8-division vertical scale oscilloscope was not
high enough when the entire voltage ranges had to be taken into
account. Decreasing the vertical scale would increase the
measurement resolution, but that would cause the scope to saturate
and the measurements would be worthless. The solution was to
calibrate to the high current waveforms and the low current
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waveforms separately. An example of this is illustrated in Figure 9.
The blue points indicate the sampling times of the custom controller.
It was these points that were compared to the raw controller data for
calibration.
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The structure of the data output from the test rig is displayed in Figure
10. It consists of 11 data fields, each in a decimal format. The first 6
digits represent the record number, which starts are 0 and increments
by one for every line sent to the computer. This number is used for
keeping track of time: the sampling period is a precise 7.382 ms, so
the time from start is the record number multiplied by 0.007382. The
next field represents the state of the test rig. The states are defined
as:
1 - Controller is in between current pulses
2 - Controller is pulsing current
3 - Controller is currently charging the battery
4 - Controller is waiting for the battery to cool down before beginning
to charge the battery (waits until the battery is under 25 0 C)
5 - Controller is waiting for the battery to cool down before beginning
to discharge the battery (waits until the battery is under 25*C)
The third data field is the magnitude of the commanded current from
the controller at that instant. This number is reported in the units of
mA. The next 8 data fields are the 10-bit ADC readings of each of the
8 channels. They are represented from left to right in the numerical
ADC channel order (ADCO on the far left, ADC7 on the far right). The
order is as follows:
ADCO = Vc2
ADC1 = VD3
ADC2 = VD
ADC3 = VD2
ADC4 = Vc2
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ADC5 = temp
ADC6 = Vcap
ADC7 = Vbatt
ADC5, the temperature of the battery, was unlike the other
measurements. The LM35 temperature sensor mounted to the battery
reported an analog voltage equal to 10 mV for each absolute degree
Celsius. It was only recorded in 3 digits, because the environmental
conditions were known not to get above 99 0 C or below 0*C, and the
microcontroller automatically removed the charge/discharge current
from the battery if its temperature rose to 50 0 C or above.
000774,1,0000,0007,0003,0003,0075,0006,210,0815,0819,
ADC outputs
Commanded Current (mA)
* Current state (1=discharge,3=charge)
* Record number
Figure 10. Data output stream structure.
A sample stream of raw data from the test rig, taken during a 16 A
25% duty cycle current pulse, is displayed in Table 2. Short streams
of data (under 10,000 lines) could be analyzed in Microsoft Excel, but
larger streams (over 10,000 lines) required a python script similar to
those used in Chapter 3 to calculate the simulation results. This
python script can be viewed in Appendix B.
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Record.num State Current VC1 VD3 VD1 VD2 VC2 temp VCAP VBATT
6234 2 16000 5 483 481 720 6 226 700 705
6235 2 16000 5 483 480 725 6 226 696 701
6236 2 16000 5 482 480 727 6 226 694 698
6237 2 16000 5 483 480 731 6 226 691 696
6238 2 16000 5 481 480 732 5 226 689 694
6239 2 16000 5 482 480 735 6 226 687 692
Table 2. Example unaltered readings from a 16 A 25% duty cycle
current pulse, with the data comma-separated in Microsoft
Excel.
The sample times were well documented and controlled, with a
sampling period of 7.382 ms. The first sample of the pulse occurred
638 ps after the pulse began, ensuring continuity of the data points. A
plot of the sampling points vs. the current pulses is displayed in Figure
11. This allowed us to correlate exact scope measurements to each of
the pieces of data output from the test rig. The result was a table of
multipliers for each of the five variables at each of the -'60 data points
captured by the test rig. An example of the 16 A, 25% duty cycle
multiplier table is shown in Table 3.
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Figure 11. Plot of the sampling times, overlaid on top of a current
pulse.
Sample # VD1 mutt VD2 mutt VD3 mutt VCAP mutt VBATT mut
1 0.000345 -0.000354 -0.000371 0.007857 0.007811
2 0.000345 -0.000354 -0.000371 0.007857 0.007813
3 0.000345 -0.000354 -0.000371 0.007855 0.007807
4 0.000344 -0.000354 -0.000371 0.007859 0.007811
5 0.000345 -0.000353 -0.000372 0.007859 0.007814
6 0.000345 -0.000353 -0.000372 0.007857 0.007809
Table 3. 16 A 25% duty cycle pulse variable multipliers. The 6 rows
represent a different sample during a 25% duty cycle pulse.
The multipliers had a twofold operation. The first was discussed above
- error correction and accounting for an inevitably imperfect system.
The second was converting the ADC number from an ADC value to the
actual voltage at the measured node. That is why the numbers are all
much less than one. The data from Table 2, after converting to voltage
by using the multipliers in Table 3, is displayed in Table 4.
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Sample # VD
1
2
3
4
5
6
0.166
0.165
0.166
0.165
0.166
0.165
Table 4. Same stream
multipliers fro
VD2 VD3 VCAP VBATT
-0.255 -0.179 5.500 5.507
-0.257 -0.179 5.468 5.477
-0.257 -0.179 5.451 5.449
-0.259 -0.179 5.431 5.437
-0.259 -0.179 5.415 5.423
-0.260 -0.179 5.397 5.404
of data from Table 2 after multiplying by the
m Table 3. The values are displayed in volts.
The individual node voltages were all that were needed to calculate the
full test results. The conversions from node voltages to current and
energy are given by (3) and (4).
IB =(D3 -
VD2)
R,
EL =f VAp-!D3 + I -P, +(Va, -V)- IBdtA R 2
(3)
(4)
The energy delivered to the load, EL, lumped the sense resistors and
trace impedance in with the load. Essentially, the idea was that
everything that was not the hybrid ESS was considered part the load.
The first three terms in (4) included energy waste in the discharge
MOSFET, R2, R2, and R3 . The final term accounted for the impedance
between the Vbat and Vcap nodes. The board had the pads to accept a
MOSFET to open the connection between the ultracapacitor bank and
the battery, but those pads were shorted using a jumper and thick-
gauged wire. Nevertheless, there existed some impedance between
the two nodes and that energy had to be accounted for. For
reference, this jumper accounted for less than 0.1% of the total
energy counted as "delivered to the load."
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2.3 Analysis and Results
All of the data points for each test case culminated in two essential
metrics: the amount of energy delivered to the load (EL) and the
amount of charge removed from the battery to deliver that energy
(fIB). These parameters were combined to calculate the charge
efficiency - that is, the amount of power delivered to the load per unit
charge removed from the battery. This efficiency was given by (5).
Ef B (5)
This metric was chosen because it has far-reaching implications for the
usefulness of the hybrid ESS. If the charge efficiency is higher in the
hybrid ESS than the battery-only ESS then the battery could supply
more energy to the load for less charge. This would mean that a
hybrid ESS could run longer on a single charge than its battery-only
counterpart. Less energy waste would also mean the battery will stay
cooler for longer, which has been directly linked to increased battery
lifetime [33].
There were two types of tests run: the 'short' tests and the 'depletion'
tests. The short tests were called such because the data came from
sampling just ten pulses - the final ten pulses in a hundred-pulse
series. The tests were set up with a 90-pulse buffer because it could
take a little while before the system would reach periodic steady state,
and a short number of pulses would not be subject to the decline in
battery voltage as its state of charge decreased. For example, ten 16
A, 435ms, 25% duty cycle pulses would add up to only 0.0019 Ah, or
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0.055% of the battery's capacity. The batteries were freshly charged
before beginning these tests, to keep the results as consistent with
each other as possible.
The final summary of the experimental short test results is displayed
in Table 5. It is structured to display only the final, important
parameters: EL and JIB for both the hybrid and the battery-only
scenarios, their corresponding charge efficiencies ( EI dt I' and the
efficiency gain.
increase when
storage system
The efficiency gain was calculated as the efficiency
moving from a battery-only(ELB) to a hybrid energy
(EL,H), given by (6).
Gain = 1 (6)
EL/Ia H EL/Ia B Eff Gain
System EtH (Ws) EB (Ws) f1I,H (As) fsB (As) (W/A) (W/A) (%)
SA, 10% Duty Cycle
Experiment 22.11 19.32 3.44 3.40 6.43 5.68 13%
EL/Ia, H EL/IA B Eff Gain
System EuH (Ws) EB (Ws) fil,H (As) fi,8 (As) (W/A) (W/A) (%)
SA, 25% Duty Cycle
Experiment 56.18 55.43 8.53 9.22 6.59 6.01 10%
EL/Ier H EL/Ia, B Eff Gain
System EuH (Ws) EB (Ws) ji,,H (As) fi,B (As) (W/A) (W/A) (%)
16A, 10% Duty Cycle
Experiment 38.19 28.86 6.85 7.05 5.57 4.09 36%
EL/Ia, H EL/Ia, B Eff Gain
System EH (Ws) ELB (Ws) fiH (As) 11B (As) (W/A) (W/A) (%)
16A, 25% Duty Cycle
Experiment 106.37 87.20 18.18 19.02 5.85 4.58 28%
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Table 5. Experimental data results for the short tests
It was clear from the data that hybrid energy storage systems
provided a huge efficiency benefit over their battery-only counterparts.
The weakest benefit came from the 8 A, 25% duty cycle test case,
which still provided a 10% bump to efficiency. The best-case scenario
was the 16 A, 10% duty cycle test case, which provided an efficiency
gain of 36%! It is important to keep in mind when assessing these
benefits that the three ultracapacitors that were added to the battery
in the hybrid ESS had a total volume of less than one battery cell - the
three ultracapacitors had a total volume of only 90% of a single
battery cell.
It must be emphasized, however, that these extreme benefits only
occurred with the 16 A, 10% duty cycle scenario. The 16A, 25% duty
cycle scenario also added more efficiency gain, but to a lesser extent.
The 8 A test cases did not benefit as much. These four test cases
display a couple key trends when looking for efficient uses of
ultracapacitors:
1) Ultracapacitors added more efficiency to the system as the peak
current load increased
2) Ultracapacitors added more efficiency to the system as the duty
cycle, or average current load, decreased
These two trends are explored more in Chapter 3 by simulating a vast
array of pulse amplitudes, duty cycles, and pulse periods. Intuitively,
the results make sense. The energy savings increase with peak
current load, because wasted power is proportional to the square of
current. And energy savings also decrease when duty cycle increases
because the ultracapacitors become drained during longer pulses.
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The depletion tests were tests that took data from the first pulse all
the way until the last pulse where the battery could still supply the
load current. The battery was declared 'depleted' once the battery
could not supply the desired load current (8 A or 16 A in these tests)
for the entirety of the pulse. This design choice was chosen because it
represented a real world scenario - most people call their batteries
dead not when they reach a specific voltage, but when they no longer
contain the ability to perform the desired work. These depletion tests
usually lasted around 18000 16 A, 10% duty cycle pulses.
The depletion test was run on only the single best-performing test
case: 16 A, 10% duty cycle. This was due to time constraints, and
was done to validate the short test results. The logic was that if the
best test case could maintain its high efficiency gain over an entire
discharge cycle of a battery then the others would most likely follow
suit. The results in Table 6 show that the depletion test indeed
matched up with the short test results. The overall gain over the
entire discharge cycle of the battery was shown to be approximately
38%! This number was only about 5% off from the short test result,
which validated both results.
EL/Is, H EL/Is, B Eff Gain
System EH (Ws) EB (Ws) flH (As) f.,B (As) (W/A) (W/A) (%)
16A, 10% Duty Cycle
Experiment 38.19 28.86 6.85 7.05 5.57 4.09 36%
EL/Is, H EL/Is, B Eff Gain
System ELH (Wh) EuB (Wh) fIH (Ah) 113,8 (Ab) (W/A) (W/A) (%)
16A, 10% Duty Cycle, Depletion
Experiment 20.12 15.22 3.41 3.55 5.90 4.28 38%
Table 6. 16 A, 10% duty cycle tests, comparing 'short' test results to
the depletion test results (note the difference in units of
energy and charge)
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The relative results made intuitive sense. Power wasted as heat was a
function of the square of the battery current, so we would expect the
ideal 16 A gain to be approximately four times the 8 A gain. These
experiments revealed the 16 A test cases have a three-times better
efficiency gain than the 8 A test cases. The difference between the
ideal and the actual gain factors could most likely be attributed to the
rest of the system wasting heat in a way that could not be so easily-
factored into a single series resistor. Further support, showing less
energy was converted to heat, came from the temperature
measurements. By the end of the depletion tests the battery-only ESS
battery temperature had risen by 19.3 *C, while the hybrid ESS
battery temperature only rose by 7.7 *C.
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2.4 Conclusion
This chapter detailed the setup and results of the experimental portion
of this investigation. First the hardware design and calibration was
discussed in detail to explain how the ESS currents were controlled.
Next the chapter explained how the data was measured,
communicated, stored, processed, and interpreted for analysis.
Finally, the results were analyzed and conclusions were drawn
regarding the benefits of replacing a battery-only ESS with an
ultracapacitor-battery hybrid ESS.
Battery-ultracapacitor hybrid ESSs showed potential for significant
gains over batter-only ESSs in pulsed-discharge applications, as shown
in Table 5. Gains varied greatly by pulse amplitude and duty cycle,
with higher pulse amplitudes and lower duty cycles bringing about
greater savings. Of the four test cases in the experiment, the 16 A,
10% duty cycle case was the test case with the highest amplitude with
the lowest duty cycle. It also provided the highest energy efficiency
gains, with savings of 36-38% over the battery-only ESS. The test
case with the lowest pulse amplitude and highest duty cycle - the 8 A,
25% duty cycle test case - yielded the lowest gains at 10%.
The four test cases were all tested with short tests - data collected
over only 10 pulses. The 16 A 10% duty cycle test was repeated,
running a battery from full to completely depleted, and the savings
were shown to be consistent with the short test case. So it could
reasonably be concluded that the results in Table 5 could be
extrapolated for their respective depletion test cases.
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3 - Simulation
Circuit models for batteries and ultracapacitors are highly researched
topics. It is unacceptable to design an entire system around these
components without knowing how they will act in-circuit. But vetting a
design by pure experimentation is infeasible because it takes a
prohibitively long amount of time to validate energy storage devices.
Simulation allows us to speed up this process and wisely choose
components that fit our technical needs.
This chapter will go into detail about that simulation process. The
battery and ultracapacitor were already chosen before simulation, so
that will not be the topic of discussion. Instead, experimentation will
be used to validate the chosen component circuit models, as well as
the simulation results. The chapter will discuss the ultracapacitor
model and the battery model individually. Both models were chosen
from prior art in the field, with preference for the most practical
models; the models chosen were relatively simple to analyze and
simulate but were proven accurate to the real-world model validation
tests. These models were then validated by comparing to the
experimental test cases in Chapter 2. Once the component models
were set, the battery and ultracapacitor models were combined to
create hybrid system model, which was also validated with
experimental data. The goal of this chapter is to establish an
accurate, simple battery-ultracapacitor hybrid model that can be used
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to test future iterations of the design concepts of this thesis and to
explain any benefits or pitfalls we see with battery-ultracapacitor
hybrid energy storage systems.
3.1 Ultracapacitor Circuit Model
The single ultracapacitor circuit model used in these simulations is
illustrated in Figure 12 and based on [34]. It consists of four
capacitance branches, which represent the energy storage, short-term,
medium-term, and long-term behavior of the ultracapacitor. The
device capacitance is not just fixed - it is also a function of the
terminal voltage. This dependency is modeled using the variable
capacitor in parallel with Co, and this variable capacitor has a
capacitance proportional to the capacitor's terminal voltage, Vc, with a
proportionality constant kv. Co stores the bulk of the energy,
dominates the other branches in terms of capacitance, and has a time
constant on the order of hundreds of milliseconds. The short-term
branch (C3 and r3) has a time constant on the order of tens of
milliseconds, the medium-term branch (C1 and r1) has a time constant
on the order of hundreds of seconds and the long-term branch (C2 and
r2) has a time constant on the order of thousands of seconds. The
medium- and long-term branches achieve their relatively long time
constants by adjusting the series resistance of the branch, so as not to
incorrectly inflate the capacitance of the circuit model.
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C -A- .k*Vc C-'- C2 L -
Figure 12. A single ultracapacitor circuit model.
r2C2> >r 1C 1> >roCo>> r3 C3
This model was based upon the three-branch ultracapacitor model and
the methods for determining the component values in [34]. Their
model was similar to that depicted in Figure 12, but did not include the
short-term branch (C3 and r3). Their parameter-finding procedure was
based upon the charge characteristics of the ultracapacitor during a
constant-current charge. First, the three branches were assumed to
have time constants that were far enough apart to allow the branches
to charge independently and consecutively. The value of ro was
calculated using Ohm's Law and the instantaneous voltage jump when
the charge current was first applied. Co was calculated by measuring
dVdt while charging the ultracapacitor with a known amount of
constant current.
The value of the variable capacitance, kv, was determined by summing
the total charge put into the ultracapacitor, measuring the voltage
when charging was finished, and applying (7), which equated the total
charge put into the capacitor with the energy stored in the 0 th branch
of the model. (7) was derived in [34] to express the amount of charge
stored in the variable capacitor and Co.
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ro
QTOT = (C.+k2vV x). (7)
The values in the 1st and 2nd branches were calculated by looking at
the ultracapacitor's behavior after charging, when the voltage was
slowly tapering off. Again, the assumptions were made that the two
branches acted consecutively and that the 1st branch's time constant
was much smaller than the 2nd. Last, the estimated parallel resistance
(rEpR) was set by the datasheet [32].
The three-branch model component values, determined using the
method detailed above, are listed in Table 7.
Co 19.28 F
ro 25.1 mQ
C, 1.05 F
r, 186.4 Q
C2  1.06 F
r 2  2.12 kQ
ky 3.51 FN
rEPR 60 kf
Table 7. Original three-branch ultracapacitor model component
values, based upon the procedure in [34]
These values and the three-branch model did not exactly match the
real-world data in the pulsed-experimental case. The model was
designed to represent the long time constants of slow charge and
discharge. An example of this charge test is shown in Figure 13. The
simulated and experimental data were within approximately 1% of
each other. This model was then validated against experimental data
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when conducting similar pulse-discharge tests that were performed in
Chapter 2. The experimental data was captured with a Tektronix DPO
3034 oscilloscope, for maximum accuracy and resolution. The pulses
were 10 A with a 10% duty cycle and a pulse period of 436 ms. Figure
14 depicts the simulation overlaid with the experimental data. It is
easy to see that this proposed model, when unaltered, does not act as
a suitable model for the ultracapacitor with this discharge load.
Ultracapacitor-only model - Long-term charge comparison
f.am.uam.....
II
.1
500
Experimental Data
r-u Simulated Data
Ucap Current
1000
Time (s)
1500
Figure 13. Comparing the original ultracapacitor model to experiment
during a long-term charge test
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Figure 14. Comparing the original ultracapacitor model with
calculated values to the experimental discharge pulses
The model fell short because its time constants were assumed to be
too long when calculating the component values. The time constants
were relevant to the specific power electronics application in [34].
This model was also simplified from another larger model, which had n
branches to represent all of the different transient behaviors [35].
Cutting those branches down to just three made the circuit analysis
faster and simpler, but at the expense of accuracy at various time
scales. The short-term branch (C3 and r3) had to be added to
accurately represent the transient response to the pulses in this
investigation. The component values were first estimated by
approximating the ESR to match the instantaneous voltage drop
during the start of the pulse and the time constant of the voltage
response over the duration of the pulse. These initial component
values were estimated at 100 mQ and 500 mF, to give the branch a
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2.2 130
time constant of 20 ms. These values had to be tweaked to 60 mg
and 417 mF, giving a time constant of 28 ms, which better matched
the experimental data. The final component values for the four-branch
model in Figure 12 are displayed in Table 8.
CO 19.28 F
ro 25.1 mQ
C, 1.05 F
r, 186.4 Q
C2  1.06 F
r2 2.12 k0
C3  417 mF
r3 60 m0
ky 3.51 FN
rEPR 60 kO
The final component values used for the four-branch
ultracapacitor model in Figure 12.
This altered model was validated with the same pulsed-discharge test
from above. Figure 15 displays the graph of both the new data and the
experimental response overlaid on one another. Though the
experiments in Chapter 2 all used three ultracapacitors in series, the
single ultracapacitor model was validated with a single ultracapacitor.
This test showed that the topology displayed in Figure 12 almost
perfectly replicated the short-term behavior and the specific
capacitance of the ultracapacitors. The mean error between the two
responses was less than 1%.
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Figure 15. Comparing the four-branch ultracapacitor model
simulation to experimental data in a 10A pulsed discharge
test
3.2 Battery Circuit Model
The initial battery circuit model is illustrated in Figure 16. Like the
ultracapacitor model, it contains multiple RC circuits to account for the
short-term and long-term transient behavior. Unlike the model in
Figure 12, however, these RC circuits are in series with the open-
circuit voltage source. This model was based on [36] as one that was
not overly complex, but still closely approximated the short-term
battery behavior. This model does not accurately represent long-term
behavior, because it does not take the battery's state of charge into
account when calculating the open-circuit voltage.
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Figure 16. Initial Panasonic Nickel-metal Hydride Battery circuit model
rLCL > > rMCM
Like the ultracapacitor model, this task was originally attempted by
using the simple model in Figure 16, but ultimately required adding
another branch to accurately represent the short-term transient
response to the pulsed loads. The parameter-finding procedure for the
two-branch model is detailed here, and the short-term branch is added
later. The parameters of the battery model were obtained by
matching with experimentation. The series resistance, rESR, was
obtained by looking at the instantaneous I*R drop when a load was
applied to the battery, shown in Figure 17. The mid- and long-
transient resistances (rM, and rL) were calculated by observing the final
settled value of the battery voltage under a constant load; in this case
the load was 4 A and the voltage measurement was taken after 400
seconds. This plot is shown in Figure 18. The final settled voltage was
given by (8).
Vfi=I -rESR +rM +rL (8)
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Once the transient resistances were set, time constants were assigned
to each of the RC branches that most fit their behavior during the ESR
test in Figure 17 and the voltage-settling test in Figure 18. The mid-
term time constant was set to 200 ms, and the long-term time
constant was set to 48 s. The capacitance values were given by (9).
C=1 T(9)
r
Note that the leakage resistance, rEPR, was left out of the analysis.
This was done intentionally because the leakage current of the battery
was not high enough to affect the experiments. Leakage current only
makes a difference in the long-term shelf life of the battery, on much
longer time scales than these tests were performed. It is often
ignored in discharge cycling tests of this nature, to simplify the model
[36]. Of course, this parameter is extremely important when
designing a system with a long-term shelf life, such as an electric car
or a power tool. Batteries with otherwise great charge/discharge
characteristics can be decidedly unsuitable for a product with a long
shelf life if the rEPR is too low.
The component values of the two-branch model are presented in Table
9. The validation of this model was done using the same procedure as
the validation of the ultracapacitor circuit model, in Section 3.1.
However, the two-branch model did not accurately depict the short-
term behavior of the pulse response. The comparison between
simulation and experimentation is depicted in Figure 19.
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Table 9. Component values for the two-branch battery model.
Battery-only model - Experiment vs. Simulation
*-- Experimental Data
u-u Simulated Data
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Figure 19. Comparing the two-branch battery model to experimental
data
A third RC branch (rs and Cs) was added to represent the short-term
response to the pulsed load. This final model is shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. Final battery model, consisting of three RC branches.
rLCL > > rMM > > rSCS
The time constant of the new branch was determined to be 5 ms and
the resistance was tweaked to match the experimental data. The
relationship between the resistances determined by the settling-
voltage test depicted in Figure 18 had to be changed to accommodate
the new resistance without altering the final settled voltage. This new
relationship is given by (10). The capacitance of the new branch was
determined using (9).
VftIfl =ILOAD(ESR +rS M+L) (10)
The final component values for the three-branch battery model are
presented in Table 10. The parameter-finding procedure was
performed on the experimental apparatus with R3, the 10 mQ sense
resistor introduced in Chapter 2, in series with the battery. This extra
resistance was compensated for when calculating the rESR shown in
Table 10. The plot in Figure 21 compares the simulated data and the
experimental data, which included R3 in the circuit. The mean error
between the two sets of data was less than 1%.
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Figure 21. Comparing the three-branch battery model to
experimental data
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3.3 Hybrid ESS Circuit Model
The final model for the battery-ultracapacitor hybrid ESS is illustrated
in Figure 22. The battery model represents 5 NiMH cells, while 3
ultracapacitor models are required - one for every ultracapacitor in the
system. The resistance rp was added to include the realistic trace and
pad impedance of the board when all 3 ultracapacitors were used in
the circuit. This resistance was not accounted for in the ultracapacitor
model in Section 3.1.
r0  r r2 r
CC C2 rE 
V r
C+e (V c2 C 7 C2 CF 'LOAD
10mO:
Figure 22. Hybrid ESS model with 1 battery pack in parallel with 3
ultracapacitors in series
It is this model whose results were tested against the experiments
described in Chapter 2. The circuit analysis of the ESS model can be
found in Appendix C. The details of how this model was used and how
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results were calculated are explained in the next section. This model
was validated in the same way the battery model was validated -
testing it against real-world data. The mean error between the two
plots in Figure 23 was less than 1%.
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Figure 23. Comparing the hybrid ESS model to experimental data.
Load voltage is on top, battery current on bottom.
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3.4 Simulation Procedure
Scripts in Python, using the Pylab and matplotlib libraries, were the
primary method of circuit simulation. This required analyzing the
circuit models by hand, which was a tedious process. But the
advantage to this method was that after the initial work was done, the
simulation could be run very quickly and the results could be analyzed
simultaneously. Of course, this was only possible because the models
were chosen to be relatively simple. More complex models would have
required either much more up-front work or actual SPICE software.
The simulation script ran by calculating the incremental voltage
change on every energy storage device in the model - the capacitors -
at discrete time steps. This method of numerical simulation and
integration greatly simplified the upfront math required to characterize
the circuit model. Capacitors at each incremental time step could be
treated as voltage sources, which reduced the model to a large resistor
network with voltage sources.
The incremental currents at each capacitor were first calculated using
the method of superposition. Next, the capacitance and the current at
each capacitor were used to calculate that capacitor's AV at that given
time, tn. This was straightforward for all of the branches except the 0*
branch, where the capacitance consists of Co and the variable
capacitor. This variable capacitance was taken into account at this
stage by defining C for the 0 th branch as the sum of the capacitances
of Co and kv*Vc at that given time. The final step was to increment
the capacitor voltages accordingly into the next time step. This is
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illustrated in the flowchart Figure 24. The scripts that perform these
tasks are included in Appendix D.
Figure 24. Numerical Simulation Flowchart for a given time, to
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3.5 Simulation Results
The final output of these investigations were numbers describing the
efficiency increase when trading a battery-only ESS for an
ultracapacitor-battery hybrid ESS in the described pulsed-current
discharge profile. This efficiency metric was charge efficiency - the
amount of energy delivered to the load per unit charge delivered from
the battery over the course of the entire test. This number was given
by (11).
EXB
flBdt
Where EL was the total energy delivered to the load and IB was the
current delivered by the battery. The 'Load' was defined as the
current source, R2, R3, and rp.
This metric was chosen because it has far-reaching implications for the
usefulness of the hybrid ESS. If the charge efficiency is higher in the
hybrid ESS than the battery-only ESS then the battery could supply
more energy to the load for less charge. This would mean that a
hybrid ESS could run longer on a single charge than its battery-only
counterpart. Since energy loss in the battery is converted to heat, less
energy waste also means the battery will stay cooler, which has been
directly linked to increased battery lifetime [33].
The simulation was run on the four test cases outlined in Chapter 2.
The purpose of this was to validate this model for future work. The
results of the simulation are below, in Table 11. The columns
represent the energy delivered to the load (EL), the integral of the
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battery current (flB), and the charge efficiency (E B). H stands for
'Hybrid' and B stands for 'Battery-only,' so ELB would mean the
energy delivered to the load by a battery-only ESS. These numbers
were based on the final 10 pulses of a 100 pulse series. 90 pulses
were 'wasted' to let the system get into a periodic steady state before
taking measurements. In general the amount of pulses to get into the
period steady state was closer to 10 or 20.
EL/Is, H EL/Is, B Eff Gain
System EuH (Ws) ELB (Ws) fiH (As) J18,B (As) (W/A) (W/A) (%)
SA, 10% Duty Cycle
Simulation 22.51 19.76 3.56 3.54 6.32 5.58 13%
EL/Is, H EL/Is B Eff Gain
System EH (Ws) EB (Ws) JIiH (As) IISB(As) (W/A) (W/A) (%)
SA, 25% Duty Cycle
Simulation 57.38 52.41 9.41 9.53 6.09 5.50 11%
EL/Is, H EL/Is, B Eff Gain
System ELH (Ws) E B(Ws) 1,H (As) P,8 (As) (W/A) (W/A) (%)
16A, 10% Duty Cycle
Simulation 39.26 28.81 7.13 7.07 5.50 4.07 35%I
EL/Is, H EL/Is, B Eff Gain
System EuH (Ws) ExB (Ws) JIH (As) piB (As) (W/A) (W/A) (%)
16A, 25% Duty Cycle
Simulation 103.12 80.68 19.00 18.88 5.43 4.27 27%
Table 11. Simulation results for the same test cases that were run in
the experimental chapter.
The data output was very positive for the hybrid case. The hybrid ESS
consistently outperformed the battery-only case, as we would expect.
The ESR of the ultracapacitor was approximately half that of the
battery ESR. So combining them in parallel reduced the total series
resistance with the load, and decreased losses. But this test also
quantified the savings in the far right column ("Eff Gain (%)"). This
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column was the percent increase in the charge efficiency when
comparing the hybrid ESS to the battery ESS. This gain was given by
(12).
inELHl
Gain= fBH 1  (12)
EL.B
fIB,B
The simulated efficiency gains in Table 11 were compared to the
respective results from the experiments in Chapter 2. That
comparison is shown in Table 12. This juxtaposition, though yielding
similar values, was not a perfect comparison. The real battery in the
experiments did not have a flat voltage; it decreased as the state of
charge decreased. The model did not account for the battery state of
charge, though care was taken to make sure all of the experimental
tests started at a similar battery voltage (near-full). Despite this, it
could not be guaranteed that the hybrid and battery-only tests for a
single test case had the exact same battery starting conditions. Any
difference in battery voltage, state of charge, timing, or temperature
could slightly alter the results.
The simulated data, on the other hand, kept a full battery state of
charge for every test case. All of the tests started with a 6.70 V
battery, though the duty cycles and periods were changed to match
the actual parameters of the tests they were simulating. These
parameter changes were necessary due to the imperfections in the
controller design. The added resistance of rp was also there to
simulate imperfections in the circuit board design. This is discussed
more in Chapter 4. Despite these imperfections, the simulated and
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experimental data matched up very closely, with the final gains of the
simulation and experiment matching to within 10%.
E/i, H EL/In, B Eff Gain
System EjH (Ws) ELB (Ws) i,,H (A) fBB (A) (3/A) (3/A) (%)
SA, 10% Duty Cycle
Simulation 22.51 19.76 3.56 3.54 6.32 5.58 13%
Experiment 22.11 19.32 3.44 3.40 6.43 5.68 13%
EL/IB, H EL/I, B Eff Gain
System EuH (Ws) E.B (Ws) IBH (A) usDB (A) (3/A) (3/A) (%)
SA, 25% Duty Cycle
Simulation 57.38 52.41 9.41 9.53 6.09 5.50 11%
Experiment 56.18 55.43 8.53 9.22 6.59 6.01 10%
EL/Is, H EL/In, B Eff Gain
System EuH (Ws) EGB (Ws) 9,H (A) pJB (A) (3/A) (3/A) (%)
16A, 10% Duty Cycle
Simulation 39.26 28.81 7.13 7.07 5.50 4.07 35%
Experiment 38.19 28.86 6.85 7.05 5.57 4.09 36%
EL/In, H EL/In, B Eff Gain
System ELH (Ws) ELB (Ws) IDH (A) PJB (A) (J/A) (3/A) (%)
16A, 25% Duty Cycle
Simulation 103.12 80.68 19.00 18.88 5.43 4.27 27%
Experiment 106.37 87.20 18.18 19.02 5.85 4.58 28%
Table 12. Comparing simulated to experimental data outputs
The physical experiments were limited to specific parameters due to
component choices. The simulation was not, so we could sweep the
parameters to find a trend for each of the duty cycle, pulse amplitude,
and pulse frequency. Plots Figure 25a, Figure 25b, and Figure 25c
were plotted with a vertical axis of "Efficiency Gain (%)," as described
by (12).
There were some obvious trends that could be picked out. For
example, higher pulse amplitude yielded much higher gains. This
intuitively makes sense - losses increase with the square of the
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current amplitude. This relationship is given by (13), where k is the
constant of proportionality.
PL= k-IRus (13)
So while the overall losses increase with the amplitude, the total
percentage gains increase as well. Also, lower duty cycles provided
higher gains. This makes sense as well, because the ratio of RMS to
average current increases when the duty cycle decreases. Loss per
delivered energy increases with this ratio, so there is an increasing
benefit of decreasing this ratio at the battery.
Efficiency gain by pulse duty cycle, 436ms period, 16 A pulses4Cspeid  ple
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Figure 25. Sweeping the pulse variables for efficiency gain. 25a)
Pulse duty cycle; 25b) amplitude; 25c) period.
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The relationship between efficiency gain and duty cycle is shown to be
linear from Figure 25a. This is due to the quadratic relationship
between the RMS current and the efficiency gain. The RMS current of
the pulses is given by (14), where A is the pulse amplitude and D is
the pulse duty cycle. Combining (13) with (14) leads to the result
illustrated by (15): The system loss is directly proportional with
respect to duty cycle.
IRMS =AF (14)
P =k-A 2-D (15)
The relationship between efficiency gain and pulse period is displayed
in Figure 25c. It is an inverse relationship, where efficiency gain
decreases as pulse period increases. This is due to the limited amount
of energy storage in the ultracapacitor. As the pulse period increases
with a constant duty ratio, the ultracapacitor supplies more energy to
the load, further discharging it. As the pulse period approaches
infinity the ultracapacitor is effectively discharged and does not aid the
battery at all, resulting in 0 efficiency gain. Figure 26 displays a
frequency sweep of the efficiency gains through both low pulse periods
- between 1 and 100 ms - and high pulse periods - between 10 and
1000 s. Both periods follow the inverse relationship between efficiency
gain and pulse period, with the highest pulse periods approaching 0
efficiency gain.
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From the graphs in Figure 25 it was clear that the pulse amplitude and
pulse period were the most important contributing factors to efficiency
gains. While the relationship between efficiency gain and duty cycle
was linear, the relationship with pulse amplitude was quadratic and the
relationship with pulse period at a constant duty cycle was inversely
proportional.
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3.5 Conclusion
This chapter detailed the modeling of the battery, ultracapacitor, and
the system setup used in Chapter 2. First the models for the
individual components were proposed, drawing on prior research from
[36], [37], and [34]. Then they were validated with data drawn from
the experimental setup and an oscilloscope, and were verified to
produce waveforms with less than 1% error.
The simulations were run with the validated models, using the same
four test cases as used in the experimentation chapter. The results of
those simulations are in Table 11, and in Table 12 are compared with
the real data from the experiments in Chapter 2. In addition to
performing these tests for comparison, extra simulations were run to
perform a sweep of the three basic variables of this investigation:
pulse amplitude, pulse duty cycle, and pulse period. The results in
Figure 25 showed the following trends: efficiency gains increased with
lower duty cycle, lower pulse period, and higher pulse amplitude. The
variables that provided the highest return for efficiency gain were the
increase of pulse amplitude and the decrease of pulse period, which
respectively had a quadratic and inverse proportional relationship with
efficiency gain.
In addition to validating the battery and ultracapacitor circuit models,
these simulations have shown that battery-ultracapacitor hybrid
energy storage systems have incredible potential to make certain,
select battery-operated systems much more efficient. The systems
that benefit the most are ones with high-peak, low-average power
consumption at even moderate-to-low frequencies.
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4-Conclusions and
Suggestions for Future
Work
4.1 Conclusions
This thesis investigated the benefits of using battery-ultracapacitor
hybrid energy storage systems over their battery-only counterparts.
The two types of ESS were run against four different test cases and
their charge efficiencies were compared to determine these benefits.
It was shown that the hybrid ESS could provide some significant
efficiency gains over the battery-only ESS. But that greatly depended
upon the discharge profile of the load. These experimental results
were also used to verify a circuit model for the hybrid ESS, allowing for
future testing and design based upon simulation.
Chapter 2 detailed the experimental design and test setup. A custom
PCB and setup were designed for this specific purpose, which could
handle the load and control the ESS charge and discharge currents.
This setup was used to run all of the tests and take the measurements
to determine the charge efficiency for each ESS for each test case.
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The test rig communicated the data over USB to a computer, which
stored the raw numbers for post-processing after the experiments
were completed. With the speed of Python scripts and Microsoft Excel,
the digital data was converted to continuous voltages and currents to
calculate the charge efficiency for each test.
Chapter 3 presented a circuit model for each of the battery and the
ultracapacitor. These models were designed and validated
independently with data captured using an oscilloscope. The models
were then combined to create an accurate hybrid ESS model, which
was then used in simulations of the same test cases from the physical
experiments in Chapter 2. The results of the simulation were verified
to be within a tolerable amount of margin from the physical results to
validate the models, which can be used for future simulations and
designs. Tests were then run, conducting sweeps of pulse amplitude,
period, and duty cycle to illustrate the most optimal situations in which
a hybrid ESS would most benefit replacing a battery-only ESS.
The benefits of the hybrid ESS over the battery-only ESS were most
significant in pulsed discharge load profiles with high pulse amplitude,
low duty cycle, and low pulse periods. The efficiency gains increased
exponentially with pulse frequency and quadratically with pulse
amplitude, which made them the key variables to analyze when
designing ultracapacitors into a system. The efficiency increased
linearly with duty cycle, which made it important but not as vital in
determining overall gains as the other two variables. As the efficiency
increased the battery stayed cooler, as well. The 16 A, 10% duty
cycle depletion test showed the battery heated up by 19.3 0 C in the
battery-only ESS and only 7.7*C in the hybrid ESS. These results
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suggest that battery-ultracapacitor hybrid energy storage systems
may be smaller, lighter, more efficient, and require less active cooling
than battery-only energy storage systems to provide the same amount
of energy to specific pulsed discharge loads.
4.2 Suggestions for Future Work
This investigation revealed some preliminary results pertaining to the
benefits of combining ultracapacitors and batteries. It did this by
focusing on four specific test cases, mixing two pulse amplitudes and
two duty cycles. This was inherently limited by the choice in test
procedure and scope. The controller design and component selection
also yielded its own constraints that affected each individual test. And
beyond the data aspect, the investigation was focused on just one
type of battery and one specific ultracapacitor. All of these aspects of
the investigation could be expanded and improved upon in future work
to get a broader picture of the benefits between batteries and
ultracapacitors.
The controller design went through three iterations to get to its final
point, but the improvements focused mainly on the high-current side
of the board. They neglected the digital circuitry on the board. The
biggest oversight was the decision to rely on the internal 8 MHz RC
oscillator inside the microcontroller. RC oscillators are notorious for
their timing accuracy to be off by as much as 20%, and a precise pulse
period is critical to perform any sort of frequency sweep. The next
iteration of the board would have included a change to a 20MHz crystal
oscillator and potentially switching to a different microcontroller.
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The ATmega168 communicated over UART to the computer that was
collecting the data. This communication rate was 115200 BAUD,
which seemed fast at first, but it turned out this was the limiting factor
in pulse period. Sampling time had to be limited to approximately 7
ms, just because of the time it took to send out all 53 ASCII
characters. That's not to say the UART was the only timing bottleneck,
but it was the biggest one. The 10-bit ADC could only accurately work
at 10-bit resolution for speeds below 200kHz. The clock divider on the
8 MHz clock forced us to use an ADC speed of 125 kHz, and at that
speed the 8 channels of the ADC took 832 ps to read. If more realistic
pulses (i.e. faster) want to be explored then both of these times need
to be drastically reduced by at least an order of magnitude. In all
likelihood a new microcontroller would have to be utilized - I
recommend looking into other Atmel microcontrollers. One such
promising microcontroller is the ATxmegaD4, which can support a 32
MHz crystal, 16 12-bit ADC inputs that can perform at 200 ksps, and a
USART line capable of 230400 BAUD [38]. This will only halve the
current communication time. The key to speeding up the
communication will lie in reducing the 53-ASCII character data stream
to hex bits that are not separated by commas. Unfortunately, this will
also make the data unreadable by humans without a conversion tool.
In addition to slow timing, the digital communications also caused an
analog ground shift on the board by closing a loop from the +15 V
power supply ground on the high-current side of the board, through
the low voltage analog and the digital circuitry, to the grounded data-
collecting computer through the USB port. This ground shift increased
the noise on the ADC data collection, in addition to shifting the signals
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up by a few millivolts. The solution for this problem would be to add
optoisolators on the output UART line and completely separating the
USB ground from the circuit ground.
Beyond the physical design of the controller, improvements could be
made to the test procedure. A higher degree of automation would
allow the investigator to gather more data in a shorter timeframe,
while still maintaining test integrity. Tests in this investigation were
already run back-to-back to gather multiple results per test run, but
each of these tests fell within the same test case - the same pulse
amplitude and duty cycle. Future experiments do not need to adhere
to this standard - continuous testing could be used to sweep pulse
amplitude and/or duty cycle. The only other task to accompany this
would be to write the proper test scripts to parse and analyze the data
to extract the test results. This would be entirely doable, and future
investigators would have plenty of time to design these test analysis
tools while the battery experiments run.
The ultracapacitor was chosen for its short-circuit current being
enough to handle the proposed current load of 16 Amperes. But only
one specific ultracapacitor was chosen to be included in these
experiments - the 25 Farad Maxwell Boostcap BCAP0025. The results
were very positive, but it leads the always-scrutinizing system
designer to question if he could get away with a smaller-rated
ultracapacitor. Future investigations should identify what the optimal
capacitance would be for the given battery specs and load profile.
Specifically pertaining to this investigation, it would be interesting to
see if the smaller BCAP0010 or BCAP0005 would perform well enough
to consider them for designing into a real system.
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Last, all of these test cases focused on Nickel-Metal Hydride for power
tools applications, but this choice was mainly driven by the fact that a
Panasonic power drill was the only tool we had to dissect in the lab.
Many power tools have, in fact, moved over to Lithium-Ion batteries
because of their low leakage current and higher cell voltage (for less
volume the company can market a 'higher voltage' power drill - it
seems like a win-win for them). One must not also forget the single
most-proposed application of power-focused ultracapacitors:
hybrid/electric vehicles (HEVs). But, again, many HEVs use Lithium-
Ion batteries, not Nickel-Metal Hydride. Future investigations
extending from this thesis should move away from Nickel-Metal
Hydride batteries to focus on Lithium-Ion in order to cater to the more
practical modern engineering of battery-powered systems.
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Appendix A
The following files set up and run the microcontroller that manages the
current controller during the experiments in Chapter 2. The files are
summarized here:
- ATmega168_ADC.c - Configures the microcontroller onboard
ADC
- ATmega168_SPI.c - Configures the microcontroller SPI bus
- ATmega168_Timers.c - Configures the microcontroller timers,
using the internal 8 MHz RC oscillator
- ATmega168_UART.c - Configures the microcontroller UART
bus
- MastersICSv3.c - The main program which actually performs
the test
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ATmega168_ADC.c
/ *
This C-file includes the necessary setup
and functions to utilize the ADC
data channels of an ATmega168.
*/
#include <avr/io.h>
#include <avr/interrupt.h>
#include <avr/sleep.h>
#include <util/delaybasic.h>
//---------------------
f/Define bitwise macros
#define SETBIT(ADDRESS,BIT) ADDRESS 1= (1<<BIT) /f set bit at byte
address
#define CLRBIT(ADDRESS,BIT) ADDRESS &= ~(1<<BIT) // clear bit at byte
address
#define TGLBIT(ADDRESS,BIT) ADDRESS ^= (1<<BIT) // toggle bit at byte address
#define CHKBIT(ADDRESS,BIT) (ADDRESS & (1<<BIT)) // check single bit at byte
address is 1
//ADC Global Flags
volatile int endofconversion;
volatile int valueconverted;//This
valueconverted * 110/1024.
//ADC Conversion flag
is the data value the ADC outputs.
f/This int is between 0 and 1024.
f/The analog voltage =
f/Declare Functions--------------------------------
void initADCO;
int readADC(volatile char,char);
f/Define Functions---------------------------------
void initADC()
{//Initialize the ADC Ports
f/Initialize the ADC
ADMUX = Ob11000000;
internal 1.1V
ADC Input.
ADCSRA = OblOO01110;
Bits: 76543210
//This sets the ADC Voltage Reference to
f/NOTE: Use Bits 3:0 to select the
/*Look at this again:
Bit 7: ADC Enable. Keep as 1.
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converting
conversion.
interrupt
Bit 6: ADC Start Conversion. Set it to start
Bit 5: ADC Auto Trigger Enable. Keep at 0.
Bit 4: ADC Interrupt Flag. Is set at end of
Bit 3: ADC Interrupt Enable. Set to allow ADC
Bit 2:0: AD
because
= 50-200kHz.
//The Conversion result is found in ADCL and
C Clock Prescaler. Keep at 110,
Optimum resolution speed
110 = 125kHz. */
ADCH (ADCH1:0 and ADCL7:0)
ADCSRB = OxOO;
/Enable Noise Reduction Mode
SMCR = ObOO000010;
/Save power!!
DIDRO = ObOO111111;
/Set the ADC Conversion flag to 0
endofconversion = 0;
f/Now we need to perform 1 ADC conversion to initialize the analog circuitry.
valueconverted = readADC(0,5);
valueconverted = 0;
}
int readADC(volatile char channel,char nextchannel)
{//This function will read from the ADC and record the data
/in the appropriate variable(s).
/Function returns the value converted
int mux = ADMUX;
if(((channel > 7) & (channel < 14))
channel = 15;
//SETBIT(ADCSRA,7);
if(mux != (OxCO I channel))
ADMUX = OxCO I channel;
//ADMUX = OxEO I channel;
endofconversion = 0;
| (channel > 15))
//Set the channel
//Set the channel
wait u(100);
//SETBIT(ADCSRA,6);
//Set the Microcontroller to Noise Reduction Mode
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sleep-enableo;
sleep-cpuo;
sleep-disableo;
/Enable Sleep Mode
/Enter Sleep Mode. Exits on completion.
f/Disable Sleep Mode
//while(!endofconversion);
/Now return the value converted
//CLRBIT(ADCSRA,7);
/Now change the channel to the
ADMUX = OxCO I nextchannel;
/endof conversion = 0;
return valueconverted;
next channel
//Return the converted value
//---------------------
//ADC Interrupt Handler
ISR(ADC-vect)
{//This is the ADC Interrupt Handler.
//This interrupt function is called when the ADC finishes converting.
//CLRBIT(ADCSRA,6);
endofconversion = 1;
/Now store the converted analog value
valueconverted = 0;
valueconverted = ADCW;//(ADCL & OxCO) + ADCH;// + (ADCH <<
2);//ADCW;
/int blah = ADCH;
}
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}
ATmega168_SPI.c
/*
This C-file includes the necessary setup
and function to send data over the SPI
data channels of an ATmega168.
*/
#include <avr/io.h>
#include <avr/interrupt.h>
#include <avr/sleep.h>
#include <util/delaybasic.h>
//---------------------
f/Define bitwise macros
#define SETBIT(ADDRESS,BIT) ADDRESS 1= (1<<BIT) / set bit at byte
address
#define CLRBIT(ADDRESS,BIT) ADDRESS &= ~(1<<BIT) / clear bit at byte
address
#define TGLBIT(ADDRESS,BIT) ADDRESS ^= (1<<BIT) / toggle bit at byte address
#define CHKBIT(ADDRESS,BIT) (ADDRESS & (1<<BIT)) // check single bit at byte
address is 1
//Define bytewise macros
#define CLRBYTE(ADDRESS) ADDRESS = OxOO // set value of byte address to 0
//Declare Functions
int sendSPI(unsigned char);
void initSPI();
void initSPIO
{//Initialize the SPI Ports
/Initialize the SPI interface
SPCR= ObO1010011;
SPSR |= 1; //Double the SPI Speed by setting Bit 0
f/Note: The data out is written to the SPDR register
//The transfer starts immediately after you write to the register
f/Send a first transfer to initialize the SPI hardware
sendSPI(O);
}
int sendSPI(unsigned char data)
{//This function will send 1 byte of data via the SPI line.
//Note: Be sure you set the proper SS* pin low before you call this fxn!
//Returns a 1 if succesfful, a 0 otherwise.
f/Data transmission begins as soon as the data is writen to the register.
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SPDR = data;
//Note: We're not using an interrupt handler for this.
//We're just looking at the interrupt flag
f/in the SPSR register.
while(! (CHKBIT(SPSR,7)));
//Read the Data Register to clear it.
volatile char temp = SPDR;
return 1;
}
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ATmega168_.Timers.c
/*
This C-file includes the necessary setup
and functions to utilize Timer1
data channels of an ATmega168.
*/
#include <avr/io.h>
#include <avr/interrupt.h>
#include <avr/sleep.h>
#include <util/delay_basic.h>
//---------------------
/Define bitwise macros
#define SETBIT(ADDRESS,BIT) ADDRESS 1= (1<<BIT) // set bit at byte
address
#define CLRBIT(ADDRESS,BIT) ADDRESS &= ~(1<<BIT) // clear bit at byte
address
#define TGLBIT(ADDRESS,BIT) ADDRESS A= (1<<BIT) // toggle bit at byte address
#define CHKBIT(ADDRESS,BIT) (ADDRESS & (1<<BIT)) // check single bit at byte
address is 1
//Declare Functions--------------------------------
void initTimerso;
void startTimer(unsigned int);
void startuTimer(unsigned int);
void wait(unsigned int);
void waitmcycles(unsigned int);
void startmTimercycles(unsigned int);
void waitu(unsigned int);
void waits(unsigned int);
void waitTimero;
void waituTimero;
void stopTimero;
//Timerl Global Flags------------------------------
volatile int time upO;
volatile int timerrunningO;
volatile int time-upl;
volatile int timerrunning1;
//Define Functions---------------------------------
void initTimers()
{//Initialize the Timers
/Initialize the TimerO/CounterO (8 bits)
TCCROA = 0x02; //We're not using any of these functions
TCCROB = OxOO; //Keeping bits 2:0 at 0 turns off TimerO clock.
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TIMSKO = 0x02; //This enables the Output Compare A
Interrupt
//The interrupt is written in TIFRO, bit 1, though
it's cleared in interrupt.
//Initialize the Timer1/Counteri (16 bits)
TCCR1A = 0x00; //We're not using any of these functions
TCCR1B = ObOO001000; //Keeping bits 2:0 at 0 turns off Timer1 clock.
TIMSK1 = 0x02; //This enables the Output Compare A
Interrupt
//The interrupt is written in TIFR1, bit 1, though
it's cleared in interrupt.
//Initialize the Timer2/Counter2 (8 bits)
TCCR2A = 0x02; //We're not using any of these functions
TCCR2B = 0x00; //Keeping bits 2:0 at 0 turns off TimerO clock.
//Eventually we'll want to set TCCR2B to 0x07 so we can divide
//the 8MHz clock by 1024 and set up a 12.8ms timer for sending back data.
TIMSK2 = 0x02; //This enables the Output Compare A
Interrupt
//The interrupt is written in TIFR1, bit 1, though
it's cleared in interrupt.
//Clear the Timer flags
timeup0 = 0;
timeupl = 0;
timerrunningO = 0;
timerrunningi = 0;
return;
}
void wait(unsigned int msec)
{//This function will cause a delay for m_sec milliseconds.
//Note: The maximum wait time is 524ms.
startTimer(m-sec);
waitTimero;
}
void wait.mcycles(unsigned int mcyc)
{//This function will cause a delay for m-cyc cycles on the millisecond clock
(Timer1).
//Note: The maximum wait time is 65535 cycles
startmTimer-cycles(mcyc);
waitTimero;
}
void wait-u(unsigned int usec)
{//This function will cause a delay for u_sec microseconds.
//Note: The maximum wait time is 255ms.
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startuTimer(usec);
waituTimero;
}
void wait_s(unsigned int sec)
{//This function will cause a delay for sec seconds.
/Note: The maximum wait time is 65535s
for(int i = 0; i < sec; i++)
{
wait(500);
wa it(500);
}
}
void startTimer(unsigned int msec)
{//This function will start Timer1, and set it to interrupt after msec milliseconds.
8us.
TOP.
/First we need to convert milliseconds to a value between 0 and 65535.
/We will set the clock speed to 125kHz (8MHz / 64), which has a period of
//So every ms consists of 125 clock cycles. Simply multiply msec by 125.
//Make sure we won't overload the TOP 16-bit register.
if(msec > 524)
return;
/Start the Timer Running flag.
//That way, the interrupt knows to perform actions when the timer hits the
timerrunning1 = 1;
//TCCR1B = ObOO001000;
//OCR1A = 130*msec; /Load the TOP time
TCCR1B = ObOO001011; //Start the timer with a frequency of CLK/64
(125kHz).
OCR1A = (unsigned int)125*m-sec; /Load the TOP time
//OCR1A = (unsigned int)130*m-sec; /Load the TOP time
return;
}
void startmTimercycles(unsigned int mcyc)
{//This function will start Timer1, and set it to interrupt after m-cyc cycles
//Start the Timer Running flag.
//That way, the interrupt knows to perform actions when the timer hits the
TOP.
timerrunningi = 1;
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TCCR1B = ObOO001011;
(125kHz).
OCR1A = m-cyc;
/Start the timer with a frequency of CLK/64
/Load the TOP time
return;
}
void startuTimer(unsigned int u sec)
{//This function will start Timer1, and set it to interrupt after msec milliseconds.
//First we need to convert microseconds to a value between 0 and 65535.
//We will set the clock speed to 1MHz (8MHz/8), which has a period of lus.
//So every us consists of 1 clock cycles. Simply multiply usec by 1.
//Note: the min time is 10 usec. Max is 255.
//if(u sec < OxA) u-sec = OxA;
u_sec &= OxFF;
TOP.
//Start the Timer Running flag.
//That way, the interrupt knows to perform actions when the timer hits the
timerrunningO = 1;
//TCCROB = ObOO001000;
//OCROA = 1*u-sec;
TCCROB = ObOO000010;
(1MHz).
OCROA = usec;
f/Load the TOP time
/Start the timer with a frequency of CLK/8
//Load the TOP time
return;
}
void waitTimer()
{//This function will simply wait for Timeri to hit the current TOP value.
/If Timeri is currently disabled, this function will immediately return.
while(!time_up1);
timeup1 = 0;
return;
}
void waituTimer()
{//This function will simply wait for Timeri to hit the current TOP value.
//If Timer1 is currently disabled, this function will immediately return.
while(!time-up0);
time-up0 = 0;
return;
}
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void stopTimer()
{//This function will stop the timer and reset all of the flags
//Disable the Timer - Time's up!
TCCR1B = Ox8;
//Set the time-up flag
timeupl = 1;
//Clear the Timer Running flag
timerrunningl = 0;
}
//TimerQ Interrupt Handler
ISR(TIMEROCOMPA vect)
{//This is the Timer1 Compare Match A Interrupt Handler
//This interrupt function is called when TCNTO = OCROA
//If the timer is currently off, then we have nothing to do.
if(!timerrunningO) return;
//Time's up! Set the Time Up flag
timeupO = 1;
//Timer's no longer running. Clear the Timer Running flag
timerrunningO = 0;
//Turn the timer off
TCCROB = 0;
}
//Timerl Interrupt Handler
ISR(TIMER1_COMPA vect)
{//This is the Timeri Compare Match A Interrupt Handler
//This interrupt function is called when TCNT1 = OCR1A
//If the timer is currently off, then we have nothing to do.
if(!timerrunning1) return;
//Time's up! Set the Time Up flag
timeupl = 1;
//Timer's no longer running. Clear the Timer Running flag
timerrunning1 = 0;
/Turn the timer off
TCCR1B = OblOO;
}
//Timer2 Interrupt Handler
ISR(TIMER2_COMPA vect)
{//This is the Timer2 Compare Match A Interrupt Handler
//This interrupt function is called when TCNT2 = OCR2A
//This timer is to run continuously at 12.8ms loops.
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/Set the log flag
log_flag = 1;
/Reset the timer
OCR2A = 50;//100;
}
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ATmega168_UART.c
/*
This C-file includes the necessary setup
and function to send data over the UART
data channels of an ATmega168.
*/
#include
#include
#include
#include
<avr/io.h>
<avr/interrupt.h>
<avr/sleep.h>
<util/delay_basic.h>
//---------------------
/Define bitwise macros
#define SETBIT(ADDRESS,BIT) ADDRESS 1= (1<<BIT)
address
#define CLRBIT(ADDRESS,BIT) ADDRESS &= ~(1<<BIT)
// set bit at byte
/ clear bit at byte
address
#define TGLBIT(ADDRESS,BIT) ADDRESS ^= (1<<BIT) / toggle bit at byte address
#define CHKBIT(ADDRESS,BIT) (ADDRESS & (1<<BIT)) // check single bit at byte
address is 1
//Define bytewise macros
#define CLRBYTE(ADDRESS) ADDRESS = OxOO
//Declare Functions
int sendUART(unsigned char);
void initUARTO;
void initUARTO
{//Initialize the UART Ports
f/Initialize the UART interfai
UCSROA = ObOO100010;
UCSROB = ObO1001000;
UCSROC = ObOO000110;
// set value of byte address to 0
//Bit 4: Receiver Enable
f/Set the Baud rate to 115200
//UBRRO = 8MHz / (8 * 115200) - 1 = 8
UBRROL = 8;
f/Send a first transfer to initialize the UART hardware
sendUART(0);
}
int send UART(unsigned char data)
{//This function will send 1 byte of data via the UART line.
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//First, make sure the data register is empty
while(! (CHKBIT(UCSROA,5)));
//Data transmission begins as soon as the data is writen to the register.
UDRO = data;
//Wait for the transmission to end
while(! (CHKBIT(UCSROA,5)));
return 1;
}
ISR(USARTTXvect)
{//This interrupt handler is called when UART transmit is complete
CLRBIT(UCSROA,6);}
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Masters_ICSv3.c
/*
07-12-10
Ian Smith
Masters Project
Battery Current Controller
*/
#include <avr/io.h>
#include <avr/interrupt.h>
#include <avr/sleep.h>
#include <util/delay_basic.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
//Timer flags
int log-flag = 0;
int stateflag = 0;
#include "atmega168_timers.c"
#include "ATmega168-SPI.c"
#include "ATmega168_ADC.c"
#include "ATmega168_UART.c"
//---------------------
//Function Definitions
void initioo;
void setState(char);
void pulse(double, unsigned int);
void pulsecycles(double, unsigned int);
void esr(double);
void rest(unsigned int);
void restcycles(unsigned int);
void chargeo;
void waitthenchargeo;
void waitthendischargeO;
void outputUART(int,int);
void serialOutO;
void say_int(unsigned long, int);
void startloggingo;
void send_packetO;
/int ChargeO;
int Dischargeo;
int Trickleo;
int CoolDown();
int tempslopeo;
int setDigipot(unsigned int);
int setCurrent(double);
int getADC(int);
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//----------------------
//ADC Variables
int temp;
int VC1;
int VC2;
int VD1;
int VD2;
int VD3;
int Vbatt;
int Vcap;
/*----------------------
ADC CHANNELS
0 - VC1
1 - VD3
2 - VD1
3 - VD2
4 - VC2
5 - TEMP
6 - VCAP
7 - VBATT
----------------------*
/* ----------------------
ADC Signal Definitions
VD1 - (DISCHARGE) 3 * Discharge Current Sense Resistor
VD2 - (DISCHARGE) -3 * Negative Terminal of Battery
VD3 - (DISCHARGE) -3 * Charge Current Sense Resistor/ Negative Terminal
of Ultracaps
VC1 - (Charge) 15 * Charge Current Sense Resistor/ Negative Terminal of
Ultracaps
VC2 - (Charge) 15 * Negative Terminal of Battery
temp - (ALL) Temperature of Battery (INCLUDE CONVERSION FORMULA)
Vcap - (ALL) 1/7.34 * Positive Terminal of the Ultracaps
Vbatt - (ALL) 1/7.34 * Positive Terminal of the Battery
---------------------- */
/System Current, in mA
double current;
//Battery Temperature
volatile double temperature;
int inttemp;
int prevtemp;
int chargecount;
double Id; /current pulse combined amplitude
double UcapVoltage;
const double SCALEVD1 = 1.0063;
const signed int OFFSETVD1 = -3;
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const
const
const
const
const
const
const
const
double SCALEVD2 = 1.0783;
signed int OFFSETVD2 = -3;
double SCALEVD3 = 1.2225;
signed int OFFSETVD3 = -4;
double SCALEVB = 7.6636;
signed int OFFSETVB = 51;
double SCALEVC = 7.2807;
signed int OFFSETVC = 353;
/*
Set the maximum number of pulses in a single Discharge Cycle
8A, 10% Duty Cycle: 31500 Pulses
8A, 25% Duty Cycle: 12600 Pulses
16A,10% Duty Cycle: 15750 Pulses
16A,25% Duty Cycle: 6300 Pulses
*/
const unsigned int PULSEMAX = 100;
const unsigned int DC = 10;
/Set the number of charge/discharge loops we're doing.
const unsigned int LOOPS = 0;
//Keep track of the number of charge/discharge cycles we're doing.
int loopcycles;
//Packet variables
unsigned long record number;
int recordflag; //Set this number to 1 to send packets. 0 sends no packets.
//State Variables
volatile char state;
char currstate;
char next_state;
volatile unsigned int chargecycles;
volatile unsigned long dischargecycles;
volatile unsigned long pulsecount;
/Constant Current Sense Resistor Values
const double RESISTOR = .01;
//---------------------
/Define bitwise macros
#define SETBIT(ADDRESS,BIT) ADDRESS 1= (1<<BIT)
address
#define CLRBIT(ADDRESS,BIT) ADDRESS &= ~(1<<BIT)//
#define TGLBIT(ADDRESS,BIT) ADDRESS A= (1<<BIT) /
#define CHKBIT(ADDRESS,BIT) (ADDRESS & (1<<BIT))// c
address is 1
#define STOPDISCHARGEO PORTD 1= (1<<3) //
#define STOPCHARGE() PORTD 1= (1<<4) //S
#define STARTDISCHARGE( PORTD &= <(1<<3) //
#define STARTCHARGEO PORTD &= ~(1<<4) //
// set bit at byte
clear bit at byte address
toggle bit at byte address
heck single bit at byte
top discharging
top charging
tart discharging
tart charging
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//Define bytewise macros
#define CLRBYTE(ADDRESS) ADDRESS = OxOO // set value of byte address to 0
//Main Program
//----------------------
void main(void) _attribute ((noreturn)); // more efficient form of int main()
void main(void)
{
initio(; //Setup 10 pins and defaults
setCurrent(0);
//First thing's first - wait for 10 seconds.
wait s(10);
//Start the logging timer
startloggingo;
//Set the state to Discharge
setState('D');
//Start off cooling down
//next state = 'L';
nextstate = 'C';
//CHAAAAAAAAANGE PLACES!
timeupl = 1;
for(;;)
{
if(logjlag & recordflag)
{
//Raise PD2 HIGH
SETBIT(PORTD,2);
sendpacketo;
//Reset PD2 LOW
CLRBIT(PORTD,2);
}
if(time-upl)
{
//Clear the timer-up flag
timeupi = 0;
//Call the next state
switch(next-state)
{
case 'R':
//rest(200); //25% duty cycle
//rest(360); //10% duty cycle
if(DC == 10)
rest_cycles(43200);
else if(DC == 25)
restcycles(38400);
break;
case 'P':
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//pulse(16,100); //25% duty cycle
//pulse(16,40); //10% duty cycle
if(DC == 10)
pulsecycles(8,4800);
else if(DC == 25)
pulsecycles(8,12800);
break;
case 'C':
setState('C');
chargeo;
break;
case 'W':
setState('O');
waitthenchargeo;
break;
case 'L':
setState('O');
waitthendischarge(;
break;
case 'E':
setState('D');
esr(10.0);
break;
case 'F':
setState('D');
esr(1.0);
break;
default:
setCurrent(0);
currstate = '0';
nextstate = '0';
record flag = 0;
break;
}}}
}
/----------------------
/Function Definitions
/--------------------
void initioo)
{//This will initiate all of the I/O pins and the ADC
//Allow for Interrupts
SREG I= Ox80;
//Initialize the clock
CLKPR = Ox80; f/This should enable an 8MHz
internal RC clock
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OSCCAL = 0x54;
frequency.
f/Initialize the Pins
//DDRx Registers: 0 =
DDRB = ObOO101111;
DDRC = ObOO000000;
//DDRD = Ob11110110;
DDRD = Ob11111110;
//PORTx Registers: 0 =
f/Outputs: 0 = LOW. 1
PORTB = Ob11010000;
PORTC = ObOO000000;
//PORTC = 0b11111111;
//PORTD = ObOO001001;
PORTD = ObOO011011;
1*
f/When the board starts,
STOPCHARGEO;
STOPDISCHARGEO;
*/
f/Use this register to calibrate the
input. 1 = output.
Pull-up Resistor OFF.
= HIGH.
1 = Pull-up Resistor ON.
make sure we're not drawing current
f/Set the analog variables to 0
temp = 0;
VC1 = 0;
VC2 = 0;
VD1 = 0;
VD2 = 0;
VD3 = 0;
Vbatt = 0;
Vcap = 0;
f/Remember the present current setting
current = 0;
f/Record number helps us track time in the logs
recordnumber = 1;
f/Make sure we send packets from the start!
recordflag = 1;
f/Remember the temperature
temperature = 0;
f/Setting the prev-temp to 0 tells the code that we don't have a prevtemp.
prevtemp = 0;
f/Start the pulse count for temp to every minute
charge count = 0;
f/Keep track of the number of loop cycles (charge/discharge cycles) we're
loopcycles = LOOPS;
f/Set the number of charge cycles to 0
chargecycles = 0;
f/Set the number of pulse cycles to 0
pulsecount = 0;
f/Set the number of discharge cycles to 0
doing
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dischargecycles = 0;
//Now initiate the Timers
initTimerso;
/Initiate the SPI
initSPIO;
/Initiate the UART
initUARTO;
//Initiate the ADC
initADCO;
/Set the initial
//setState('O');
}
state to OFF
void startlogging()
{//This function will enable the Timer2, which triggers logging events every 12.8ms
TCCR2B = 0x07;
}
void setState(char new-state)
{//This function will change the state of the Controller.
//See the 'State Variables' Declaration up at the top to understand
/what states are and each state definition.
switch (new-state)
{
case 'C':
//This means we now
STOPDISCHARGE(;
STARTCHARGEO;
state = 'C';
//prevtemp = 0;
//setCurrent(3.5);
break;
case 'D':
/Set the current to
setCurrent(0);
0
/This means we now
STOPCHARGEO;
STARTDISCHARGEO;
state = 'D';
prevtemp = 0;
want to charge.
just to be safe.
want to discharge.
break;
case 'T':
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/Set the current to 0, just to be safe.
setCurrent(0);
/This means we now want to trickle charge.
STOPDISCHARGEO;
STARTCHARGEO;
state = 'T';
prevtemp = 0;
setCurrent(.01);
break;
case 'R':
//Set the current to 0, just to be safe.
setCurrent(0);
/This means we want to rest after discharge
STOPDISCHARGEO;
STOPCHARGEO;
state = 'R';
prevtemp = 0;
break;
default:
/Set the current to 0, just to be safe.
setCurrent(0);
//The default case of Off. This is a safety net.
state = '0';
break;
}
}
int tempslopeo
{//This function will check the slope of the
/battery temperature and return 0 when
/the temperature is rising above 1C/minute.
/Note: This function must be called only
/ONCE PER MINUTE!!
//If the temp is raising at least 1C per minute
/STOP CHARGING
if( ( (inttemp - prevtemp) > 10 )
& (prevtemp != 0) )
{
prevtemp = inttemp;
return 0;}
/Update the prevtemp value with the current value
prevtemp = inttemp;
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f/If the temperature is too high, then STOP CHARGING
if(temperature >= 50.0) return 0;
if(inttemp >= 500) return 0;
return 1;
}
void pulse(double I, unsigned int m-sec)
{//This function will set the proper state variables for pulsing the current.
f/Sets the state timer to msec milliseconds.
f/Sets the current to I amps.
//Sets the next state to R ("Rest" - no current)
f/Increment the pulsecount counter
//Set the current state
currstate = 'P'
f/Set the next State
nextstate = 'R';
STARTDISCHARGEO;
f/Set the current
setCurrent(I);
current = I*1000;
/Increment the pulse count
pulsecount++;
f/Set the state timer
startTimer(m-sec);
}
void pulsecycles(double I, unsigned int mcyc)
{//This function will set the proper state variables for pulsing the current.
f/Sets the state timer to msec milliseconds.
f/Sets the current to I amps.
//Sets the next state to R ("Rest" - no current)
f/Increment the pulsecount counter
f/Set the current state
currstate = 'P';
f/Set the next State
nextstate = 'R';
STARTDISCHARGEO;
f/Set the current
setCurrent(I);
current = I*1000;
//Increment the pulse count
pulsecount++;
f/Set the state timer
startmTimer-cycles(mcyc);
}
void rest(unsigned int m sec)
{//This function will rest the battery at 0 current.
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f/As a state, it will set the following parameters:
f/Check the pulse count. If it's >= the PULSEMAX then next state = "0"
f/If the pulse count < PULSEMAX, then next state = "P"
f/Sets the state timer to 360ms.
/Sets the current to 0.
//Set the current state
currstate = ';
/Set the current to 0
setCurrent(0);
current = 0;
/Set the next state, depending on the pulsecount
if(pulsecount < PULSEMAX)
nextstate = 'P'
else
nextstate = W;
/Set the state timer
startTimer(m-sec);
}
void rest-cycles(unsigned int mcyc)
{//This function will rest the battery at 0 current.
f/As a state, it will set the following parameters:
f/Check the pulse count. If it's >= the PULSEMAX then next state = "0"
f/If the pulse count < PULSEMAX, then next state = "P"
/Sets the state timer to m-cyc cycles.
f/Sets the current to 0.
/Set the current state
currstate = ';
f/Set the current to 0
setCurrent(0);
current = 0;
f/Set the next state, depending on the pulsecount
if(pulsecount < PULSEMAX)
nextstate = ';
else
nextstate = W;
f/Set the state timer
startmTi mer-cycles(m_cyc);
}
void charge()
{//This function will charge the battery at 1.75Amps (0.5C).
f/It will also check the temperature every minute. If the temperature
f/rises >1 degree C/minute, then tempslopeo returns true, and we
//stop charging.
f/As a state, it will set the following parameters:
f/If tempslopeo returns true when called, then next state = "C"
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//If tempslope() returns false when called, then next state = "0"
//If tempslope is not called, then wait for charge-count and set next state =
"1C"
//Sets the state timer to 500ms
//Sets the current to 1.75A.
//Set the current state
currstate = 'C';
//Increment the chargecount
charge-count++;
//Set the current to 1.6A
if(current != 1600)
{
setCurrent(1.60);
current = 1600;}
//Set the state timer
startTimer(500);
//See if it's time to check the temp
if(charge count > 120)
{
//No matter what, make sure we reset the charge-count
chargecount = 0;
//Check the temperature after every minute.
if(!tempslopeO)
{
//False means we're done charging - Cool Down
nextstate = 'L';
return;
}}
/True, or not time to check temp, means everything's fine - continue.
nextstate = 'C';
return;
}
void esr(double I)
{//This function will run an ESR test at current I
unsigned int mcyc = 65535;
/Set the current state
currstate = 'E';
//Set the next State
if (nextstate == 'F')
nextstate = 'O';
else
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nextstate = 'F';
STARTDISCHARGEO;
/Set the current
setCurrent(I);
current = I*1000;
wait s(2);
/Set the state timer
startmTimer-cycles(m-cyc);
}
void waitthendischargeO
{//This function will keep the current off, and check the temperature.
/When the temperature is less than 250C, it will move on to the next
/discharge cycle.
/This function is meant to be called only after charging.
/The equivalent after discharge is called waitthen.charge.
f/Its state is 'L' for cooLdown
int temperature;
/Set the current state
currstate = ';
/Set the current to 0
if(current 1= 0)
{
setCurrent(0);
current = 0;
}
/Read the current temperature
temperature = readADC(5,5);
/Set the state timer
startTimer(500);
/Set the next state, depending on the current temperature
if(temperature > 250)
nextstate = ';
else
{
/The temperature has fallen to a reasonable level.
/If we still have more cycles to do...
if(loopcycles > 0)
{
//Get ready to start the next discharge cycle
nextstate = 'P';
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setState('D');
loopcycles--;
pulsecount = 0;
recordnumber = 0;
}
else
/We're done. Set the next state to Off.
nextstate = '0';
return;
}
void waitthenchargeo)
{//This function will keep the current off, and check the temperature.
//When the temperature is less than 25 0 C, it will move on to the next
/charge cycle.
/This function is meant to be called only after discharging.
//The equivalent after charge is called waitthendischarge.
/Its state is 'W' for Wait
int temperature;
/Set the current state
currstate = 'W;
/Set the current to 0
if(current 1= 0)
{
setCurrent(0);
current = 0;
}
/Read the current temperature
temperature = readADC(5,5);
/Set the state timer
startTimer(500);
/Set the next state, depending on the current temperature
if(temperature > 250)
nextstate = 'W';
else
{
/The temperature has fallen to a reasonable level.
/Get ready to start the next charge cycle
nextstate = 'C';
recordnumber = 0;
chargecount = 0;
return;
}}
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int setCurrent(double I)
{//This function will change the digipot value to make the current match the given I.
f/Returns 1 if successful, 0 otherwise.
f/Note: This function will NOT check the value of the current. It just sets it.
f/So make sure this is the value you actually want to set!
int value; f/This is the value we will set the Digipot to.
f/Here is the conversion from current to Digipot Wiper Setting:
f/value = I * RESISTOR * 10 * 255 / 2.5
f/But there is a measured scaling factor of XXXX
f/and an offset of X.
double scale = 1.135;
int offset = 6;
value = (unsigned int)((I * 1020 / 100)*scale);
if(value >= offset) value -= offset;
/*
f/Print some useful debugging information
if(I > 110.6)
{
say_int(I*10,3);
say_int(value,3);
}
f/Keep track of the current value of the Current.
current = I*1000;
f/If the current is set too low,
f/then just shut off the transistor to cut off the current.
if(I <= 0.6)
{
int ret = setDigipot(value);
STOPDISCHARGEO;
STOPCHARGEO;
return ret;
}
return setDigipot(value);}
int setDigipot(unsigned int value)
{f//This function will set the Digipot to a value between 0 and 255
f/The function returns a 1 if successful
if(value > 255) value = 255;
f/Pull the Digipot SS* line low, so it knows to receive the data
CLRBIT(PORTD,7);
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/Now send the data
sendSPI((unsigned char) value);
/Set the Digipot SS* line high again, so it knows transmission
//is complete.
SETBIT(PORTD,7);
return 1;
}
void outputUART(int value, int bits)
{//This function will output (value) serially on Pin D1.
//MSB first. Pin D3 will act as a clock.
/NOTE: we're using
//
/
//If the value is OxOO,
if(value == OxOO)
return;
-BAUD RATE: 19200
-PACING: 0
-SIGNAL MODE: TRUE
then just return...
char i;
int temp = value;
int bit = 0;
//Define width of 1 pulse. This is
//where period = 1/BAUD RATE
int width = 26;
//First, clear the bit. This
CLRBIT(PORTD,1);
1/2 * period.
is the START bit
wait u(width);
//for(i = 8; i > 0; i--)//bits; i > 0; i--)
for(i = 0; i < 8; i++)
{
//CLRBIT(PORTD,3);
//First isolate the ith bit in temp
/bit = (temp & ( ((int)0x1) << (i-1))) >> (i-1);
bit = CHKBIT(temp,i);
/bit = (temp & ((int)Oxl) << (7 - );
if(bit)
/Set Pin D4
SETBIT(PORTD, 1);
else
CLRBIT(PORTD, 1);
//Now wait for width usecs
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wait u(width);
//Now set the fake clock on Pin D3
//SETBIT(PORTD,3);
//Now wait for width usecs
//wa it-u(width);
}
//Now set the bit. This is the STOP bit.
SETBIT(PORTD,1);
wa itu (width);
}
void sendpacket()
{//This function will send the following packet of information over USB:
/*
-Record number (7 characters, unitless)
-State (P,R,C) (1 character, unitless) P = pulse, R = rest, C = charge
-Instantaneous current setting (5 characters, units in mA)
-Channel 0 ADC reading (4 characters, units in ADC counts)
-Channel 1 ADC reading (4 characters, units in ADC counts)
-Channel 2 ADC reading (4 characters, units in ADC counts)
-Channel 3 ADC reading (4 characters, units in ADC counts)
-Channel 4 ADC reading (4 characters, units in ADC counts)
-Channel 5 ADC reading (4 characters, units in ADC counts)
-Channel 6 ADC reading (4 characters, units in ADC counts)
-Channel 7 ADC reading (4 characters, units in ADC counts)
Each data point is separated by a comma, so there'll be 11 commas and then
a line return
for a total of 58 characters sent.
That's 464 bits, which should take 4.03ms at 115200 BAUD.
We send these packets every 7.38 ms.
*/
int state_int;
int ADCO;
int ADC1;
int ADC2;
int ADC3;
int ADC4;
int ADC6;
int ADC7;
inttemp = readADC(5,0);
ADCO = readADC(0,1);
ADC1 = readADC(1,2);
ADC2 = readADC(2,3);
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ADC3 = readADC(3,4);
ADC4 = readADC(4,6);
ADC6 = readADC(6,7);
ADC7 = readADC(7,5);
CLRBIT(PORTD,2);
say_int(record_.number,6);
sendUART(44);
switch(curr state)
{
case 'C':
stateint = 3;
break;
case 'P':
stateint = 2;
break;
case 'R':
stateint = 1;
break;
case '0':
stateint = 0;
break;
case 'W':
stateint = 4;
break;
case 'L':
stateint = 5;
break;
default:
stateint = 8;
break;
}
say_i nt(statei nt, 1);
sendUART(44);
sayjint(current,5);
sendUART(44);
say_int((ADCO),4);
sendUART(44);
say_int((ADC1),4);
sendUART(44);
say_int((ADC2),4);
sendUART(44);
say_int((ADC3),4);
sendUART(44);
sayjint((ADC4),4);
sendUART(44);
sayint(inttemp,3);
sendUART(44);
say-int((ADC6),4);
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sendUART(44);
say_int((ADC7),4);
sendUART(44);
sendUART(13);
/Increment the recordnumber
record_number++;
//Clear the log_flag
log_flag = 0;
return;
}
void sayint(unsigned long s, int digits)
{//This function will take an integer and spit it out over UART.
//Afterward, it will spit out a comma
int i;
unsigned long news;
unsigned long power;
int digit-to-send;
for(i = digits-1; i >= 0; i--){
digittosend = 0;
switch(i){
case 0:
power = 1;
break;
case 1:
case 2:
case 3:
power =
break;
10;
power = 100;
break;
power = 1000;
break;
case 4:
power = 10000;
break;
case 5:
power = 100000;
break;
case 6:
power = 1000000;
break;
case 7:
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power =
break;
case 8:
power =
break;
case 9:
power =
break;
case 10:
power =
break;
default:
power =
break;
10000000;
100000000;
1000000000;
(unsigned long)10000000000;
1;
while(s >= power)
{
if(power == 1)
{
digit -to -send = s;
break;
}
digit-to-send++;
s -= power;
}
sendUART(digit-tosend+48);
/*
sendUART(6+48);
*/
/news = s / power;
/sendUART(news+48);
//s -= (unsigned long)news*power;}
/Always end with a comma, to separate variables
/sendUART(44);
}
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}
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Appendix B
The following Python script - depletion.py - was used to analyze the
data for the depletion test in Chapter 2. This file assumed the data
used a 16 A, 10% duty cycle pulse either with or without an
ultracapacitor attached. This was denoted by the data file, which must
have included the string "16A10" in its file name. The string "'_ucap"
must have been included in the input data file's name to denote the
data was received during a hybrid experiment.
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depletion.py
#!/usr/bin/env python
# This script will take the depletion data file as an input
# and output the efficiency gain.
import math
import matplotlib
import matplotlib.pyplot as pit
from pylab import *
import re, os
import string
logs = [
# ,"/Depletion/depletion_16A10_clean"
# ,"/Depletion/depletion_16A10_2_clean"
# I
"/Depletion/depletion_16Alo14clean"
# ,"/Depletion/depletion_16A10_ucapclean"
# ,"/Depletion/depletion_16A10_ucap_2_clean"
# "/Depletion/depletion_16A1pucap_3_clean"
# ,
#"/Depletion/depletion_16A10_ucap_4_clean"
,"/Integrating
,"/Integrating
,"/Integrating
,"/Integrating
,"/Integrating
,"/Integrating
,"/Integrating
,"/Integrating
,"/Integrating
,"/Integrating
Charge/16A10/integrate_16AlO_2_1"
Charge/16A10/integrate_16AlO_2_2"
Charge/16A10/integrate_16AlO_2_3"
Charge/16A10 ucap/integrate_16A1Oucap_2_1"
Charge/16A10 ucap/integrate_16A10ucap_2_2"
Charge/16A10 ucap/integrate_16A10_ucap_2_3"
Charge/16A10/Apr26_16A10"
Charge/16A10/Apr26_16A10_2"
Charge/16A25/Apr26_16A25"
Charge/16A25 ucap/Apr26_16A25_ucap"
]
MINPULSE = 0
MAXPULSE = 19001
#MINPULSE = 90
#MAXPULSE = 100
FIX = False
WH = True
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VD1_16A10_pulse = [
0.000364880121859995
,0.000344214439544035
,0.000344012670324527
,0.000344410022112383
,0.000344623965490319
,0.000344490023688047
]
VD1_16A10_rest = [
0
,0
10
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
10
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
10
,0
,0
10
,0
,0
10
,0
10
,0
10
,0
,0
,0
10
10
10
,0
10
,0
10
,0
,0
,0
125
,0
,0
,0
10
,0
,0
,0
10
,0
,0
10
I
VD2_16A10_pulse = [
-0.00240200413223141
,-0.000350555859802848
,-0.000350756227896991
,-0.000350678668139442
,-0.000350620446535817
,-0.000350527339860586
]
VD2_16A10_rest = [
-1.61340725806452E-05
,-1.61340725806452E-05
,3.01240794117647E-06
,0.0000144653321875
,3.31155303030303E-05
,0.00003828125
,1.51654411764706E-06
,3.74168348387097E-05
,1.93497244117647E-05
,2.03906248484848E-05
,0.000026669921875
,1.49839155882353E-05
,2.67647058823529E-05
,3.66964285714286E-06
,3.70880681818182E-05
,4.77552083333333E-05
,3.06183037142857E-05
,0.0000530346678125
,0.000029708806969697
,3.58972539393939E-05
,0.000005927734375
,9.24899193548387E-06
,3.15909090909091E-05
,0.0000380625
,4.24573863636364E-05
,3.93910847058824E-05
,4.17684660606061E-05
,3.36103221212121E-05
,0.0000498022459375
,0.0000337158203125
,0.0000418310546875
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,4.68382352941176E-05
,0.000025185546875
,4.87953629032258E-05
,6.27504597058823E-05
,4.59327651515152E-05
,0.000031025390625
,1.49479166666667E-05
,0.000056748046875
,1.33001893939394E-05
15.77722536363636E-05
,-6.50094696969697E-06
,3.33499054545455E-05
,2.5570549090909 1E-05
,2.51538827272727E-05
,6.32913306451613E-05
,3.44270833333333E-05
,3.53216911764706E-05
,2.93283770967742E-05
,2.38335502777778E-05
,1.38007813333333E-05
,3.82951109677419E-05
,2.13092238709677E-05
I
VD3_16AlOpulse = [
-0.000801973358570206
,-0.000387739474291872
,-0.000388140647445106
,-0.00038796841311499
,-0.00038784043959146
,-0.000387659119179319
]
VD3_16A10_rest = [
0
10
,0
10
,0
,0
,0
10
10
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
10
,0
10
,0
127
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
I
VCAP_16AlOpulse = [
0.0062806655542485
,0.00790728929882847
,0.00791698464235315
,0.00792326583022719
,0.00792497075013371
,0.00792803634553427
]
VCAP_16A10_rest = [
0.00774922374578537
,0.00767869509648618
,0.00773027332544464
,0.00774532108713075
,0.007750208616072
,0.00775428242722603
,0.00775401319305929
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,0.00775338228751367
,0.00775735182668223
,0.00775701685153584
,0.00776047462426118
,0.00775893259953734
,0.00775972807173296
,0.00775998829411905
,0.00776138846689005
,0.0077609978213353
,0.00776041944523269
,0.00776242280611464
,0.00776284513853479
,0.00776433231542958
,0.00776199083593307
,0.00776201273784823
,0.00776150704701973
,0.00776185594274439
,0.00776121191184807
,0.00776190790639229
,0.00776267746421429
,0.00776214435898651
,0.00776380327912472
,0.00776375030112799
,0.00776405315617617
,0.00776373519326683
,0.00776389627847994
,0.00776369108969398
,0.00776323452462715
,0.00776337279720082
,0.00776391249628173
,0.00776231787651484
,0.00776404320113314
,0.00776310282209495
,0.00776330968604804
,0.00776252013530871
,0.00776360086233175
,0.00776296884293191
,0.00776129297361649
,0.00776167187411485
,0.00776267376352175
,0.00776145314269536
,0.00776305246357499
,0.00776246365404463
,0.007762510883877
,0.00776294194734738
,0.00776188064039524
]
VBATT_16A10pulse = [
0.00708573217224093
,0.00783898056106607
,0.0078443754076087
,0.00784982562970089
129
,0.00785461198374341
,0.00785404748126102
]
VBATT_16A10_rest = [
0.00774040337362021
,0.00767621205331375
,0.00772839639431292
,0.00774154957155528
,0.00774818290178514
,0.00775065802613558
,0.00775413830886545
,0.00775328796803872
,0.00775548173377917
,0.00775658805282935
,0.00775663467346561
,0.00775762022850551
,0.00775887057401091
,0.00776031297924003
,0.00775858878292461
,0.00776011181745942
,0.00776098356803405
,0.00775991632567003
,0.00776114511233405
,0.00776071495674986
,0.00776035605931723
,0.00775938660491552
,0.00776002168613222
,0.00775998126594331
,0.00776081172052154
,0.00776133915284807
,0.00776019924443097
,0.00776089335432782
,0.00775971396369334
,0.00776121093307265
,0.00776049919785585
,0.00776052669086459
,0.00776077071529745
,0.00776125978222323
,0.00775930035292479
,0.00775970024796783
,0.00776018653803919
,0.00776112781186247
,0.00776075110355573
,0.00775992414911088
,0.00776038693510024
,0.00776064954181561
,0.00776074665608336
,0.00776121393277834
,0.00776029403047112
,0.00776069325983918
,0.00776075264987995
,0.0077611026419162
,0.00776119091962741
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,0.0077612993700453
,0.00776172131582673
,0.00776168601359003
,0.00776176513395357
]
R1_16A1Opulse = [
0.0101844508957853
,0.0103534824473664
,0.0103560309739183
,0.0103636789999404
,0.0103658004073631
,0.0103596142737255
l
R1_16A10_pulse = [
0.0103578226238
,0.0103578226238
,0.0103578226238
,0.0103578226238
,0.0103578226238
,0.0103578226238
l
R1_16A10 rest = [
0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
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,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
,0.0103305096663498
]
R2_16AlOpulse = [
0.0101094863459418
,0.0102173906449321
,0.0102056128078048
,0.0102168712779053
,0.0102091646942178
,0.0102125365819979
I
R2_16A10_rest = [
0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
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,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
,0.0102123152013716
]
R3_16AlOpulse = [
0.011732148730823
,0.011830199731818
,0.0118448705166375
,0.0118323255424997
,0.0118308514187845
,0.0118326034391066
]
R3_16A10 rest = [
0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
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,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
,0.0118171665632782
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IVD1_16AlOucappulse = [
0.0003661187
,0.000344628048224027
,0.000344640342151477
,0.000344637834356786
,0.00034465376235796
,0.000344827402796169
VD1_16AlOucap_rest = [
0.0000000000
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
135
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
,0
]
VD2_16A10_ucappulse = [
-0.0039300646
,-0.00035211007 172807
,-0.000351552602426268
,-0.000351636062626482
,-0.000352233449925094
,-0.000351059360207975
VD2_16A10_ ucap rest = [
-0.0003491192
,-0.000379 159702046512
,-0.0003765239 1270073
,-0.000372834343501259
,-0.000374450910103093
,-0.000373629092248677
,-0.000374905956756032
,-0.00037784499829201 1
,-0.0003807923 15864023
,-0.000378241743607955
,-0.0003774690 19396552
,-0.000384077805175439
,-0.000374784926470588
,-0.000382838307057057
,-0.0003797578 12515152
,-0.00038029 1666666667
,-0.000380040268 148148
,-0.000383263538416149
,-0.000380125827507788
,-0.000379510301640379
,-0.00038328000201278
,-0.0003776940605 1282
,-0.000382641 177652733
,-0.000378 549504466019
,-0.000381089957540453
,0.00037956 1887254902
,-0.000379455194536424
,-0.000381595722591362
,-0.000376167708333333
136
,-0.000385343934141414
,-0.000383147454285714
,-0.000388562070446735
,-0.000379399748493151
,-0.000388852774793103
,-0.000378445688350515
,-0.000377617731916376
,-0.000381817491319444
,-0.000379817479084507
,-0.000391551796049822
,-0.000381964068049645
,-0.000388415178571429
,-0.000381984880863309
,-0.00038383064516129
,-0.000385143135162455
,-0.000383497673492647
,-0.000391704101580882
,-0.00038476865199262
,-0.000390267939814815
,-0.000379136429407407
,-0.000388098812022472
,-0.000378382378481481
,-0.000385028929736842
,-0.000385923187022901
]
VD3_16AlOucap_pulse = [
-0.0007041788
,-0.000364728928222131
,-0.000365243242635468
,-0.000364812445502667
,-0.000365615789946601
,-0.000365530463936345
]
VD3_16AlOucap-rest = [
0.0005074975
,0.000507497479677419
,0.000567958333333333
,0.000554184895666667
,0.000553627604333333
,0.000571348286129032
,0.000583734375
,0.00060065625
,0.000637929687666667
,0.000627236979
,0.000637382812333333
,0.000595570312333333
,0.000631283854333333
,0.000621348958333333
,0.000619088541666667
,0.000586346354
,0.000684815104333333
,0.000638789062666667
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,0.000645652721935484
,0.000655299899354839
,0.000653401041666667
,0.000668950520666667
,0.000666683467741935
,0.000689551411290323
,0.000656757812333333
,0.000652847782258065
,0.00068753125
,0.000704856771
,0.000712841145666667
,0.000624913054516129
,0.000655373698
,0.0006666875
,0.000707356771
,0.000607648925625
,0.000657808719677419
,0.000729481770666667
,0.000708549479333333
,0.000687537760333333
,0.000601736979333333
,0.000666733073
,0.000666601562666667
,0.000673085937666667
,0.000690418346774193
,0.000664151041666667
,0.000677050151290323
,0.000743040364666667
,0.000668752520322581
,0.000656081149354839
,0.000697663810322581
,0.000669516129032258
,0.000723992187666667
,0.000708807963870968
,0.000696277343666667
]
VCAP_16A10_ucappulse = [
0.0077055078
,0.00778267561662291
,0.00778153636063638
,0.00778356442314401
,0.00778274324761938
,0.00778518269399579
]
VCAP_16A10_ucap_rest = [
0.0077703615
,0.00773264126972087
,0.0077494500230759
,0.00774994027400362
,0.00775406476176116
,0.00775458005459277
,0.00775968287064916
138
,0.00775963015192539
,0.00776126911309237
,0.00776053814227764
,0.00776434519964548
,0.00776105105705091
,0.00776305981767707
,0.00776373516637662
,0.00776274732710533
,0.00776247109777791
,0.00776250753993766
,0.0077642071169524
,0.00776382582142275
,0.00776075702076905
,0.0077604276758982
,0.00776228915606347
,0.00776247717339241
,0.0077627294740668
,0.00775959478206892
,0.00775868673370215
,0.0077601228412823
,0.00776137774745813
,0.00776267900530742
,0.00776372972114235
,0.00776307897706888
,0.00776380795376465
,0.00776321007442611
,0.00776123736666308
,0.00776134488340942
,0.00776220721797323
,0.00776132257131063
,0.00776249761984707
,0.0077632985177718
,0.00776450763515532
,0.0077622722870381
,0.00776159743470209
,0.00776297333077144
,0.00776354018190328
,0.00776067850522855
,0.00776108840740184
,0.00776124123657518
,0.00776177389431623
,0.00776267312425418
,0.00776329845055251
,0.00776311572026727
,0.00776370319584536
,0.0077627668859227
I
VBATT_16A10_ucappulse = [
0.0079672782
,0.00774609825721154
,0.00774654329247238
,0.00774669003554092
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,0.00774302819411601
,0.00774666641965407
]
VBATT_16A10_ucap_rest = [
0.0077658561
,0.00772820350378788
,0.0077442668189312
,0.00775010113344961
,0.00775258666638983
,0.00775593526059858
,0.00775700469125993
,0.00775786257290163
,0.00775873497596154
,0.00775767060810811
,0.00775723190838775
,0.00775892610005161
,0.00775695788483449
,0.00775761746852518
,0.00775971823110298
,0.00775927767145494
,0.0077590301904876
,0.00775824298278443
,0.00776051936751497
,0.0077615740255658
,0.00775957108393178
,0.0077594007082386
,0.007758971103376
,0.00775944125672847
,0.00776044711610287
,0.00776133200275087
,0.0077624766867755
,0.00776070893486968
,0.00775995930328114
,0.0077604721767814
,0.00775984310588123
,0.00775973038941099
,0.00776124313956033
,0.00776128314082786
,0.0077613939601505
,0.00776059543490327
,0.00776123291773585
,0.00775891989250179
,0.00775853291152047
,0.00775888699843318
,0.00775950766333532
,0.0077606634565179
,0.00776102923627685
,0.00776226872482816
,0.00776323967034606
,0.00776185508660701
,0.00776190518571752
,0.00776143999172591
,0.00776148679748122
140
,0.00776051953544176
,0.00775937725835141
,0.00775951271975566
,0.00776034127309297
R1_16A10_ucappulse = [
0.010180044669881
,0.0103659232102061
,0.0103727678804356
,0.0103683758429427
,0.0103710134138724
,0.0103719195131683
]
Rl16AlOucap_rest = [
0.01033834075508
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
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,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
,0.0103383407550844
]
R2_16AlOucappulse = [
0.010642620480452
,0.0106510192240208
,0.0105743570074118
,0.0106270037048584
,0.0106411781787438
,0.0105501634971855
]
R2_16AlOucap_rest = [
0.01250679102022
,0.0125067910202217
,0.0126533335109665
,0.0125158675314331
,0.0126622787807449
,0.0127303995709975
,0.0128606000232168
,0.0128919718382209
,0.0129639769821617
,0.0130190878210604
,0.0130572055402623
,0.0131078201749358
,0.0130008782557694
,0.0131136773723848
,0.0130453958676633
,0.0130766925143568
,0.0132414775105154
,0.0132295117904381
,0.0132870643970702
,0.0132466475367187
,0.0132424416018435
,0.0131850136687531
,0.0134395199126523
,0.0133932593418289
,0.0133984068259394
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,0.0133709424391344
,0.0133381286359712
,0.0134995490015056
,0.0133940417531246
,0.0134049200893218
,0.0133227612866419
,0.013474801061008
,0.0134397409586303
,0.0135283253827996
,0.0134160601345498
,0.0134545989913111
,0.0136255720406667
,0.0134050698315164
,0.0134193432160591
,0.0134366176836894
,0.0136070622925384
,0.0134166971259164
,0.0137053573251431
,0.0135595904173392
,0.0134725236256016
,0.0139123437343457
,0.0135692479242071
,0.0137087143044913
,0.0135779420703239
,0.013672157896383
,0.0136706835218563
,0.0137926373099584
,0.0135814149554656
,0.0139164139614122
1
R3_16AlOucappulse =
0.011064413728104
,0.0111258479452888
,0.0111438241333712
,0.0111352494594277
,0.0111483218498317
,0.0111480092161881
]
R3_16AlOucap-rest = [
0.01112761105537
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
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,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
,0.0111276110553687
]
Echarge = 0
dt =.007382
fig = figureo)
for mac in logs:
#mac = "testdischargeucapDec19_2011_clean"
print mac
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print ""
path = "/Users/iansmith/Documents/Personal/Winter 2011/"
logslist = os.listdir(path)
t = []
VC1 = []
VD3 = []
VD1 = []
VD2 = []
VC2 = []
temp = []
VCAP = []
VBATT = []
Vbattery = []
Ibattery = []
Vuc = []
Iuc = []
Iuc2 = []
Iload = []
Iload2 = []
Icharge = []
Vbcharge = []
Eb = []
Ed = []
k_state = []
Ebatt = 0
Ebatt2 = 0
Ecap = 0
Ediss = 0
count-pulses = 0;
pulsecount = 0;
k_vc1 = 0
k_vc2 = 0
max-temp = 0
El = 0
E2 = 0
E3 = 0
E4 = 0
firstcharge = 0
laststate = 0
dead = 0
reported = 0
#Set the flags
DISCHARGE = 2
UCAP = 0
A16D10 = 0
isucap = re.search(r'ucap',mac)
is_16A10 = re.search(r'16A10',mac)
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if isucap:
print "IS UCAP"
UCAP = 1
if is_16A10:
print "IS 16A10"
A16D10 = 1
filename = path+mac+".TXT"
#print filename
lines = open(filename,'rU').readlines()
for i,line in enumerate(lines):
line = line.replace(':','10')
line = line.replace(';','11')
line = line.replace('<','12')
line = line.replace('=','13')
c1_big = re.search(r'[0-9]{7},',line) #Look for a big record number
c1 = re.search(r'[0-9]{6},',line) #Look for the record number
c2 = re.search(r',[0-9],',line) #Look for the state
c3 = re.search(r',[0-9]{5},',line) #Look for the current
#Look for the ADC columns
c4thrul1 = re.search(r', [0-9]{4},[0-9]{4},[0-9]{4},[0-9]{4}, [0-
9]{4},[0-9]{3},[0-9]{4},[0-9]{4},',line)
if c1_big or c1:
if clbig:
recordnum = string.split(cl_big.group(0),',')
else:
recordnum = string.split(cl.group(0),',')
recordnum = recordnum[0]
if c2:
state = string.split(c2.group(0),',')
state = state[1]
if firstcharge == 0 and (state == '3' or state == '5'):
firstcharge = 1
elif firstcharge == 0:
firstcharge = 2
#If we're discharging right now...
if state == "2" and DISCHARGE != 1:
#We just switched from charge to discharge
t = []
VC1 = []
VD3 =[
VD1 = []
VD2 = []
VC2 = []
temp = []
VCAP = []
VBATT = []
Vbattery = []
Ibattery = []
Vuc = []
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Iuc = []
Iuc2 = []
Iload = []
Iload2 = []
Icharge = []
Vbcharge = []
Eb = []
Ed = []
k_state = []
maxjtemp = 0
El = 0
E2 = 0
E3 = 0
E4 = 0
laststate = 0
dead = 0
reported = 0
#We're charging and it's the first pulse. So the
k_state is 1
laststate = 30
pulsecount = 1
count-pulses = 0
DISCHARGE = 1
Ebatt = 0
Ebatt2 = 0
Ecap = 0
Ediss = 0
k_vcl = 0
k_vc2 = 0
#But if we're charging...
elif (state =="3" or state == "40") and DISCHARGE 1=
0:
#We just switched from discharge to charge
#Go through and fix the first pulse
measurement, since we have the spike on pulse-up
current-integral = 0
pulses = 0
for i in range(0,len(Ibattery)):
#This is the first pulse value
if UCAP:
if k-state[i] == 1:
Ediss = Ediss -
(VCAP[i]*Iload[i] + pow(Iload2[i],2)*R3_16A10_ucappulse[0] +
pow(Ibattery[i],2)*R2_16Al0_ucappulse[0] + (VBATT[i]-VCAP[i])*Ibattery[i])*dt
Ebatt = Ebatt -
Vbattery[i]*Iload[i]*dt
Ebatt2 = Ebatt2 -
Vbattery[i]*Ibattery[i]*dt
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1]+VD1[i+l])/2
1]+VD2[i+1])/2
1]+VD3[i+1])/2
1]+VBATT[i+1])/2
1]+VCAP[i+1])/2
VD2[i])/R2_16Al0_ucappulse[0]
VD1[i]/R1_16Al_ucappulse[0]
VD3[i])/R3_16A10_ucap-pulse[0]
VD2[i]
VD1[i] = (VD1[i-
VD2[i] = (VD2[i-
VD3[i] = (VD3[i-
VBATT[i] = (VBATT[i-
VCAP[i] = (VCAP[i-
Ibattery[i] = (VD3[i]-
Iload[i] =
Iload2[i] = (0.0-
Vbattery[i] = VBATT[i]-
Ediss = Ediss +
(VCAP[i]*Iload[i] + pow(Iload2[i],2)*R3_16AlOucappulse[0] +
pow(Ibattery[i],2)*R2_16Al0ucappulse[0] + (VBATT[i]-VCAP[i])*Ibattery[i])*dt
Ebatt = Ebatt +
Vbattery[i]*Iload[i]*dt
Ebatt2 = Ebatt2 +
Vbattery[i]*Ibattery[i]*dt
if kstate[i] < 20:
El = El +
VCAP[i]*Iload[i]*dt
E2 = E2 +
pow(Iload2[i],2)*R3_16A10_ucap_puIse[kstate[i]-1]*dt
E3 = E3 +
pow(Ibattery[i],2)*R2_16A10ucappulse[kstate[i]-1]*dt
E4 = E4 + (VBATT[i]-
VCAP[i])*Ibattery[i]*dt
elif kstate[i] > 20:
El = El +
VCAP[i]*Iload[i]*dt
E2 = E2 +
pow(Iload2I[i],2)*R3_16A10_ucap_rest[kstate[i]-21]*dt
E3 = E3 +
pow(Ibattery[i],2)*R2_16AlOucap_rest[k_state[i]-21]*dt
E4 = E4 + (VBATT[i]-
VCAP[i])*Ibattery[i]*dt
else:
if kstate[i] == 1:
Ediss = Ediss -
(VCAP[i]*Iload[i] + pow(Iload2[i],2)*R3_16A10_pulse[0] +
pow(Ibattery[i],2)*R2_16A10_pulse[0] + (VBATT[i]-VCAP[i])*Ibattery[i])*dt
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Ebatt = Ebatt -
Vbattery[i]*Iload[i]*dt
Ebatt2 = Ebatt2 -
Vbattery[i]*Ibattery[i]*dt
VD1[i] = (VD1[i-
1]+VD1[i+1])/2
VD1[i] = VD1[i+1]
VD2[i] = (VD2[i-
1]+VD2[i+ 1])/2
VD2[i] = VD2[i+1]
VD3[i] = (VD3[i-
1]+VD3[i+ 1])/2
VD3[i] = VD3[i+1]
VBATT[i] = (VBATT[i-
1]+VBATT[i+ 1])/2
VBATT[i] = VBATT[i+1]
VCAP[i] = (VCAP[i-
1]+VCAP[i+ 1])/2
VCAP[i] = VCAP[i+1]
Ibattery[i] = (VD3[i]-
VD2[i])/R2_16A10_pulse[0]
Iload[i] =
VD1[i]/R1_16A10_pulse[0]
Iload2[i] = (0.0-
VD3[i])/R3_16A10_pulse[0]
Vbattery[i] = VBATT[i]-
VD2[i]
Ediss = Ediss +
(VCAP[i]*Iload[i] + pow(Iload2[i],2)*R3_16AlOpulse[0] +
pow(Ibattery[i],2)*R2_16A10_puIse[0] + (VBATT[i]-VCAP[i])*Ibattery[i])*dt
Ebatt = Ebatt +
Vbattery[i]*Iload [i]*dt
Ebatt2 = Ebatt2 +
Vbattery[i]*Ibattery[i]*dt
if k-state[i] < 20:
El = El +
VCAP[i]*Iload[i]*dt
E2 = E2 +
pow(Iload2[i],2)*R3_16A1OpuIse[k_state[i]- 1 ]*dt
E3 = E3 +
pow(Ibattery[i],2)*R2_16A10_puIse[kstate[i]-1]*dt
E4 = E4 + (VBATT[i]-
VCAP[i])*Ibattery[i]*dt
elif kstate[i] > 20:
El = El +
VCAP[i]*Iload[i]*dt
E2 = E2 +
pow(Iload2[i],2)*R3_16A10_rest[kstate[i]-21]*dt
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E3 = E3 +
pow(Ibattery[i],2)*R2_16A10rest[kstate[i]-21]*dt
E4 = E4 + (VBATT[i]-
VCAP[i])*Ibattery[i]*dt
# if kstate[i] == 6:
# pulses = pulses + 1
# if Iload[i] < 15.9:
# print pulses, Iload[i]
current-integral = current-integral +
Ibattery[i]*dt
print 'El = %3.3f' %E1
print 'E2 = %3.3f' %E2
print 'E3 = %3.3f %E3
print 'E4 = %3.3f' %E4
pulsetimer = 100
runningE = 0
running_I = 0
sump = 0
np = 0
sumr = 0
nr = 0
for i in range(0,len(Ibattery)):
if kstate[i] < 20:
#We're pulsing
if UCAP:
R1 =
R1_16AlOucap_pulse[kstate[i] - 1]
R2 =
R2_16Al_ucappulse[kstate[i] - 1]
R3=
R3_16Al0_ucappulse[kstate[i] - 1]
else:
R1 =
R1_16A10_pulse[kstate[i] - 1]
R2 =
R2_16AlOpulse[k-state[i] - 1]
R3 =
R3_16A10_pulse[kstate[i] - 1]
elif k-state[i] > 20:
#We're resting
if UCAP:
R1 =
R1_16AI_ucaprest[kstate[i] - 21]
R2 =
R2_16A10_ucaprest[k-state[i] - 21]
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R3_16AlOucaprest[k-state[i] - 21]
R1_16AlOrest[k-state[i] - 21]
R2_16AlOrest[k-state[i] - 21]
R3_16Alorest[kstate[i] - 21]
else:
R3 =
R1 =
R2 =
R3 =
running_E = runningE +
(VCAP[i]*Iload[i] + pow(Iload2[i],2)*R3 + pow(Ibattery[i],2)*R2 + (VBATT[i]-
VCAP[i])*Ibattery[i])*dt
running_I = running_I + Ibattery[i]*dt
if kstate[i] == 6:
sump = sump + VCAP[i]
np = np + 1
elif kstate[i] == 60:
sumr = sumr + VCAP[i]
nr = nr + 1
if kstate[i] == 1:
pulse-timer = pulsetimer - 1
if pulsetimer <= 0 or i ==
(len(Ibattery)-1):
#print runningE / runningI
#,runningE,runningI
runningE = 0
running_I = 0
pulse-timer = 100
if Ebatt2 and max-temp > 0:
if WH:
Ebatt2 = Ebatt2 / 3600.0
Ediss = Ediss / 3600.0
currentintegral = currentintegral
/ 3600.0
print 'Number of discharge pluses: %u'
%pulse-count
if UCAP:
print 'The total energy output from
the battery+ucap is %7.3f W-hr' %(Ebatt2)
else:
print 'The total energy output from
the battery is %7.3f W-hr' %(Ebatt2)
#print 'The total energy with Iload from
the battery is %7.3f W-hr' %(Ebatt/3600.0)
print 'The total energy dissipated by the
system is %7.5f W-hr' %(Ediss)
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%3.lf%%' %((Ediss-Ebatt2)/Ebatt2*100.1
%3.lf%%' %((Ediss-Ebatt2)/Ebatt2*100J
print 'The energy dissipated is off by
print 'The energy dissipated is off VD3 by
print 'The total charge pulled out the of
the battery is %3.5f A-hr' %(current-integral)
if Echarge:
print 'The efficiency of the battery
(Eout/Ein) = %7.3f%%' %(Ebatt2/Echarge*100.0)
print 'Max Temperature: %2.1f, deltaT:
%2.1f' %(max-temp, (max-temp-temp[0]))
print 'Average end-pulse load current:
%1.3f' %(sump*1.0/np)
%1.3f' %(sumr*1.0/nr)
print 'Average end-rest load current:
print ""
print "PLOTTED INSIDE"
ax1 = subplot(111)
Temperature")
figureo
ax 1.plot(t,Ibattery,la bel = "Ibattery")
axl.plot(t,Vuc,label = "Vuc")
axl.plot(t,Iuc,label = "luc")
axl.plot(t,Iuc,label = "Iuc")
axl.plot(t,Iuc2,label = "Iuc using VD3")
axl.plot(t,VBATT,label = "VBATT")
ax1.plot(t,VCAP,label = "VCAP")
ax1.plot(t,Iload,'g-',label="Iload")
ax1.plot(t,Vbattery,'b.',label="Vbattery")
ax1.plot(t,Iload2,label="Iload2")
ax1.plot(t,temp,la bel ="Battery
title(mac)
legend(loc = 1)
axis([0, 120,0,7])
ax1.set xlim(xmin=0)#,xmax= 140)
ax1.setylim(ymin=0)
axl.setylim(ymax= 18)
title('Hybrid depletion')
showo
reported = 1
t = []
Vc1 = []
VD3 = []
VD1 = []
VD2 = []
VC2 = []
temp = []
VCAP = []
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VBATT = []
Vbattery = []
Ibattery = []
Vuc = []
Iuc = []
Iuc2 = []
Iload = []
Iload2 = []
Icharge = []
Vbcharge = []
Eb = []
Ed = []
k_state = []
DISCHARGE = 0
Echarge = 0
Ebatt = 0
Ebatt2 = 0
k_vcl = 0
k_vc2 = 0
reported = 0
max temp = 0
El = 0
E2 = 0
E3 = 0
E4 = 0
laststate = 0
dead = 0
if state == "2" and pulse_count < MAXPULSE and not
dead:
if count-pulses:
pulse-count+=1
count-pulses = 0
else:
count-pulses = 1
if c3 and (state == "1" or state == "2") and pulse-count
>= MINPULSE and pulsecount < MAXPULSE and not dead:
current = string.split(c3.group(0),',')
current = current[l]
if c4thrull:
#append into the kstate
if state == "2" and laststate < 20:
k state.append(laststate + 1)
laststate = laststate + 1
elif state == "2" and laststate > 20:
k state.append(l)
laststate = 1
elif state == "1" and laststate < 20:
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cycle
VD1_16A10_ucappulse[laststate - 1]
VD2_16A10_ucap_puse[laststate - 1]
VD3_16A10_ucappulse[Iaststate - 1]
VCAP_16A10_ucappulse[laststate - 1]
VBATT_16A10_ucap_pulse[laststate - 1]
R1_16Al0_ucappulse[last-state - 1]
R2_16A10_ucappulse[last state - 1]
R3_16AlOucappulse[last state - 1]
VD1_16A1Opulse[last state - 1]
VD2_16A10 _pulse[last-state - 1]
VD3_16A10 _pulse[last-state - 1]
VCAP_16A10_pulse[last state - 1]
VBATT_16A10 _pulse[last-state - 1]
R1_16AI_pulse[laststate - 1]
R2_16AI_pulse[last_state - 1]
R3_16A10_pulse[laststate - 1]
VD1_16A10_ucap_rest[last state - 21]
VD2_16A10_ucaprest[last-state - 21]
k_state.append(21)
laststate = 21
elif state == "1" and laststate > 20:
k_state.append(laststate + 1)
laststate = laststate + 1
#Now figure out the constants for this
if state == "2":
#We're pulsing
if UCAP:
k_vd1 =
k_vd2 =
k_vd3 =
k_cap =
k_bat =
R1 =
R2 =
R3 =
else:
k_vd1 =
k_vd2 =
k_vd3 =
k-cap =
k_bat =
R1 =
R2 =
R3 =
elif state == "1":
#We're resting
if UCAP:
k_vd1 =
k_vd2 =
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k_vd3 =
VD3_16A1Oucap-rest[last-state - 21]
k_cap =
VCAP_16A10_ucap_rest[last-state - 21]
k_bat =
VBATT_16AlOucap_rest[last-state - 21]
R1 =
Ri_16A1Oucap_rest[last-state - 21]
R2 =
R2_16A10_ucap_rest[last-state - 21]
R3 =
R3_16Al_ucap_rest[last-state - 21]
else:
k_vd1 =
VD1_16A10_rest[laststate - 21]
k_vd2 =
VD2_16AlOrest[laststate - 21]
k_vd3 =
VD3_16A10_rest[last-state - 21]
k_cap =
VCAP_16A10_rest[laststate - 21]
k_bat =
VBATT_16A10_rest[laststate - 21]
R1 =
R1_16AlOrest[last-state - 21]
R2 =
R2_16A10_rest[laststate - 21]
R3 =
R3_16AlOrest[laststate - 21]
time = float(record-num)*dt #Time in
seconds
t.append(time/60) #Time in minutes
cols = string.split(c4thrul1.group(O),',')
ADCO = int(cols[1])
VC1.append(ADCO*k vcl)
ADC1 = int(cols[2])
VD3.append(ADC1*k vd3)
ADC2 = int(cols[3])
VD1.append(ADC2*kvd1)
ADC3 = int(cols[4])
VD2.append(ADC3*kyvd2)
ADC4 = int(cols[5])
VC2.append(ADC4*k vc2)
ADC5 = int(cols[6])
temp.append(ADC5/10. 0)
ADC6 = int(cols[7])
VCAP.append(ADC6*k-cap)
ADC7 = int(cols[8])
VBATT.append(ADC7*kbat)
if (state == "1" or state == "2"):
finaltemp = temp[-1]
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if temp[-1] > max-temp:
maxtemp = temp[-1]
Vbattery.append(VBATT[-1]-VD2[-1])
if laststate == 1000 and len(Ibattery) >
0:
Ibattery.append(Ibattery[-1])
Iload.append(Iload[-1])
Iload2.append(Iload2[-1])
else:
Ibattery.append((VD3[-1]-VD2[-
1])/R2)
Iload.append(VD1[-1]/R1)
Iload2.append((0.0-VD3[-1])/R3)
Vuc.append(VCAP[-1]+VD3[-1])
Iuc.append(Iload[-1]-Ibattery[-1])
Iuc2.append(Iload2[-1]-Ibattery[-1])
Icharge.append(VC1[-1]/R3)
Vbcharge.append(VBATT[-1]-VC2[-1])
#Set the dead flag if we're not supplying
the full load current
if kstate[-1] == 6 and Iload[-1] <=
15.9:
dead = 1
dead =
0####################################################
###########
if DISCHARGE:
Ebatt = Ebatt + Vbattery[-
1]*Iload[-1]*dt
Ebatt2 = Ebatt2 + Vbattery[-
1]*Ibattery[-1]*dt
Ecap = Ecap + Vuc[-1]*Iuc2[-
1]*dt
Ediss = Ediss + ( VCAP[-1]*Iload[-
1] #Power in R1 and FET
+pow(Iload2[-1],2)*R3 #Power in R3
+pow(Ibattery[-1],2)*R2 #Power in R2
+(VBATT[-1]-VCAP[-1])*Ibattery[-1] #Power in jumper
) * dt
if UCAP:
Ediss = Ediss +
0#pow(Iload[-1]-Ibattery[-1],2)*.08*dt #Power from ucap ESR
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#print VCAP[-1]*Iload[-
1]+pow(Iload2[-1],2)*R3+pow(Ibattery[-1],2)*R2+(VBATT[-1]-VCAP[-
1])*Ibattery[-1],Vbattery[-1]*Ibattery[-1],Ibattery[-1] -
#print Ibattery[-1]
else:
Echarge = Echarge + Vbcharge[-
1]*Icharge[-1]*dt
Ebatt = Ebatt + Vbcharge[-
1]*Icharge[-1]*dt
#print
time,state,current,ADCO,ADC1,ADC2,ADC3,ADC4,ADC5,ADC6,ADC7
if reported == 0 and Ebatt2:
#Go through and fix the first pulse measurement, since we have the
spike on pulse-up
current-integral = 0
pulses = 0
for i in range(0,len(Ibattery)):
#This is the first pulse value
if UCAP:
if k state[i] == 1:
Ediss = Ediss - (VCAP[i]*Iload[i] +
pow(Iload2[i],2)*R3_16A10_ucappulse[0] +
pow(Ibattery[i],2)*R2_16A10_ucap_pulse[0] + (VBATT[i]-VCAP[i])*Ibattery[i])*dt
Ebatt = Ebatt - Vbattery[i]*Iload[i]*dt
Ebatt2 = Ebatt2 - Vbattery[i]*Ibattery[i]*dt
VD1[i] = (VD1[i-1]+VD1[i+1])/2
VD1[i] = VD1[i-1]
VD2[i] = (VD2[i-1]+VD2[i+1])/2
VD2[i] = VD2[i-1]
VD3[i] = (VD3[i-1]+VD3[i+1])/2
VD3[i] = VD3[i-1]
VBATT[i] = (VBATT[i-1]+VBATT[i+1])/2
VBATT[i] = VBATT[i-1]
VCAP[i] = (VCAP[i-1]+VCAP[i+1])/2
VCAP[i] = VCAP[i-1]
Ibattery[i] = (VD3[i]-
VD2[i])/R2_16A10_ucappulse[0]
Iload[i] = VD1[i]/Rl16AlOucappulse[0]
Iload2[i] = (0.0-
VD3[i])/R3_16A10_ucappulse[0]
Vbattery[i] = VBATT[i]-VD2[i]
Ediss = Ediss + (VCAP[i]*Iload[i] +
pow(Iload2[i],2)*R3_16A10_ucap_pulse[0] +
pow(Ibattery [i],2)*R2_1 6A10_ucap-pulse[0] + (VBATT[i]-VCAP[i])*Ibattery[i])*dt
Ebatt = Ebatt + Vbattery[i]*Iload[i]*dt
Ebatt2 = Ebatt2 + Vbattery[i]*Ibattery[i]*dt
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if kstate[i] < 20:
El = El + VCAP[i]*Iload[i]*dt
E2 = E2 +
pow(Iload2[i],2)*R3_16A10_ucap_pulse[kstate[i]-1]*dt
E3 = E3 +
pow(Ibattery [i ],2) *R2_1 6A1 Ouca p_pu Ise[Kstate[i]- 1 ]*dt
E4 = E4 + (VBATT[i]-VCAP[i])*Ibattery[i]*dt
elif kstate[i] > 20:
El = El + VCAP[i]*Iload[i]*dt
E2 = E2 +
pow(Iload2[i],2)*R3_16Al0_ucaprest[kstate[i]-21]*dt
E3 = E3 +
pow(Ibattery[i ],2)*R2_1 6A1 Ouca p_rest[k_state[i ]-21 ]*dt
E4 = E4 + (VBATT[i]-VCAP[i])*Ibattery[i]*dt
else:
if kstate[i] == 1:
Ediss = Ediss - (VCAP[i]*Iload[i] +
pow(Iload2[i],2)*R3_16AlOpulse[0] + pow(Ibattery[i],2)*R2_16A1OpuIse[0] +
(VBATT[i]-VCAP[i])*Ibattery[i])*dt
Ebatt = Ebatt - Vbattery[i]*Iload[i]*dt
Ebatt2 = Ebatt2 - Vbattery[i]*Ibattery[i]*dt
VD1[i] = (VD1[i-l]+VD1[i+l])/2
VD1[i] = VD1[i+l]
VD2[i] = (VD2[i-l]+VD2[i+l])/2
VD2[i] = VD2[i+1]
VD3[i] = (VD3[i-l]+VD3[i+l])/2
VD3[i] = VD3[i+l]
VBATT[i] = (VBATT[i-l]+VBATT[i+1])/2
VBATT[i] = VBATT[i+1]
VCAP[i] = (VCAP[i-l]+VCAP[i+l])/2
VCAP[i] = VCAP[i+l]
Ibattery[i] = (VD3[i]-VD2[i])/R2_16A10_pulse[0]
Iload[i] = VD1[i]/Rl_16AlOpulse[0]
Iload2[i] = (0.0-VD3[i])/R3_16A10_pulse[0]
Vbattery[i] = VBATT[i]-VD2[i]
Ediss = Ediss + (VCAP[i]*Iload[i] +
pow(Iload2[i],2)*R3_16AlOpulse[0] + pow(Ibattery[i],2)*R2_16Al_pulse[O] +
(VBATT[i]-VCAP[i])*Ibattery[i])*dt
Ebatt = Ebatt + Vbattery[i]*Iload[i]*dt
Ebatt2 = Ebatt2 + Vbattery[i]I*I battery [i ]*dt
if kstate[i] < 20:
El = El + VCAP[i]*Iload[i]*dt
E2 = E2 +
pow(Iload2[i],2)*R3_16Al0_pulse[kstate[i]-l]*dt
E3 = E3 +
pow(Ibattery[i],2)*R2_16A10 _pulse[k_state[i]- 1 ]*dt
E4 = E4 + (VBATT[i]-VCAP[i])*Ibattery[i]*dt
elif kstate[i] > 20:
El = El + VCAP[i]*Iload[i]*dt
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E2 = E2 +
pow(Iload2[i],2)*R3_16A10_rest[k_state[i]-21]*dt
E3 = E3 +
pow(Ibattery[i],2)*R2_16A10_rest[kstate[i]-21]*dt
E4 = E4 + (VBATr[i]-VCAP[i])*Ibattery[i]*dt
if kstate[i] == 6:
pulses = pulses + 1
# if Iload[i] < 15.9:
# print pulses, Iload[i]
currentintegral = currentintegral + Ibattery[i]*dt
#print (Iload[i]-Ibattery[i]),Iload[i],kstate[i]
pulse-timer = 100
runningE = 0
running_I = 0
sumr = 0
nr = 0
sump = 0
np = 0
for i in range(0,len(Ibattery)):
if kstate[i] < 20:
#We're pulsing
if UCAP:
R1 = R1_16Al0_ucappulse[k_state[i] - 1]
R2 = R2_16AlOucappulse[k_state[i] - 1]
R3 = R3_16A1Oucappulse[kstate[i] - 1]
else:
R1 = R1_16A10_pulse[k-state[i] - 1]
R2 = R2_16A10_pulse[kstate[i] - 1]
R3 = R3_16A10_pulse[Kstate[i] - 1]
elif kstate[i] > 20:
#We're resting
if UCAP:
R1 = R1_16AlOucaprest[k_state[i] - 21]
R2 = R2_16A10_ucaprest[kstate[i] - 21]
R3 = R3_16A10_ucaprest[kstate[i] - 21]
else:
R1 = R1_16A10rest[kstate[i] - 21]
R2 = R2_16A10_rest[kstate[i] - 21]
R3 = R3_16A1Orest[kstate[i] - 21]
runningE = runningE + (VCAP[i]*Iload[i] +
pow(Iload2[i],2)*R3 + pow(Ibattery[i],2)*R2 + (VBATT[i]-VCAP[i])*Ibattery[i])*dt
running_I = runningI + Ibattery[i]*dt
if kstate[i] == 6:
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sump = sump + VCAP[i]
np = np + 1
elif kstate[i] == 60:
sumr = sumr + VCAP[i]
nr = nr + 1
if kstate[i] == 1:
pulse-timer = pulsetimer - 1
if pulsetimer <= 0 or i == (len(Ibattery)-1):
#print runningE / runningI #,runningE,runningl
runningE = 0
runningI = 0
pulse-timer = 100
print 'El = %3.3f' %E1
print 'E2 = %3.3f' %E2
print 'E3 = %3.3f' %E3
print 'E4 = %3.3f' %E4
print 'Number of discharge pluses: %u' %pulsecount
if WH:
Ebatt2 = Ebatt2 / 3600.0
Ediss = Ediss / 3600.0
current-integral = current-integral / 3600.0
if UCAP:
print 'The total energy output from the battery+ucap is %7.3f
W-hr' %(Ebatt2)
else:
print 'The total energy output from the battery is %7.5f W-hr'
%(Ebatt2)
#print 'The total energy with Iload from the battery is %7.3f
W-hr' %(Ebatt/3600.0)
print 'The total energy dissipated by the system is %7.5f W-hr'
%(Ediss)
print 'The energy dissipated is off by %3.1f/o%' %((Ediss-
Ebatt2)/Ebatt2*100.0)
# print 'The energy dissipated is off VD3 by %3.1f%%' %((Ediss-
Ebatt2)/Ebatt2*100.0)
print 'The total charge pulled out the of the battery is %3.5f A-hr'
%(currentjintegral)
if Echarge:
print 'The efficiency of the battery (Eout/Ein) = %7.3f%%'
%(Ebatt2/Echarge*100.0)
print 'Max Temperature: %2.1f, deltaT: %2.1f' %(max-temp,
(max-temp-temp[0]))
print 'Average end-pulse load current: %1.3f' %(sump*1.0/np)
print 'Average end-rest load current: %1.3f' %(sumr*1.0/nr)
print ""
print "PLOTTED OUTSIDE"
ax1 = subplot(111)
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figureo
ax. plot(t[0: -1: 6],Ibattery[0: -1: 6],label ="Ibattery")
axl.plot(t,Vuc,label = "Vuc")
axl.plot(t,Iuc,label = "Iuc")
ax1.plot(t,Iuc,label = "Iuc")
axl.plot(t,Iuc2,label = "Iuc using VD3")
ax1.plot(t,VBATT,Iabel = "VBATT")
axl.plot(t[0:-1:6],Vbattery[0:-1:6],Iabel = 'Battery Voltage')
ax1.plot(t,VCAP,Iabel = "VCAP")
ax 1.plot(t,Iload,'g-',label="Iload")
ax1.plot(t,Vbattery,'b.',Iabel="Vbattery")
ax1.plot(t,Iload2,label="Iload2")
ax. plot(t,temp,label="Battery Temperature")
title(mac)
legend(loc = 7)
axis([0,140,0,7])
ax1.set-xlim(xmin=0)#,xmax=140)
ax1.setylim(ymin=0,ymax=18)
title('Hybrid Depletion')
showo
fig.savefig('Depletion Results. png',tra nspa rent=True)
ax1 = plot(-1,-1)
axl.setxlim(xmin=0)
#fig.set-xlim(xmin=0)
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Appendix C
The following circuit analysis was used in simulating the battery,
ultracapacitor, and hybrid models in Chapter 3. The Python simulation
scripts used the equations drawn from this analysis to calculate the
node voltages and capacitor currents at discrete time steps, providing
a very quick and efficient way to simulate the circuit models.
Instead of analyzing the battery and ultracapacitor models individually,
they were combined into the hybrid model displayed in Figure 27 and
analyzed together. The hybrid model contains m ultracapacitor models
in series, where m is a variable, to allow for flexibility in the
simulation.
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Figure 27. Hybrid circuit model that was analyzed for the simulation
scripts
This model was analyzed in discrete time steps. During each time step
the capacitors were assumed to be voltage sources. This is illustrated
in Figure 28. Note that the battery's leakage resistance was left out,
because it was assumed to be infinite resistance. The currents at each
voltage source are assumed to be exiting the positive terminal. The
entire hybrid model is now a multiple-source resistor network, which
can be solved using the method of superposition. This procedure
yields (18), (20), (22), (24), (26), (28), (30), and (32).
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Figure 28. Hybrid circuit model during a discrete time step.
Capacitors are represented as voltage sources
The following
shorter.
variables are defined to make the final equations
r,=(r 11 r, 11 r2 1|r3 ||rEPR)
V
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rffRR +r + r,
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Calculation of the current through VoR, Io,:
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Calculation of the current through V2,n, I ,n:
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Calculation of the current through V2,n, 12,n:
A -(r  r2 | r, i 1rEpR)
2-" ~() lir2|mr,||rEPR |ESR p TP
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Calculation of the current through V3,n, Is,n:
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Calculation of the current through Vsn, Isn:
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Calculation of the current through VM,n, IMn:
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Calculation of the current through VL,n, IL,n:
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
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Calculation of the current through V,9,,,, IB,n,:
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Appendix D
The following python scripts were used to calculate the simulation data
in Chapter 3. Here is a list of the scripts and a brief description of
their function:
- hybrid.py - Plots a simulated hybrid model output overlaid on
real-world data captured with an oscilloscope. Used for model
validation in Chapter 2.
- results.py - Simulates the short tests with a battery-only
model, and again with a hybrid model, and outputs the efficiency
gain results displayed in Table 11.
* sweep.py - Runs the results.py algorithm across a wide range
of either pulse amplitudes, duty cycles, or periods. Produced the
plots displayed in Figure 25 and Figure 26.
depresults.py - Simulates the 16 A, 10% duty cycle depletion
test run in Chapter 2
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hybrid.py
#!/usr/bin/env python
# This script will plot a simulated hybrid circuit model on top of
# data captured by an oscilloscope. Used for model validation.
import math
import tek
import matplotlib
import matplotlib.pyplot as pit
from pylab import *
import re, os
import string
from datetime import datetime
plotfile = 0
output text = 0
BATTERY = 1
sweep = 0
m =3
dt = .00001
WAH = []
WAB = []
Effgain = []
R1 = 10.33e-3
R2 = 11.82e-3
R3 = 10.23e-3
Drange = [x/100.0 for x in range(2,100)]
Irange = [x*28.0/100.0 for x in range(1,100)]
Trange = [x/100.0 for x in range(1,100)]
for T in [.436]:
#Dideal = .1
#Dideal = .25
Dideal = .10
D = Dideal
LoadAmplitude = 16
#T = .436
#T = .02
T = .002
if sweep:
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#print '%2.lfA (%2.1f/o%)'
%(LoadAmplitude,LoadAmplitude/max(Irange)*100)
#print '%2.lf%% (%2.lf%%)' %(D*100.0,D/max(Drange)*100)
print '%4.Ofms (%2.1f/6%)' %(T*1000.0,T*1.0/max(Trange)*100)
for UCAP in [1]:#,0]:
t = [1
Vcap= []
Icap = []
Vb = []
Vs = []
Vm = []
VI = []
VO = []
V1 = []
V2 = []
V3 = []
Vc = []
10 = []
I1 = []
12 = []
I3 = [1
Ip = []
Ib = []
Is = []
Im = []
Il = []
IC = []
Ileak = []
time2 = []
filet = []
if plotfile:
decimationratio = 2
figureo)
file = "./Winter 2011/Depletion/ESR April 11/Hybrid 16A10
pulses IBAT.isf"
#Hybrid 16A10 pulses IBAT.isf"
#Battery 16A pulses IBAT.isf"
#UCAP good 500mA 2000s charge ICAP.isf"
#For the V file:
with open(file, "rb") as fptr:
Y_t, samplesinfo = tek.readisfjfile( fptr,
decimation-ratio)
# Printing the samples info to the console
print('filename: %s' % f )
for k,v in samplesjinfo.iteritemso:
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print('\tKey: %s Value: %s' % (k, v) )
#examples on how to get the sample info
y_zero = float(samples_info['YZERO'])
y_mult = float(samplesinfo['YMULT'])
y_off = float(samples_info['YOFF'])
v_scale = float(samples_info['VSCALE'])
vpos = float(samples_info['VPOS'])
h_delay = float(samples_info['HDELAY'])
h_scale = float(samples_info['HSCALE'])
x_incr = float(samples_info['XINCR'])
numberofsamples = int(samplesinfo['NRPT'])
# rescale and apply offsets
filedata = yzero + ymult * (Y_t - yoff)# + v-pos
# plot
filet = linspace(O, number of samples*x-incr,
num=numberofsamples/decimationratio )
filet = [x-filet[O] for x in filet]
filedt = filet[1] - filet[0]
print max(filet)
filet = filet[O:-1:int(round(dt/filedt))]
filedata = filedata[0:-1 : int(round(dt/filedt))]
Vfile = "./Winter 2011/Depletion/ESR April 11/Hybrid 16A10
pulses VBAT.isf"
#Hybrid 16A10 pulses VBAT.isf'
#UCAP good 500mA 2000s charge VCAP.isf"
#UCAP good 10A pulses.isf'
#Battery 16A pulses VBAT.isf"
#VCAP ESR 10A 5s.isf'
#Battery 16A pulses VBAT.isf'
#For the V file:
with open(Vfile, "rb") as fptr:
Y_t, samplesinfo = tek.readjisf file( fptr,
decimationratio )
# Printing the samples info to the console
print('filename: %s' % f )
for k,v in samples_info.iteritemsO:
print('\tKey: %s Value: %s' % (k, v))
#examples on how to get the sample info
y_zero = float(samples-info['YZERO'])
y_mult = float(samples-info['YMULT'])
y_off = float(samples_info['YOFF'])
v_scale = float(samples_info['VSCALE'])
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v_pos = float(samplesinfo['VPOS'])
h delay = float(sa mples_info['HDELAY'])
h_scale = float(samples_info['HSCALE'])
x_incr = float(samples_info['XINCR'])
numberof-samples = int(samples_info['NRPT'])
# rescale and apply offsets
if len(filet) <= 0:
filet = linspace(O, numberofsamples*xjincr,
num=numberofsamples/decimation_ratio )
filet = [x-filet[0] for x in filet]
filedt = filet[1] - filet[0]
filet = filet[0:-1:int(round(dt/filedt))]
Vdata = yzero + ymult * (Yt - yoff)# + v-pos
Vdata = Vdata[O:-1:int(round(dt/filedt))]
Vbatt = 6.55
if BATTERY and not UCAP:
Vbatt = 6.59
Vbatt = 6.7
and not swee
.10 and not s
and not swee
.25 and not s
and not swee
#Define the starting battery voltges for each test case
if BATTERY and UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 8 and Dideal == .10
Vbatt = 6.73
D = .1018
T = .435947
elif BATTERY and not UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 8 and Dideal ==
veep:
Vbatt = 6.93
D = .1018
T = .435313
elif BATTERY and UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 8 and Dideal == .25
Vbatt = 6.73
D = .2527
T = .46412
elif BATTERY and not UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 8 and Dideal ==
veep:
Vbatt = 6.83
D = .2544
T = .46839
elif BATTERY and UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 16 and Dideal == .10
P:
Vbatt = 6.38
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D = .1014
T = .435116
elif BATTERY and not UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 16 and Dideal ==
.10 and not sweep:
Vbatt = 6.33
Vbatt = 6.38
D =.1019
T = .43548
elif BATTERY and UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 16 and Dideal == .25
and not sweep:
Vbatt = 6.48
D = .2534
T = .464147
elif BATTERY and not UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 16 and Dideal ==
.25 and not sweep:
Vbatt = 6.73
#Vbatt = 6.90
D = .2533
T = .465315
Vbatt = 6.53
if BATTERY:
Vi = Vbatt/m
else:
Vi = 1.480
Vi = 2.17
Vi = 2.14
VO.append(Vi)
V1.append(Vi)
V2.append(Vi)
V3.append(Vi)
Vs.append(0)
Vm.append(0)
VI.append(0)
Vb.append(Vbatt)
#Ultracapacitor Model
rleak = 60e3
cO = 19.28
c1 = 1.05
c2 = 1.06
kv = 3.51
rO = 25. le-3
r1 = 186.4
r2 = 2.121e3
r3 = .188
c3 = .229
tau3 = .025
r3 = .188
r3 = .060
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c3 = tau3/r3
#Battery Model
re = .150# + .01 #10mOhms for the current sense resistor R2
#re = .130
#re = .175
taus = .06
taus = .2
taus = .01
taul = 48.0
rs = .04
rs = .005
rl = .0812-rs
cs = taus/rs
cl = taul/rl
#In experiment, re seems to be 137mOhms...
re = .137
rj= 0
if BATTERY and UCAP:
#account for the pad resistnace of the 3 ultracaps
rj = .015
#The pad impedance of the UCAP
rp = .01
rp = 0
taus = .005
rs = .015
cs = taus/rs
taum = .20
rm = .04-rs
cm = taum/rm
taul = 48.0
rl = .0812-rs-rm
cl = taul/rl
#re = re + .01
print 'taus',rs*cs
print 'taum',rm*cm
print 'taul',rl*cl
if not UCAP:
#rs = .00001
#rl = .00001
rO = 10e12
r1 = 10e12
r2 = 10e12
r3 = 10e12
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rleak = 10e12
if not BATTERY:
re = 10e12
reQ = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rO)
rel = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rl)
rel = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rleak)
rOl = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/rl)
rOl = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/rleak)
r1l = 1.0/(1.0/rl+1.0/rleak)
res = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rs)
r21 = 1.0/(1.0/r2+1.0/rleak)
r031 = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
r131 = 1.0/(1.0/rl+1.O/r3+1.0/rleak)
r231 = 1.0/(1.0/r2+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
re0l = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rQ+1.0/rleak)
rell = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rl+1.0/rleak)
rOll = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/rl+1.0/rleak)
r021 = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/r2+1.0/rleak)
r121 = 1.0/(1.0/rl+1.0/r2+1.0/rleak)
r0121 = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/rl+1.0/r2+1.0/rleak)
r0131 = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/rl+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
r023l = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/r2+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
r1231 = 1.0/(1.0/rl+1.0/r2+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
r0123l = 1.0/(1.0/rQ+1.0/rl+1.0/r2+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
Ewaste = []
Eload = []
current = []
Soc = []
EFET = []
ER2 = []
ER3 = []
ERP = []
EBATT = []
current-integral = 0
pulsecount = 0
pulseflag = 0
startload = 0
pulseindexstart = 0
pulseindexend = 0
#print 'Max Time', 101.0*T/dt#max(range(0,int(101*T/dt)))
for time in range(0,int(105*T/dt)):
time2.append(time*dt)
#if time2[-l] >= 2.9 and time2[-l] <= 5.5: #
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if time2[-1] - floor(time2[-1]/T)*T <= D*T:# and time2[-1] <
2.3:
#if time2[-1] >= 2.1 and time2[-1] <= 120.3:
Ip.append(LoadAmplitude)
#Ip.append(-.5)
if pulse-flag:
pulsecount = pulse-count + 1
pulse-flag = 0
if pulsecount >= 90 and pulse-count <= 100
and startload 0:
#print 'Pulse %3.Od Energy: %3.3f
%(pulse.count-1,sum(Eload[startload:-1]))
startload = time
elif pulsecount >= 90:
startload = time
else:
Ip.append(0)
pulse-flag = 1
#VO currents:
1001 = V0[-1] / (rO + 1.0/(1.0/r1231+1.0/((m-
1)*r01231+re+rj)))
lOseries = 1001 * r1231/(r1231 + (m-1)*r01231+re+rj)
1002 = 1Oseries * r1231/(rO+r1231)
1011 = -(I001-IOseries) * r231/(rl+r231)
1012 = IOseries * r0231/(rl+r0231)
1021 = -(IO01-I0series) * r131/(r2+r13l)
1022 = I0series * r0131/(r2+r0131)
1031 = -(1001-IOseries) * r12l/(r3+r121)
1032 = IOseries * r0121/(r3+r0121)
100 = 1001 + (m-1)*I002
I01 = 1011 + (m-1)*I012
102 = 1021 + (m-1)*I022
103 = 1031 + (m-1)*I032
IOB = -m*I0series
IOS = IOB
IOM = OB
IOL = IOB
#V1 currents:
I111 = V1[-1] / (r1 + 1.0/(1.0/r0231+1.0/((m-
1)*r01231+re+rj)))
Ilseries = 1111 * r0231/(r0231 + (m-1)*r01231+re+rj)
1112 = Ilseries * r0231/(rl+r0231)
1101 = -(Ill-Ilseries) * r231/(rO+r231)
1102 = Ilseries * r1231/(rO+r1231)
1121 = -(Ill-Ilseries) * r031/(r2+r031)
1122 = Ilseries * r0131/(r2+r0131)
1131 = -(Ill-Ilseries) * r021/(r3+r021)
1132 = Ilseries * r0121/(r3+r0121)
I10 = I101 + (m-1)*I102
Ill = 1111 + (m-1)*I112
112 = 1121 + (m-1)*I122
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113 = 1131 + (m-1)*I132
I1B = -m*I1series
I1S = I1B
I1M = I1B
IlL = I1B
#V2 currents:
1221 = V2[-l] / (r2 + 1.0/(1.0/r0131+l.0/((m-
1)*r01231+re+rj)))
I2series = 1221 * r0131/(r0131 + (m-1)*r0123I+re+rj)
1222 = I2series * r013l/(r2+r0131)
1201 = -(1221-I2series) * r131/(rO+r131)
1202 = I2series * r1231/(rO+r1231)
1211 = -(1221-I2series) * r031/(rl+r031)
1212 = I2series * r0231/(rl+r0231)
1231 = -(1221-I2series) * rOl/(r3+rOl)
1232 = I2series * r0121/(r3+r0121)
120 = 1201 + (m-1)*I202
121 = 1211 + (m-1)*I212
122 = 1221 + (m-1)*I222
123 = 1231 + (m-1)*I232
12B = -m*I2series
12S = 12B
12M = 12B
12L = 12B
#V3 currents:
1331 = V3[-1] / (r3 + 1.0/(1.0/r0121+1.0/((m-
1)*r01231+re+rj)))
13series = 1331 * r012l/(r0121 + (m-1)*r01231+re+rj)
1332 = I3series * r0121/(r3+r012l)
1311 = -(1331-I3series) * r021/(rl+r021)
1312 = I3series * r0231/(rl+r0231)
1321 = -(1331-I3series) * rOl/(r2+rOl)
1322 = I3series * r0131/(r2+r0131)
1301 = -(1331-I3series) * r12l/(rO+r121)
1302 = 13series * r1231/(rO+r1231)
130 = 1301 + (m-1)*I302
131 = 1311 + (m-1)*I312
132 = 1321 + (m-1)*I322
133 = 1331 + (m-1)*I332
I3B = -m*I3series
135 = 13B
13M = 13B
13L = 13B
#Vb, VI, Vm, VS currents:
IBB = (Vb[-1]+Vl[-1]+Vm[-1]+Vs[-1])/(re + m*r01231 + rj)
IBS = IBB + Vs[-1]/rs
IBM = IBB + Vm[-1]/rm
IBL = IBB + Vl[-l]/rl
IBO = -IBB * r1231/(rO+r1231)
IB1 = -IBB * r0231/(rl+r0231)
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IB2 = -IBB * r0131/(r2+r0131)
IB3 = -IBB * r0121/(r3+r0121)
#Ip currents:
IPB = Ip[-1]
IPS = IPB
IPM = IPB
IPL = IPB
IPO = Ip[-1]'
IP1 = Ip[-1]'
IP2 = Ip[-1]
IP3 = Ip[-1]
C
le
* (m*r01231+rj)/(m*r01231+re+rj)
re/(m*rO1231+re+rj)
re/(m*rO1231+re+ rj)
re/(m*r01231+ re+rj)
re/(m*rO1231+re+rj)
*
*
*
*
r1231/(rO+r1231)
r0231/(rl+r0231)
rO131/(r2+rO131)
rO121/(r3+rO12l)
#Add them all up!
IO.append(IOO + 110 + 120 + 130 + IBO + IPO)
I1.append(I01 + Ill + 121 + 131 + IB1 + IP1)
12.append(I02 + 112 + 122 + 132 + IB2 + IP2)
13.append(IO3 + 113 + 123 + 133 + 1B3 + IP3)
Ib.append(IOB + I1B + 12B + 13B + IBB + IPB)
Is.append(IOS + 11S + 12S + 13S + IBS + IPS)
Im.append(IOM + I1M + 12M + 13M + IBM + IPM)
Il.append(IOL + IlL + 12L + I3L + IBL + IPL)
Ic.append(Ip[-1]-Ib[-1])
Vb.append(Vbatt)
Vc.append(Vb[-1] + Vs[-1] + Vm[-1] + Vl[-1] - Ib[-1]*re)
#Vc.append(Vb[-1]+Vl[-1]-Ib[-1]*re - (Vs[-1]-Is[-1]*rs) +
3.0*(VO[-1] - I0[-1]*r0) - 3.0*(V1[-1] - I1[-1]*r1))
#VO.append(VO[-1] - IO[-1]/(c0+kv*(V1[-1]-I1[-1]*r1))*dt)
VO.append(VO[-1] - 10[-1]/( c0+kv*(V1[-1]-I1[-1]*r1)*((V1[-
1]-I1[-1]*r1)>0) )*dt )
V1.append(V1[-1] - I1[-1]/c1*dt)
V2.append(V2[-1] - I2[-1]/c2*dt)
V3.append(V3[-1] - 13[-1]/c3*dt)
Vs.append(Vs[-1] - Is[-1]/cs*dt)
Vm.append(Vm[-1] - Im[-1]/cm*dt)
VI.append(Vl[-1] - Il[-1]/cl*dt)
Ilea k.a ppend((VO[-1]-IO[- 1 ]*rl)/rleak)
if pulse-count >= 90 and pulse_count < 100:
if pulseindexstart == 0:
pulseindexstart = time
pulse_indexend = time
Ewaste.append( (pow(I0[-1],2)*r0+pow(I1[-
1],2)*r1+pow(Ileak[-1],2)*rleak + pow(Ib[-1],2)*re + pow(Vs[-1],2)/rs + pow(Vl[-
1],2)/rl + pow(Ip[-1],2)*.01)*dt )
current.append (Ib[-1 ]*dt)
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#FET and R1 waste
EFET.append( (Vc[-1]-Ib[-1]*R3)*Ip[-1]*dt)
#The resistor connected to Ground and Vcap-
ER2.append( pow(Ip[-1],2)*R2*dt )
#The resistor in series with the battery
#But it's only considered 'Load' when pulsing
if Ip[-l] != 0:
ER3.append( pow(Ib[-1],2)*R3*dt)
#The pad resistance at the Ucap
ERP.append( pow(Ic[-1],2)*rp*dt)
else:
ER3.append(0)
ERP.append(0)
pow(Ib[-1],2)*.01 +
#Eload.append( ( Vc[-1]*Ip[-1] + pow(Ip[-l],2)*.0l +
pow(Ic[-1],2)*rj )*dt)
Eload.append(EFET[-1]+ ER2[-1]+ER3[-1]+ERP[-1])
EBATT.append( (Vc[-1]+Ib[-1]*R3)*Ib[-1]*dt)
#Eload.append( ( Vc[-1]*Ip[-1])*dt)
else:
Eload.append(0)
current integral = current-integral + Ib[-1]*dt
SOC.append(1.0-currentintegral/(3.5*3600.0))
else:
Ib.append(Ip[-1])
V3.append(Vb-Ib[-1]*rb)
if pulse-count > 90 and pulse_count <= 100:
Ewaste.append( pow(Ib[-],2)*rb*dt)
current.append(Ib[-1]*dt)
Eload.append(V3[-1]*Ip[-1]*dt)
currentintegral = currentintegral + Ib[-1]*dt
SOC.append (1.0-currentintegral/(3.5*3600.0))
if output text:
if UCAP:
print '\nHybrid ESS, %2.1fA %2.1f 0/% Duty Cycle,
%4.2fms period' %(LoadAmplitude,D*100.0,T*1000.0)
else:
Cycle, %4.2fms
print '\nBattery-only ESS, %2.1fA %2.lf%% Duty
period' %(LoadAmplitude,D*100.0,T*1000.0)
#print 'Energy waste: %3.3f J' %(sum(Ewaste))
print 'Energy delivered to load: %3.3f J' %(sum(Eload))
print 'Energy delivered by battery: %3.3f J' %(sum(EBATT))
print '\nEFET: %3.6f J' %(sum(EFET))
print 'ER2: %3.6f J' %(sum(ER2))
print 'ER3: %3.6f J' %(sum(ER3))
print 'ERP: %3.6f J\n' %(sum(ERP))
print 'Ibattery: %3.3f A-s' %(sum(current))
if not UCAP:
WAB.append(sum(Eload)/sum(current))
if len(WAH) > 0:
Effgain.append((WAH[-1]-WAB[-1])/WAB[-1])
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#print 'Energy per unit charge: %3.2f J/A' %(WAH[-1])
if output text:
print 'Efficiency Gain: %3.3f/o%' %(Effgain[-1]*100.0)
else:
WAH.append(sum(Eload)/sum(current))
#print 'Energy per unit charge: %3.2f J/A' %(WAB[-1])
# if LoadAmplitude == 16 and plotfile:
# figureo
plot(time2[pulse_index_start:pulseindexend],Vc[pulseindex_start:pulsei
ndex end])
# axis([time2[pulsejindexstart],time2[pulseindex-end],0,7])
# title('%3.OfA Amplitude, %2.0f0/% Duty Cycle Load, UCAP =
%1.0f' %(LoadAmplitude,D*100.0,UCAP))
# showo
# if len(WAH) >= 1 and not UCAP:
# print Effgain[-1]
ax1 = subplot(111)
ax2 = twinxO
start plotjtime = 0
if BATTERY and not UCAP:
start-plot-time = 90.961035 - .016279 #Battery
start-plot-time = 10-.1513153+.000821
elif BATTERY and UCAP:
start-plot-time = 91.004 - .013001 #Hybrid
start-plot-time = 10-.1513153+.000821+.0453-.018812
elif not BATTERY and UCAP:
start-plot-time = 1.932593 + .009882 #1 Ucap
start-plot-time = 1.932593 + .0600271 + .000498 #1 Good Ucap
#start plottime = 0
plot-delta = 0.868
start-plottime = 50.0*T
endplot-time =start-plot-time+plot-delta
# ax2.plot(time2,Ib)
# axl.plot(time2,Vc)
# showo
# sys.exit()
plot t = [x-time2[int(start-plot-time/dt)] for x in
time2[int(start plot-time/dt):int(endplotjtime/dt)]]
plotly = Ib[int(start-plot-time/dt):int(endplottime/dt)]
plot2_y = Vc[int(startplottime/dt):int(endplot-time/dt)]
ax2.plot(plot t,plotly,'c-')
ax1.plot(plott,plot2_y,'r-')
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if plotfile:
ax2. plot(filet,fi ledata,'b-')
ax1.plot(filet,Vdata,'y-')
ax2.plot(-1,0,'b^-',label = 'Experimental Data')
ax2.plot(-1,0,'rs-',abel = 'Simulated Data')
#ax2.plot(-1,0,'c-',label = 'Battery Current')
spacing = 40
mlt = plott[0:-1:int(spacing*.0005/dt)]
mly = plot1-y[0:-1:int(spacing*.0005/dt)I
m2_t = plot t[0:-1:int(spacing*.0005/dt)]
m2_y = plot2_y[O:-l:int(spacing*.0005/dt)]
if plotfile:
m3_t = filet[int(20*.0005/dt):-l:int(spacing*.0005/dt)]
m3_y = filedata[int(20*.0005/dt):-l:int(spacing*.0005/dt)]
m4_t = filet[int(20*.0005/dt):-l:int(spacing*.0005/dt)]
m4_y = Vdata[int(20*.0005/dt):-1:int(spacing*.0005/dt)]
errsum = []
# for i in range(0,en(plot-t)):
# #errsum.append( (plotly[i]-filedata [i])/filedata[i] )
# #if Vdata[i] < 6.0:
# errsum.append( (plot2_y[i]-Vdata[i])/Vdata[i] )
# print 'Average error between Simluated and Experimental values: %2.1f/o%'
%(100.0*median(err sum))
# print 'Min: %2.lfh%' %(100.0*min(err sum))
# print 'Max: %2.1f/6%' %(100.0*max(err sum))
# print 'Mean: %2.1f/%' %(100.0*mean(err sum))
# print 'Stdev: %2.1f/o%' %(100.0*std(err-sum))
ax2.plot(m1 t,m1_y,'rs')
ax1.plot(m2_t,m2_y,'rs')
if plotfile:
ax2.plot(m3_t,m3_y,'bA')
axI.plot(m4_t,m4_y,'bA')
xlabel('Time (ms)')
axl.setylabel('Voltage (V)')
ax2.setylabel('Current (A)')
title('Hybrid model - Experiment vs. Simulation')
axl.set-xlabel('Time (s)')
ax1.setylim(ymin=0,ymax=7.0)
ax1.set-xlim(xmin=0,xmax=plot-delta)
###ax2.setxlim(xmin=0,xmax=plot delta)
ax2.setLylim(ymin=-.5,ymax=20)
legend (loc=7,fancybox=True)
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# #axis([0,600,0,3])
show()
#plot(plot-t,[x*100.0 for x in err-sum])
# plot(filet, plot1-y)
# plot(filet,filedata)
#plot(plot-t,[plotly[i]-filedata[i] for i in range(O,len(plott))],'g')
#show()
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results.py
#!/usr/bin/env python
# This script will plot the calibration numbers from the scope.
import math
import tek
import matplotlib
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from pylab import *
import re, os
import string
from datetime import datetime
plotfile = 0
output text = 1
BATTERY = 1
m =3
dt = .001
WAH = []
WAB = []
Effgain = []
RI = 10.33e-3
R2 = 11.82e-3
R3 = 10.23e-3
for Dideal in [0.1,0.25]:
#Dideal = .1
#Dideal = .25
#Dideal = .1
D = Dideal
Load Amplitude = 16
T = .436
#T = .02
for UCAP in [1,0]:
t = []
Vcap = []
Icap = []
Vb = []
Vs = []
Vm = []
VI = []
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VO = []
V1 = []
V2 = []
V3 =
Vc = []
I0 = []
I1 = []
12 = []
'3 = []
Ip = []
Ib = []
Is = []
Im=[]
Il =
Ic = []
Ileak = []
time2 = []
filet = []
# if plotfile:
# figure()
# file = "./Winter 2011/Depletion/ESR April 11/UCAP good 500mA
2000s charge ICAP.isf'
# #Hybrid 16A10 pulses IBAT.isf'
# #Battery 16A pulses IBAT.isf"
# #UCAP good 500mA 2000s charge ICAP.isf"
# decimationratio = 10
# #For the V file:
# with open(file, "rb") as fptr:
# Y_t, samplesinfo = tek.readisfjfile( fptr,
decimationratio)
# # Printing the samples info to the console
# print('filename: %s' % f )
# for k,v in samplesjinfo.iteritemso:
# print('\tKey: %s Value: %s' % (k, v))
# #examples on how to get the sample info
# y_zero = float(samples_info['YZERO'])
# y_mult = float(samplesinfo['YMULT'])
# y_off = float(samples_info['YOFF'])
# v_scale = float(samplesjinfo['VSCALE'])
# v_pos = float(samples_info['VPOS'])
# h -delay = float(samples_info['HDELAY'])
# h_scale = float(samples_info ['H SCALE'])
# x_incr = float(samples_info['XINCR'])
# numberof samples = int(samples_info['NRPT'])
# # rescale and apply offsets
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filedata = yzero + ymult * (Y_t - yoff)# + vpos
# # plot
# filet = linspace(O, number-of-samples*x-incr,
num=numberofsamples/decimation ratio )
# filet = [x-filet[0] for x in filet]
# filedt = filet[1] - filet[0]
# filet = filet[0:-1:int(round(dt/filedt))]
# filedata = filedata[0:-1: int(round(dt/filedt))]
# Vfile = "./Winter 2011/Depletion/ESR April 11/UCAP good 10A
pulses.isf'
# #Hybrid 16A10 pulses VBAT.isf"
# #UCAP good 500mA 2000s charge VCAP.isf"
# #UCAP good 10A pulses.isf"
# #Battery 16A pulses VBAT.isf"
# #VCAP ESR 10A 5s.isf'
# #Battery 16A pulses VBAT.isf"
# decimation-ratio = 10
# #For the V file:
# with open(Vfile, "rb") as fptr:
# Yt, samples-info = tek.read isf-file( fptr,
decimationratio)
# # Printing the samples info to the console
# print('filename: %s' % f )
# for k,v in samples_info.iteritemsO:
# print('\tKey: %s Value: %s' % (k, v) )
# #examples on how to get the sample info
# y_zero = float(samples_info['YZERO'])
# y_mult = float(samples_info['YMULT'])
# y_off = float(samplesinfo['YOFF'])
# v_scale = float(samples info['VSCALE'])
# v_pos = float(samples-info['VPOS'])
# h_delay = float(samplesinfo['HDELAY'])
# h_scale = float(samplesinfo['HSCALE'])
# x_incr = float(samplesinfo['XINCR'])
# numberofsamples = int(samples_info['NRPT'])
# # rescale and apply offsets
# if len(filet) <= 0:
# filet = linspace(0, numberof-samples*xjincr,
num=numberofsamples/decimation ratio )
# filet = [x-filet[0] for x in filet]
# filedt = filet[l] - filet[0]
# filet = filet[0:-1:int(round(dt/filedt))]
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Vdata = y zero + y-mult * (Y-t - y-off)# + v-pos
Vdata = Vdata[0:-1:int(round(dt/filedt))]
Vbatt = 6.55
if BATTERY and not UCAP:
Vbatt = 6.59
Vbatt = 6.7
#Define the starting battery voltges for each test case
if BATTERY and UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 8 and Dideal == .10:
Vbatt = 6.73
D = .1018
T = .435947
elif BATTERY and not UCAP and LoadAmplitude
Vbatt = 6.93
Vbatt = 6.73
D = .1018
T = .435313
elif BATTERY and UCAP and LoadAmplitude ==
Vbatt = 6.73
D = .2527
T = .46412
== 8 and Dideal ==
8 and Dideal == .25:
elif BATTERY and not UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 8 and Dideal ==
Vbatt = 6.83
Vbatt = 6.73
D = .2544
T = .46839
elif BATTERY and UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 16 and Dideal ==
Vbatt = 6.38
#Vbatt = 6.33
D = .1014
T = .435116
elif BATTERY and not UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 16 and Dideal ==
Vbatt = 6.33
Vbatt = 6.38
D = .1019
T = .43548
elif BATTERY and UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 16 and Dideal ==
Vbatt = 6.73
D = .2534
T = .464147
elif BATTERY and not UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 16 and Dideal ==
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.10:
.25:
.10:
.10:
.25:
.25:
Vbatt = 6.73
#Vbatt = 6.90
D = .2533
T = .465315
#Vbatt = 6.70
if BATTERY:
Vi = Vbatt/m
else:
Vi = 1.480
Vi = 2.17
VO.append(Vi)
V1.append(Vi)
V2.append(Vi)
V3.append(Vi)
Vs.append(0)
Vm.append(0)
VI.append(0)
Vb.append(Vbatt)
# rO = .0100478
# cO = 89.03
# kv = 29.1062
# r1 = 17.4976
# c2 = 13.7162
#Ultracapacitor Model
rleak = 60e3
cO = 19.28
c1 = 1.05
c2 = 1.06
kv = 3.51
rO = 25. le-3
r1 = 186.4
r2 = 2.121e3
r3 = .188
c3 = .229
tau3 = .025
#tau3 = .001
r3 = .188
r3 = .060
c3 = tau3/r3
#Battery Model
taus = .06
taus = .2
taus = .01
taul = 48.0
rs = .04
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rs = .005
rl = .0812-rs
cs = taus/rs
cl = taul/ri
re = .127
rj= 0
if BATTERY and UCAP:
#account for the pad resistnace of the 3 ultracaps
rj = .015
#The pad impedance of the UCAP
rp = .01
rp = 0
rs = .005
cs = 2.0
rl = .0762
cl = 630.0
cl = 10.0
rs = .015
cs = 0.33333
rm = .025
cm = 8
rl = .0412
cl = 1165
if not UCAP:
#rs = .00001
#rl =.00001
rO = 10e12
r1 = 10e12
r2 = 10e12
r3 = 10e12
rleak = 10e12
if not BATTERY:
re = 10e12
reQ = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rO)
rel = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rl)
rel = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rleak)
rOl = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/rl)
rOl = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/rleak)
r1 = 1.0/(1.0/rl+1.0/rleak)
res = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rs)
r21 = 1.0/(1.0/r2+1.0/rleak)
r031 = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
rl31 = 1.0/(1.0/rl+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
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r231 = 1.0/(1.0/r2+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
re0l = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rO+1.0/rleak)
rell = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rl+1.0/rleak)
rOll = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/r1+1.0/rleak)
r021 = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/r2+1.0/reak)
r121 = 1.0/(1.0/rl+1.0/r2+1.0/rleak)
r0121 = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/rl+1.0/r2+1.0/rleak)
r0131 = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/rl+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
r0231 = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/r2+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
r1231 = 1.0/(1.0/rl+1.0/r2+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
r01231 = 1.0/(1.0/r0+1.0/rl+1.0/r2+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
Ewaste = []
Eload = []
current = []
Soc = []
EFET = []
ER2 = []
ER3 = []
ERP = []
EBATT = []
current-integral = 0
pulsecount = 0
pulse-flag = 0
start-load = 0
pulseindexstart = 0
pulseindexend = 0
#print 'Max Time', 101.0*T/dt#max(range(O,int(101*T/dt)))
for time in range(0,int(105*T/dt)):
time2.append(time*dt)
#if time2[-1] >= 2.9 and time2[-1] <= 5.5: #
if time2[-1] - floor(time2[-1]/T)*T <= D*T:# and time2[-1] <
2.3:
#if time2[-1] >= 2.1 and time2[-1] <= 120.3:
Ip.append(LoadAmplitude)
#Ip.append(-.5)
if pulse-flag:
pulsecount = pulse-count + 1
pulseflag = 0
if pulse-count >= 90 and pulse-count <= 100
and start-load 1= 0:
#print 'Pulse %3.Od Energy: %3.3f
%(pulse-count-1,sum(Eload[start-load:-1]))
startload = time
elif pulsecount >= 90:
startload = time
else:
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Ip.append(0)
pulse-flag = 1
#VO currents:
I001 = VO[-1] / (r0 + 1.0/(1.0/r1231+1.0/((m-
1)*r01231+re+rj)))
10series = I001 * r1231/(r1231 + (m-1)*r01231+re+rj)
1002 = 1Oseries * r1231/(rO+r1231)
1011 = -(I001-IOseries) * r231/(rl+r231)
1012 = 10series * r0231/(r1+r0231)
1021 = -(I001-I0series) * r131/(r2+r131)
1022 = IOseries * r0131/(r2+r0131)
1031 = -(I001-I0series) * r121/(r3+r121)
1032 = 10series * r0121/(r3+r0121)
I00 = 1001 + (m-1)*I002
101 = 1011 + (m-1)*I012
102 = 1021 + (m-1)*IO22
103 = 1031 + (m-1)*I032
IOB = -m*IOseries
IOS = OB
IOM = OB
1OL = IOB
#V1 currents:
1111 = V1[-l] / (r1 + 1.0/(1.0/r0231+1.0/((m-
1)*r01231+re+rj)))
Ilseries = I111 * r0231/(r0231 + (m-1)*r0123I+re+rj)
1112 = Ilseries * r0231/(rl+r0231)
I101 = -(I111-Ilseries) * r231/(rO+r231)
1102 = Ilseries * r1231/(rO+r1231)
1121 = -(l111-Ilseries) * r031/(r2+r031)
1122 = Ilseries * r0131/(r2+r0131)
1131 = -(I111-Ilseries) * r02l/(r3+r021)
1132 = Ilseries * r0121/(r3+r0121)
110 = 1101 + (m-1)*I102
Ill = 1111 + (m-1)*I112
112 = 1121 + (m-1)*I122
113 = 1131 + (m-1)*I132
I1B = -m*Ilseries
115 = I1B
11M = I1B
IlL= I1B
#V2 currents:
1221 = V2[-1] / (r2 + 1.0/(1.0/r013|+1.0/((m-
1)*r01231+re+rj)))
I2series = 1221 * r0131/(r0131 + (m-1)*r0123I+re+rj)
1222 = I2series * r0131/(r2+r0131)
1201 = -(1221-I2series) * r131/(rO+r131)
1202 = I2series * r1231/(rO+r1231)
1211 = -(1221-12series) * r031/(rl+r031)
1212 = I2series * r0231/(rl+r0231)
1231 = -(1221-I2series) * rOl/(r3+rOl)
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1232 = I2series * r0121/(r3+r0121)
120 = 1201 + (m-1)*I202
121 = 1211 + (m-1)*I212
122 = 1221 + (m-1)*I222
123 = 1231 + (m-1)*I232
12B = -m*12series
12S = 12B
12M = 12B
12L = 12B
#V3 currents:
1331 = V3[-1] / (r3 + 1.0/(1.0/r0121+1.0/((m-
1)*r01231+re+rj)))
I3series = 1331 * r0121/(r0121 + (m-1)*r01231+re+rj)
1332 = I3series * r0121/(r3+r0121)
1311 = -(1331-I3series) * r021/(rl+r021)
1312 = I3series * r0231/(rl+r0231)
1321 = -(1331-I3series) * rOl/(r2+rOl)
1322 = I3series * r013l/(r2+r0131)
1301 = -(1331-I3series) * r121/(rO+r121)
1302 = I3series * r1231/(rO+r1231)
130 = 1301 + (m-1)*I302
131 = 1311 + (m-1)*I312
132 = 1321 + (m-1)*I322
133 = 1331 + (m-1)*I332
13B = -m*I3series
13S = 13B
13M = 13B
13L = 13B
#Vb, VI, Vm, VS currents:
IBB = (Vb[-1]+Vl[-1]+Vm[-1]+Vs[-1])/(re + m*r01231 + rj)
IBS = IBB + Vs[-1]/rs
IBM = IBB + Vm[-1]/rm
IBL = IBB + Vl[-l]/rl
IBO = -IBB * r1231/(rO+r1231)
IB1 = -IBB * r0231/(rl+r0231)
IB2 = -IBB * r0131/(r2+r0131)
1B3 = -IBB * r0121/(r3+r0121)
#Ip currents:
IPB = Ip[-1] * (m*r01231+rj)/(m*r01231+re+rj)
IPS = IPB
IPM = IPB
IPL = IPB
IPO = Ip[-1] * re/(m*r01231+re+rj) * r1231/(rO+r1231)
IP1 = Ip[-1] * re/(m*r01231+re+rj) * r0231/(r1+r0231)
IP2 = Ip[-l] * re/(m*r01231+re+rj) * r0131/(r2+r0131)
IP3 = Ip[-1] * re/(m*r01231+re+rj) * r0121/(r3+r0121)
#Add them all up!
IO.append(I00 + 110 + 120 + 130 + IBO + IPO)
Il.append(I01 + Ill + 121 + 131 + IB1 + IP1)
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12.append(I02 + 112 + 122 + 132 + IB2 + IP2)
13.append(IO3 + 113 + 123 + 133 + 1B3 + IP3)
Ib.append(IOB + I1B + 12B + 13B + IBB + IPB)
Is.append(IOS + US + 12S + 13S + IBS + IPS)
Im.append(IOM + I1M + 12M + 13M + IBM + IPM)
Il.append(IOL + IlL + 12L + 13L + IBL + IPL)
Ic. append (Ip[-1]-Ib[- 1])
Vb.append(Vbatt)
Vc.append(Vb[-1] + Vs[-1] + Vm[-1] + Vl[-1] - Ib[-1]*re)
#Vc.append(Vb[-1]+Vl[-1]-Ib[-1]*re - (Vs[-1]-Is[-1]*rs) +
3.0*(VO[-] - IO[-11*r0) - 3.0*(V1[-1] - I1[-1]*r1))
#VO.append(VO[-1] - IO[-1]/(c0+kv*(V1[-1]-I1[-1]*r1))*dt)
VO.append(VO[-1] - IO[-1]/( c0+kv*(V1[-l]-I1[-1]*r1)*((V1[-
1]-I1[-1]*r1)>0) )*dt )
V1.append(V1[-1] - I1[-1]/c1*dt)
V2.append(V2[-1] - 12[-1]/c2*dt)
V3.append(V3[-1] - 13[-1]/c3*dt)
Vs.append(Vs[-1] - Is[-1]/cs*dt)
Vm.append(Vm[-1] - Im[-1]/cm*dt)
Vl.append(Vl[-1] - Il[-1]/cl*dt)
Ileak.a ppend((VO[-1]-I0[- 1 ]*r1)/rleak)
if pulse-count >= 90 and pulsecount < 100:
if pulseindexstart == 0:
pulseindexstart = time
pulse_indexend = time
Ewaste.append( (pow(IO[-1],2)*r0+pow(I1[-
1],2)*r1+pow(Ileak[-1],2)*rleak + pow(Ib[-1],2)*re + pow(Vs[-1],2)/rs + pow(Vl[-
1],2)/ri + pow(Ip[-1],2)*.01)*dt )
current.append(Ib[-1]*dt)
#FET and R1 waste
EFET.append( (Vc[-1]-Ib[-1]*R,3)*Ip[-1]*dt)
#The resistor connected to Ground and Vcap-
ER2.append( pow(Ip[-1],2)*R2*dt )
#The resistor in series with the battery
#But it's only considered 'Load' when pulsing
if Ip[-I] != 0:
ER3.append( povv(Ib[-1],2)*R3*dt)
#The pad resistance at the Ucap
#ERP.append( pow(Ic[-1],2)*rp*dt)
ERP.append( pow(Ic[-1],2)*rj*dt)
else:
ER3.append(0)
ERP.append (0)
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pow(Ib[-1],2)*.01 +
#Eload.append( ( Vc[-1]*Ip[-1] + pow(Ip[-1],2)*.0l +
pow(Ic[-1],2)*rj )*dt)
Eload.append(EFET[-1]+ER2[-1]+ER3[-1]+ERP[-1])
#Eload.append(EFET[-1]+ER2[-1]+ERP[-1])
EBATT.append( (Vc[-1+Ib[-]*R3)*Ib[-1]*dt)
#Eload.append( ( Vc[-1]*Ip[-1])*dt)
else:
Eload.append(0)
currentintegral = current-integral + Ib[-1]*dt
if output text:
if UCAP:
print '\nHybrid ESS, %2.1fA %2.1f/6% Duty Cycle,
%4.2fms period' %(LoadAmplitude,D*100.0,T*1000.0)
else:
print '\nBattery-only ESS, %2.1fA %2.lf%% Duty
Cycle, %4.2fms period' %(LoadAmplitude,D*100.0,T*1000.0)
#print 'Energy waste: %3.3f J' %(sum(Ewaste))
print 'Energy delivered to load: %3.3f J' %(sum(Eload))
print 'Energy delivered by battery: %3.3f J' %(sum(EBATT))
print '\nEFET: %3.6f J' %(sum(EFET))
print 'ER2: %3.6f J' %(sum(ER2))
print 'ER3: %3.6f J' %(sum(ER3))
print 'ERP: %3.6f J\n' %(sum(ERP))
print 'Ibattery: %3.3f A-s' %(sum(current))
if not UCAP:
WAB.append(sum(Eload)/sum(current))
if len(WAH) > 0:
Effgain.append((WAH[-1]-WAB[-1])/WAB[-1])
#print 'Energy per unit charge: %3.2f J/A' %(WAH[-1])
if outputtext:
print 'Efficiency Gain: %3.3f%%' %(Effgain[-1]*100.0)
else:
WAH.append(sum(Eload)/sum(current))
#print 'Energy per unit charge: %3.2f J/A' %(WAB[-1])
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sweep.py
#!/usr/bin/env python
# This script will plot the sweeps of amplitude, duty cycle, or period.
# Use the sweep_<parameter> flags to choose which one you want to sweep.
# Only sweep 1 parameter at a time!
import math
import tek
import matplotlib
import matplotlib.pyplot as pit
from pylab import *
import re, os
import string
#outputjtext = 0
BATTERY = 1
m =3
dt = .00001
sweepcurrent = 0
sweepduty = 0
sweepperiod = 1
WAH = []
WAB = []
Effgain = []
R1 = 10.33e-3
R2 = 11.82e-3
R3 = 10.23e-3
Drange = [x/100.0 for x in range(5,100)]
Irange = [x*28.0/100.0 for x in range(1,100)]
Trange = [x/100.0 for x in range(1,100)]
if sweep current:
looprange = Irange
elif sweepduty:
looprange = Drange
elif sweepperiod:
looprange = Trange
for loop-variable in looprange:
#Dideal = .1
#Dideal = .25
LoadAmplitude = 16
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Dideal = .1
T = .436
if sweep-current:
LoadAmplitude = loop_variable
elif sweepduty:
Dideal = loop_variable
elif sweepperiod:
T = loopvariable
D = Dideal
if sweep_current:
print '%2.1fA (%2.1f%%)'
%(LoadAmplitude,LoadAmplitude/max(Irange)*100)
elif sweepduty:
print '%2.1f!% (%2.1fO%)' %(D*100.0,D/max(Drange)*100)
elif sweepperiod:
#print '%4.Ofus (%2.1f/6%)'
%(T*1000000.0,T*1.0/max(Trange)*100)
print '%4.Ofms (%2.1f/o%)' %(T*1000.0,T*1.0/max(Trange)*100)
#print '%4.Ofs (%2.lf%/o%)' %(T*1.0,T*1.0/max(Trange)*100)
for UCAP in [1,0]:
t = []
Vcap = []
Icap = []
Vb = []
Vs = []
Vm = []
VI = []
v0 = [1
Vi = []
V2 = []
V3 = []
Vc = []
10 = []
I1 = []
12 = []
13 = [1
Ip = []
Ib = []
Is = []
Im = []
'I = []
IC = []
Ileak = []
time2 = []
filet = []
Vbatt = 6.55
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if BATTERY and not UCAP:
Vbatt = 6.59
Vbatt = 6.7
if BATTERY:
Vi = Vbatt/m
else:
Vi = 1.480
Vi = 2.17
VO = Vi
V1 = Vi
V2 = Vi
V3 = Vi
Vs = 0
Vm = 0
VI = 0
Vb = Vbatt
#Ultracapacitor Model
rleak = 60e3
cO = 19.28
c1 = 1.05
c2 = 1.06
kv = 3.51
rO = 25. 1e-3
ri = 186.4
r2 = 2.121e3
r3 = .188
c3 = .229
tau3 = .025
r3 = .188
r3 = .060
c3 = tau3/r3
#Battery Model
taus = .06
taus = .2
taus = .01
taul = 48.0
#(re + rs + rl) * 10 is about 2.0
#So rs + rl is about .2-re
#Let's say they are equal...
rs = .04
rs = .005
rl = .0812-rs
cs = taus/rs
cl = taul/rI
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re = .150
re = .148
re = .147
#In experiment, re seems to be 137mOhms...
re = .137
rj= 0
if BATTERY and UCAP:
#account for the pad resistnace of the 3 ultracaps
r = .015
rp = .01
rp = 0
rs = .005
cs = 2.0
rl = .0762
cl = 630.0
cl = 10.0
rs = .015
cs = 0.33333
rm = .025
cm = 8
rl = .0412
cl = 1165
if not UCAP:
#rs = .00001
#rl = .00001
rO = 10e12
r1 = 10e12
r2 = 10e12
r3 = 10e12
rleak = 10e12
if not BATERY:
re = 10e12
reQ = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rO)
rel = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rl)
rel = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rleak)
rOl = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/rl)
rOl = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/rleak)
r1 = 1.0/(1.0/rl+1.0/rleak)
res = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rs)
r21 = 1.0/(1.0/r2+1.0/rleak)
r031 = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
r131 = 1.0/(1.0/rl+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
r231 = 1.0/(1.0/r2+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
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re0l = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rO+1.0/rleak)
rell = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rl+1.0/rleak)
rOll = 1.0/(1.O/ro+1.0/rl+1.0/rleak)
r021 = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/r2+1.0/rleak)
r121 = 1.0/(1.0/rl+1.0/r2+1.0/rleak)
r0121 = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/rl+1.0/r2+1.0/rleak)
r0131 = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/rl+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
r0231 = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/r2+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
r1231 = 1.0/(1.0/rl+1.O/r2+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
r01231 = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/rl+1.0/r2+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
Ewaste = []
Eload = []
current = []
Soc = []
EFET = []
ER2 = []
ER3 = []
ERP = []
EBATT = []
Ewaste = 0
Eload = 0
EBAT = 0
EFET = 0
ER2 = 0
ER3 = 0
ERP = 0
current = 0
current-integral = 0
pulse-count = 0
pulse-flag = 0
startload = 0
pulse-indexstart = 0
pulse-indexend = 0
#print 'Max Time', 101.0*T/dt#max(range(0,int(101*T/dt)))
time2 = 0-dt
while time2 <= 105*T:
time2 = time2 + dt
#print time2
#for time in range(0,int(105*T/dt)):
#time2 = (time*dt)
#if time2[-1] >= 2.9 and time2[-l] <= 5.5: #
#print time2 - floor(time2/T)*T
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if time2 - floor(time2/T)*T <= D*T:# and time2[-1] < 2.3:
#if time2[-1] >= 2.1 and time2[-1] <= 120.3:
Ip = (LoadAmplitude)
#Ip.append(-.5)
if pulse-flag:
pulsecount = pulse-count + 1
pulseflag = 0
if pulse-count >= 90 and pulse-count <= 100
and start-load != 0:
#print 'Pulse %3.Od Energy: %3.3f'
%(pulse count-1,sum(Eload[start-load:-1]))
startload = time2/dt
elif pulse count >= 90:
startload = time2/dt
else:
Ip = (0)
pulse-flag = 1
#VO currents:
1001 = VO / (rO + 1.0/(1.0/r123+1.0/((m-1)*r01231+re+rj)))
1Oseries = I001 * r1231/(r1231 + (m-1)*r0123l+re+rj)
1002 = IOseries * r1231/(rO+r1231)
1011 = -(IO01-IOseries) * r231/(rl+r231)
1012 = 10series * r0231/(rl+r0231)
1021 = -(I001-IOseries) * r131/(r2+r131)
1022 = I0series * r0131/(r2+r0131)
1031 = -(I001-IOseries) * r121/(r3+r121)
1032 = lOseries * r0121/(r3+r0121)
100 = I001 + (m-1)*I002
I01 = I011 + (m-1)*I012
102 = 1021 + (m-1)*I022
103 = 1031 + (m-1)*I032
IOB = -m*I0series
IOS = lOB
IOM = IOB
IOL = IOB
#V1 currents:
I111 = V1 / (r1 + 1.0/(1.0/r0231+1.0/((m-1)*r01231+re+rj)) )
Ilseries = I111 * r0231/(r0231 + (m-1)*rO1231+re+rj)
1112 = Ilseries * r0231/(rl+r0231)
1101 = -(I111-Ilseries) * r231/(rO+r231)
1102 = Ilseries * r1231/(rO+r1231)
1121 = -(Ill-Ilseries) * r031/(r2+r031)
1122 = Ilseries * r0131/(r2+r0131)
1131 = -(Ill-Ilseries) * r021/(r3+r021)
1132 = Ilseries * r0121/(r3+r0121)
110 = 1101 + (m-1)*I102
Ill = 1111 + (m-1)*I112
112 = 1121 + (m-1)*I122
113 = 1131 + (m-1)*I132
I1B = -m*Iiseries
US = I1B
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I1M = I1B
IlL = I1B
#V2 currents:
1221 = V2 / (r2 + 1.0/(1.0/r0131+1.0/((m-1)*r01231+re+rj)))
I2series = 1221 * r0131/(r0131 + (m-1)*r01231+re+rj)
1222 = I2series * r0131/(r2+r0131)
1201 = -(1221-I2series) * r131/(rO+r131)
1202 = I2series * r1231/(rO+r1231)
1211 = -(1221-I2series) * r031/(rl+r031)
1212 = I2series * r0231/(r1+r0231)
1231 = -(1221-I2series) * rOl/(r3+rOl)
1232 = I2series * r012l/(r3+r0121)
120 = 1201 + (m-1)*I202
121 = 1211 + (m-1)*I212
122 = 1221 + (m-1)*I222
123 = 1231 + (m-1)*I232
12B = -m*I2series
I2S = 12B
12M = 12B
12L = 12B
#V3 currents:
1331 = V3 / (r3 + 1.0/(1.0/r012I+1.0/((m-1)*r01231+re+rj)))
I3series = 1331 * r0121/(r0121 + (m-1)*r01231+re+rj)
1332 = I3series * r0121/(r3+r0121)
1311 = -(1331-I3series) * r02l/(rl+r021)
1312 = I3series * r0231/(rl+r0231)
1321 = -(1331-I3series) * rOl/(r2+rOll)
1322 = I3series * r0131/(r2+r0131)
1301 = -(1331-I3series) * r12l/(rO+r121)
1302 = I3series * r1231/(rO+r1231)
130 = 1301 + (m-1)*I302
131 = 1311 + (m-1)*I312
132 = 1321 + (m-1)*I322
133 = 1331 + (m-1)*I332
13B = -m*I3series
13S = 13B
13M = 13B
13L = 13B
#Vb, VI, VS currents:
IBB = (Vb+VI+Vs+Vm)/(re + m*r01231 + ri)
IBS = IBB + Vs/rs
IBM = IBB + Vm/rm
IBL = IBB + VI/rl
IBO = -IBB * r1231/(rO+r1231)
IB1 = -IBB * r0231/(rl+r0231)
IB2 = -IBB * r0131/(r2+r0131)
IB3 = -IBB * r0121/(r3+r0121)
#Ip currents:
IPB = Ip * (m*r01231+rj)/(m*r01231+re+rj)
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IPS = IPB
IPM = IPB
IPL = IPB
IPO = Ip * re/(m*r01231+re+rj) * r1231/(rO+r1231)
IPI = Ip * re/(m*r01231+re+rj) * r0231/(rl+r0231)
IP2 = Ip * re/(m*r01231+re+rj) * r0131/(r2+r0131)
IP3 = Ip * re/(m*r01231+re+rj) * r0121/(r3+r012l)
10 = (100+ 110+ 120+ 130+ IBO + IPO)
I1 = (101 + Ill + 121 + 131 + IB1 + IP1)
12 = (102+ 112+ 122+ 132 + IB2 + IP2)
13 = (103+ 113+ 123+ 133+ IB3 + IP3)
Ib = (IOB + I1B + 12B + 13B + IBB + IPB)
Is = (IOS + IS + 12S + 13S + IBS + IPS)
Im = (IOM + I1M + 12M + 13M + IBM + IPM)
Il = (IOL + IlL + 12L + 13L + IBL + IPL)
Ic = (Ip-Ib)
Vb = (Vbatt)
Vc = (Vb + Vs + Vm + VI - Ib*re)
#Vc = (Vb[-1]+Vl[-1]-Ib[-1]*re - (Vs[-1]-Is[-1]*rs) +
3.0*(VO[-1] - 10[-1]*rO) - 3.0*(V1[-1] - I1[-1]*r1))
#VO = (VO[-1] - I0[-1]/(c0+kv*(V1[-1]-I1[-1]*r1))*dt)
VO = (VO - 10/( c0+kv*(V1-I1*r1)*((V1-I1*r1)>0) )*dt)
V1 = (V1 - I1/cl*dt)
V2 = (V2 - 12/c2*dt)
V3 = (V3 - I3/c3*dt)
Vs = (Vs - Is/cs*dt)
Vm = (Vm - Im/cm*dt)
VI = (VI - II/cl*dt)
Ileak = ((VO-0I*r1)/rleak)
if pulsecount >= 90 and pulse_count < 100:
if pulse-indexstart == 0:
pulse_indexstart = time2/dt
pulseindexend = time2/dt
Ewaste = Ewaste + (
(pow(I0,2)*rO+pow(I1,2)*rl+pow(Ileak,2)*rleak + pow(Ib,2)*re + pow(Vs,2)/rs +
pow(VI,2)/rl + pow(Ip,2)*.01)*dt )
current = current + (Ib*dt)
#FET and R1 waste
EFET = EFET + ( (Vc-Ib*R3)*Ip*dt)
#The resistor connected to Ground and Vcap-
ER2 = ER2 + ( pow(Ip,2)*R2*dt)
#The resistor in series with the battery
#But it's only considered 'Load' when pulsing
if Ip != 0:
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ER3 = ER3 + ( pow(Ib,2)*R3*dt)
#The pad resistance at the Ucap
ERP = ERP + ( pow(Ic,2)*rp*dt)
ER3 = ER3
ERP = ERP
pow(Ib[-1],2)*.O1 +
#Eload.append( ( vc[-l1]*Ip[-l1] + pow(Ip[-1],2)*.O1 +
pow(Ic[-1],2)*rj )*dt)
Eload = Eload + (EFET+ER2+ER3+ERP)
EBATT = EBATT + ( (Vc+Ib*R3)*Ib*dt)
#Eload.append( ( Vc[-1]*Ip[-1I])*dt)
currentintegral = currentintegral + Ib*dt
if not UCAP:
WAB.append(Eload/current)
if len(WAH) > 0:
Effgain.append((WAH[-1]-WAB[-1])/WAB[-1])
#print 'Energy per unit charge: %3.2f J/A' %(WAH[-1])
else:
WAH.append(Eload/current)
#print 'Energy per unit charge: %3.2f J/A' %(WAB[-1])
if len(WAH) >= 1 and not UCAP:
print Effgain[-1]
#Clear all of the massive arrays so the computer doesn't slow to a crawl when
plotting
10 = []
11 = [ ]
12 = []
Ib = []
Is = []
Il = [ ]
Ic = []
Ileak = []
Vo = []
Vi = []
V2 =[
Vb = []
Vs = []
Vm = []
VI = []
Vc = []
time2 = []
EFET = []
ER2 = []
ER3 = []
ERP = []
EBATT = []
Eload = []
SOC = []
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else:
fig = figureo)
ax1 = subplot(111)
if sweep_current:
axl.plot([x for x in Irange],[x*100.0 for x in Effgain],label='Simulated
Efficiency Gain')
elif sweepduty:
axl.plot([x*100.0 for x in Drange],[x*100.0 for x in Effgain],label='Simulated
Efficiency Gain')
elif sweepperiod:
#axl.plot([x*1000000.0 for x in Trange],[x*100.0 for x in
Effgain],label='Simulated Efficiency Gain')
axl.plot([x*1000.0 for x in Trange],[x*100.0 for x in
Effgain],label='Simulated Efficiency Gain')
#axl.plot([x for x in Trange],[x*100.0 for x in Effgain],label='Simulated
Efficiency Gain')
#Plot the experimental results, as well
if sweep_current:
E8A1Ox = 8 #Pulse Amplitude
E8A25x = 8 #Pulse Amplitude
E16A10x = 16 #Pulse Amplitude
E16A25x = 16 #Pulse Amplitude
elif sweep-duty:
E8A1Ox = 10 #Pulse Duty Cycle
E8A25x = 25 #Pulse Duty Cycle
E16A10x = 10 #Pulse Duty Cycle
E16A25x = 25 #Pulse Duty Cycle
elif sweepperiod:
E8A1Ox = 436 #Pulse Period
E8A25x = 465 #Pulse Period
E16A1Ox = 436 #Pulse Period
E16A25x = 465 #Pulse Period
E8A1Oy = 9
E8A25y = 8
E16A10y = 36
E16A25y = 28
#axl. plot(E8A1Ox,E8A1Oy,'gs',la bel ='Experimental Efficiency Gain')
#axl.plot(E8A25x,E8A25y,'gs')
#ax1.plot(E16A1Ox,E16A1Oy,'gs')
#ax1.plot(E16A25x,E16A25y,'gs')
if sweep_current:
title('Efficiency gain by pulse amplitude, %3.Ofms period, %2.0f%% duty
cycle pulses' %(T*1000.0,D*100.0))
xlabel('Pulse Amplitude (A)')
legend(loc=4,fa ncybox=True)
elif sweepduty:
title('Efficiency gain by duty cycle, %3.Ofms period, %2.OfA pulses'
%(T*1000.0,Load Amplitude))
xlabel('Duty Cycle (%)')
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legend(loc= 1,fancybox=True)
elif sweepperiod:
title('Efficiency gain by pulse period, %2.OfA, %2.0f%% duty cycle pulses'
%(LoadAmplitude,D*100.0))
#xlabel('Pulse Period (us)')
xlabel('Pulse Period (ms)')
#xlabel('Pulse Period (s)')
legend (loc= 1,fancybox=True)
ylabel('Efficiency Gain (%)')
ax1.setylim(ymin=0)
axl.setxlim(xmin=0)
#legend (loc=4,fancybox=True)
#legend(loc= 1,fancybox=True)
#Iegend(loc= 1,fancybox=True)
fig.savefig ('Results.png',transparent=True)
show()
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depresults.py
#!/usr/bin/env python
# This script will simulate the depletion test.
import math
import tek
import matplotlib
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from pylab import *
import re, os
import string
plotfile = 0
output -text = 1
BATTERY = 1
m =3
dt = .001
WAH = []
WAB = []
Effgain = []
RI = 10.33e-3
R2 = 11.82e-3
R3 = 10.23e-3
PULSEMAX = 19000
for Dideal in [0.1]:
D = Dideal
LoadAmplitude = 16
T = .436
#T = .02
for UCAP in [1,0]:
t = []
Vcap = []
Icap = []
Vb = []
Vs = []
Vm = []
VI = []
vo = []
V1 = []
V2 = []
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V3 = []
Vc = []
10 = [
I1 = []
12 = []
I3 = []
Ip = []
Ib = []
Is = []
Im = []
IIl= []
Ic = []
Ileak = []
time2 = []
filet = []
# if plotfile:
# figureo)
# file = "./Winter 2011/Depletion/ESR April 11/UCAP good 5OOmA
2000s charge ICAP.isf"
# #Hybrid 16A10 pulses IBAT.isf"
# #Battery 16A pulses IBAT.isf"
# #UCAP good 500mA 2000s charge ICAP.isf"
# decimationratio = 10
# #For the V file:
# with open(file, "rb") as fptr:
# Y._t, samples_info = tek.read_isfjfile( fptr,
decimation_ratio)
# # Printing the samples info to the console
# print('filename: %s' % f )
# for k,v in samplesjinfo.iteritemso:
# print('\tKey: %s Value: %s' % (k, v))
# #examples on how to get the sample info
# y_zero = float(samples_info['YZERO'])
# y_mult = float(samples_info['YMULT'])
# y_off = float(samples_info['YOFF'])
# v_scale = float(samplesinfo['VSCALE'])
# v_pos = float(samples_info['VPOS'])
# h -delay = float(samplesinfo['HDELAY'])
# h_scale = float(samples_info['HSCALE'])
# x_incr = float(samples_info['XINCR'])
# numberof-samples = int(samples_info['NRPT'])
# # rescale and apply offsets
# filedata = yzero + y-mult * (Yt - yoff)# + vpos
# # plot
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# filet = linspace(O, number-of samples*x-incr,
num=numberofsamples/decimation-ratio )
# filet = [x-filet[0] for x in filet]
# filedt = filet[1] - filet[O]
# filet = filet[0:-1:int(round(dt/filedt))]
# filedata = filedata[0:-1:int(round(dt/filedt))]
# Vfile = "./Winter 2011/Depletion/ESR April 11/UCAP good 10A
pulses.isf"
# #Hybrid 16A10 pulses VBAT.isf'
# #UCAP good 500mA 2000s charge VCAP.isf"
# #UCAP good 10A pulses.isf"
# #Battery 16A pulses VBAT.isf'
# #VCAP ESR 10A 5s.isf"
# #Battery 16A pulses VBAT.isf"
# decimation-ratio = 10
# #For the V file:
# with open(Vfile, "rb") as fptr:
# Y.t, samples-info = tek.read isf file( fptr,
decimation-ratio )
# # Printing the samples info to the console
# print('filename: %s' % f )
# for k,v in samples_info.iteritemsO:
# print('\tKey: %s Value: %s' % (k, v))
# #examples on how to get the sample info
# y_zero = float(samplesinfo['YZERO'])
# y_mult = float(samples-info['YMULT'])
# y_off = float(samples-info['YOFF'])
# v_scale = float(samplesjinfo['VSCALE'])
# v_pos = float(samplesjinfo['VPOS'])
# h_delay = float(samples_info['HDELAY'])
# h_scale = float(samples info['HSCALE'])
# x_incr = float(samplesinfo['XINCR'])
# numberofsamples = int(samples_info['NRPT'])
# # rescale and apply offsets
# if len(filet) <= 0:
# filet = linspace(O, numberof samples*xjincr,
num=numberofsamples/decimation ratio)
# filet = [x-filet[0] for x in filet]
# filedt = filet[1] - filet[0]
# filet = filet[0:-1:int(round(dt/filedt))]
# Vdata = yzero + ymult * (Yt - yoff)# + v-pos
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Vdata = Vdata[0:-1:int(round(dt/filedt))]
Vbatt = 6.55
if BATTERY and not UCAP:
Vbatt = 6.59
Vbatt = 6.7
#Define the starting battery voltges for each test case
if BATTERY and UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 8 and Dideal == .10:
Vbatt = 6.73
D = .1018
T = .435947
elif BATTERY and not UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 8 and Dideal ==
.10:
Vbatt = 6.93
Vbatt = 6.73
D = .1018
T = .435313
elif BATTERY and UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 8 and Dideal == .25:
Vbatt = 6.73
D = .2527
T = .46412
elif BATTERY and not UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 8 and Dideal ==
.25:
Vbatt = 6.83
Vbatt = 6.73
D = .2544
T = .46839
elif BATTERY and UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 16 and Dideal ==
.10:
Vbatt = 6.38
#Vbatt = 6.33
D = .1014
T= .435116
elif BATTERY and not UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 16 and Dideal ==
.10:
Vbatt = 6.33
Vbatt = 6.38
D = .1019
T =.43548
elif BATTERY and UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 16 and Dideal ==
.25:
Vbatt = 6.73
D = .2534
T = .464147
elif BATTERY and not UCAP and LoadAmplitude == 16 and Dideal ==
.25:
Vbatt = 6.73
#Vbatt = 6.90
D = .2533
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T = .465315
#Vbatt = 6.70
if BATTERY:
Vi = Vbatt/m
else:
Vi = 1.480
Vi = 2.17
VO.append(Vi)
V1.append(Vi)
V2.append(Vi)
V3.append(Vi)
Vs.append(0)
Vm.append(0)
VI.append(0)
Vb.append(Vbatt)
#Ultracapacitor Model
rleak = 60e3
cO = 19.28
c1 = 1.05
c2 = 1.06
kv = 3.51
rO = 25. 1e-3
r1 = 186.4
r2 = 2.121e3
r3 = .188
c3 = .229
tau3 = .025
#tau3 = .001
r3 = .188
r3 = .060
c3 = tau3/r3
#Battery Model
taus = .06
taus = .2
taus = .01
taul = 48.0
#(re + rs + rl) * 10 is about 2.0
#So rs + rl is about .2-re
#Let's say they are equal...
rs = .04
rs = .005
rl = .0812-rs
cs = taus/rs
cl = taul/r
re = .150
re = .148
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re = .147
#In experiment, re seems to be 137mOhms...
re =.137
rj =0
if BATTERY and UCAP:
#account for the pad resistnace of the 3 ultracaps
r = .015
rp = .01
rp = 0
rs = .005
cs = 2.0
rl = .0762
cl = 630.0
cl = 10.0
rs = .015
cs = 0.33333
rm = .025
cm = 8
rl = .0412
cl = 1165
if not UCAP:
#rs = .00001
#rl = .00001
rO = 10e12
r1 = 10e12
r2 = 10e12
r3 = 10e12
rleak = 10e12
if not BATTERY:
re = 10e12
re0 = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rO)
rel = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rl)
rel = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rleak)
rOl = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/rl)
rOl = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/rleak)
rl = 1.0/(1.0/rl+1.0/rleak)
res = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rs)
r21 = 1.0/(1.0/r2+1.0/rleak)
r031 = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
r13l = 1.0/(1.0/rl+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
r231 = 1.0/(1.0/r2+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
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re0l = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rO+1.0/rleak)
rell = 1.0/(1.0/re+1.0/rl+1.0/rleak)
rOll = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/rl+1.0/rleak)
r021 = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/r2+1.0/rleak)
r121 = 1.0/(1.0/rl+1.0/r2+1.0/rleak)
r0121 = 1.0/(1.O/rO+1.0/rl+1.0/r2+1.0/rleak)
r0131 = 1.0/(1.O/rO+1.0/rl+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
r0231 = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/r2+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
r1231 = 1.0/(1.0/rl+1.0/r2+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
r01231 = 1.0/(1.0/rO+1.0/rl+1.0/r2+1.0/r3+1.0/rleak)
Ewaste = []
Eload = []
current = []
SOC = []
EFET = []
ER2 = []
ER3 = []
ERP = []
EBATT = []
current-integral = 0
pulsecount = 0
pulseflag = 0
startload = 0
pulseindexstart = 0
pulseindexend = 0
VO = VO[-1]
V1 = Vl[-l]
V2 = V2[-l]
V3 = V3[-l]
Vs = Vs[-l]
Vm = Vm[-1]
VI = Vl[-1]
Vb = Vb[-1]
Ewaste = 0
Eload = 0
current = 0
SOC = 0
EFET = 0
ER2 = 0
ER3 = 0
ERP = 0
EBATT = 0
#print 'Max Time', 101.0*T/dt#max(range(0,int(101*T/dt)))
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time = 0 - dt
while time <= (PULSEMAX+2)*T:
#for time in range(0,int((PULSEMAX+2)*T/dt)):
time = time + dt
time2 = time
#if time2[-1] >= 2.9 and time2[-1] <= 5.5: #
if time2 - floor(time2/T)*T <= D*T:# and time2[-1] < 2.3:
#if time2[-1] >= 2.1 and time2[-1] <= 120.3:
#Ip.append(LoadAmplitude)
Ip = LoadAmplitude
if pulse-flag:
pulsecount = pulsecount + 1
pulse-flag = 0
else:
#Ip.append(0)
Ip = 0
pulse-flag = 1
#VO currents:
#1001 = VO[-1] / (r0 + 1.0/(1.0/r1231+1.0/((m-
1)*r01231+re+rj)))
I001 = VO / (rO + 1.0/(1.0/r123l+1.0/((m-1)*r01231+re+rj)))
1Oseries = 1001 * r1231/(r1231 + (m-1)*r01231+re+rj)
1002 = IOseries * r1231/(rO+r1231)
1011 = -(1001-IOseries) * r231/(rl+r231)
1012 = IOseries * r0231/(rl+r0231)
1021 = -(IOO0-1Oseries) * r131/(r2+r131)
1022 = IOseries * r0131/(r2+r0131)
1031 = -(1001-I0series) * r121/(r3+r121)
1032 = IOseries * r0121/(r3+r0121)
100 = I001 + (m-1)*I002
101 = 1011 + (m-1)*I012
102 = 1021 + (m-1)*I022
103 = 1031 + (m-1)*1032
IOB = -m*I0series
IOS = OB
IOM = OB
IOL = OB
#V1 currents:
#1111 = V1[-1] / (r1 + 1.0/(1.0/r0231+1.0/((m-
1)*r01231+re+rj)))
1111 = V1 / (r1 + 1.0/(1.0/r0231+1.0/((m-1)*r01231+re+rj)) )
I1series = 1111 * r0231/(r0231 + (m-1)*r0123l+re+rj)
1112 = Ilseries * r0231/(rl+r0231)
I101 = -(Ill-Ilseries) * r231/(rO+r231)
1102 = Ilseries * r1231/(rO+r1231)
1121 = -(I111-I1series) * r031/(r2+r031)
1122 = Ilseries * r0131/(r2+r013l)
1131 = -(II11-I1series) * r021/(r3+r021)
1132 = Ilseries * r0121/(r3+r0121)
110 = 1101 + (m-1)*I102
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Ill = 1111 + (m-1)*I112
112 = 1121 + (m-1)*I122
113 = 1131 + (m-1)*1132
I1B = -m*Ilseries
I1S = 11B
I1M = I1B
IlL = IlB
#V2 currents:
#1221 = V2[-1] / (r2 + 1.0/(1.0/r013l+1.0/((m-
1)*r01231+re+rj)))
1221 = V2 / (r2 + 1.0/(1.0/r0131+1.0/((m-1)*r01231+re+rj)))
I2series = 1221 * r0131/(r0131 + (m-1)*r0123I+re+rj)
1222 = I2series * r0131/(r2+r0131)
1201 = -(1221-12series) * r131/(rO+r131)
1202 = I2series * r1231/(rO+r1231)
1211 = -(1221-I2series) * r031/(rl+r031)
1212 = I2series * r0231/(rl+r0231)
1231 = -(1221-I2series) * rOl/(r3+rOl)
1232 = I2series * r0121/(r3+r0121)
120 = 1201 + (m-1)*I202
121 = 1211 + (m-1)*I212
122 = 1221 + (m-1)*I222
123 = 1231 + (m-1)*I232
12B = -m*I2series
12S = 12B
12M = 12B
12L = 12B
#V3 currents:
#1331 = V3[-1] / (r3 + 1.0/(1.0/r0121+1.0/((m-
1)*r01231+re+rj)))
1331 = V3 / (r3 + 1.0/(1.0/r012l+1.0/((m-1)*r01231+re+rj)))
I3series = 1331 * r0121/(r0121 + (m-1)*r01231+re+rj)
1332 = I3series * r0121/(r3+r0121)
1311 = -(1331-I3series) * r021/(rl+r021)
1312 = I3series * r0231/(rl+r0231)
1321 = -(1331-I3series) * r011/(r2+rOl)
1322 = I3series * r0131/(r2+r0131)
1301 = -(1331-I3series) * r121/(rO+r121)
1302 = I3series * r1231/(rO+r1231)
130 = 1301 + (m-1)*I302
131 = 1311 + (m-1)*I312
132 = 1321 + (m-1)*I322
133 = 1331 + (m-1)*1332
13B = -m*I3series
13S = 13B
I3M = 13B
I3L = 13B
#Vb, VI, Vm, VS currents:
#IBB = (Vb[-1]+Vl[-1]+Vm[-1]+Vs[-1])/(re + m*r01231 + rj)
IBB = (Vb+VI+Vm+Vs)/(re + m*r01231 + rj)
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IBS = IBB + Vs/rs
IBM = IBB + Vm/rm
IBL = IBB + VI/rl
IBO = -IBB * r1231/(rO+r1231)
IBI = -IBB * r0231/(rl+r0231)
IB2 = -IBB * r0131/(r2+r0131)
1B3 = -IBB * r0121/(r3+r0121)
#Ip currents:
IPB = Ip * (m*r01231+rj)/(m*r01231+re+rj)
IPS = IPB
IPM = IPB
IPL = IPB
IPO = Ip * re/(m*r01231+re+rj) * r1231/(rO+r1231)
IP1 = Ip * re/(m*r01231+re+rj) * r0231/(rl+r0231)
IP2 = Ip * re/(m*r01231+re+rj) * r0131/(r2+r0131)
IP3 = Ip * re/(m*r01231+re+rj) * r0121/(r3+r0121)
#Add them all up!
10
I1
12
13
Ib
Is
(100
(101
(102
(103
+ 110
+ 111
+ 112
+ 113
(IOB + IiB
(IOS+ IuS
+ 120
+ 121
+ 122
+ 123
+ 12B
+ 12S
+ 130
+ 131
+ 132
+ 133
+ I3B
+ 13S
+ IBO +
+ IB1 +
+ IB2 +
+ IB3 +
+ IBB +
+ IBS +
IPO)
IP1)
IP2)
IP3)
IPB)
IPS)
Im = (IOM + IIM + 12M + 13M + IBM + IPM)
I = (IOL + IlL + 12L + I3L + IBL + IPL)
Ic = (Ip-Ib)
Vb = (Vbatt)
Vc = (Vb + Vs + Vm + VI - Ib*re)
#Vc = (Vb+VI-Ib*re - (Vs-Is*rs) + 3.0*(VO - IO*rO) - 3.0*(V1
#VO = (VO - I0/(c0+kv*(V1-I1*r1))*dt)
VO = (VO - 10/( c0+kv*(V1-I1*r1)*((V1-I1*r1)>O) )*dt)
V1 = (V1 - I1/cl*dt)
V2 = (V2 - 12/c2*dt)
V3 = (V3 - 13/c3*dt)
Vs = (Vs - Is/cs*dt)
Vm = (Vm - Im/cm*dt)
VI = (VI - II/cl*dt)
Ileak = ((VO-I0*r1)/rleak)
if pulse-count >= 90 and pulse_count < PULSEMAX:
if pulseindexstart == 0:
pulseindexstart = time
pulse_indexend = time
#Ewaste.append( (pow(IO[-1],2)*r0+pow(I1[-
1],2)*r1+pow(Ileak[-1],2)*rleak + pow(Ib[-1],2)*re + pow(Vs[-1],2)/rs + pow(Vl[-
1],2)/rl + pow(Ip[-1],2)*.01)*dt )
#current.a ppend (Ib[-1]*dt)
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- I1*rl))
current = current + Ib*dt
#FET and R1 waste
# EFET.append( (Vc[-1]-Ib[-1]*R3)*Ip[-1]*dt)
EFET = EFET + ( (Vc-Ib*R3)*Ip*dt )
#The resistor connected to Ground and Vcap-
# ER2.append( pow(Ip[-1],2)*R2*dt)
ER2 = ER2 + ( pow(Ip,2)*R2*dt )
#The resistor in series with the battery
#But it's only considered 'Load' when pulsing
if Ip 1= 0:
# ER3.append( pow(Ib[-1],2)*R3*dt)
# #The pad resistance at the Ucap
# #ERP.append( pow(Ic[-1],2)*rp*dt )
# ERP.append( pow(Ic[-],2)*rj*dt )
ER3 = ER3 + ( pow(Ib,2)*R3*dt )
#The pad resistance at the Ucap
#ERP.append( pow(Ic[-1],2)*rp*dt )
ERP = ERP + ( pow(Ic,2)*rj*dt)
else:
# ER3.append(0)
# ERP.append(0)
ER3 = ER3 + (0)
ERP = ERP + (0)
# Eload.append(EFET[-1]+ER2[-1]+ER3[-1]+ERP[-1])
# EBATT.append( (Vc[-1]+Ib[-1]*R3)*Ib[-1]*dt)
Eload = (EFET+ER2+ER3+ERP)
EBATT = EBATT + ( (Vc+Ib*R3)*Ib*dt)
else:
# Eload.append(0)
Eload = Eload + (0)
# current-integral = current-integral + Ib[-1]*dt
current-integral = current-integral + Ib*dt
if outputtext:
if UCAP:
print '\nHybrid ESS, %2.1fA %2.1f 0/% Duty Cycle,
%4.2fms period' %(LoadAmplitude,D*100.0,T*1000.0)
else:
print '\nBattery-only ESS, %2.1fA %2.lf%% Duty
Cycle, %4.2fms period' %(LoadAmplitude,D*100.0,T*1000.0)
#print 'Energy waste: %3.3f J' %(sum(Ewaste))
print 'Energy delivered to load: %3.3f Wh'
%(sum(Eload)/3600)
print 'Energy delivered by battery: %3.3f Wh'
%(sum(EBATT)/3600)
print '\nEFET: %3.6f Wh' %(sum(EFET)/3600)
print 'ER2: %3.6f Wh' %(sum(ER2)/3600)
print 'ER3: %3.6f Wh' %(sum(ER3)/3600)
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print 'ERP: %3.6f Wh\n' %(sum(ERP)/3600)
print 'Ibattery: %3.3f Ah' %(sum(current)/3600)
if not UCAP:
WAB.append(sum(Eload)/sum(current))
if len(WAH) > 0:
Effgain.append((WAH[-1]-WAB[-1])/WAB[-1])
#print 'Energy per unit charge: %3.2f J/A' %(WAH[-1])
if output-text:
print 'Efficiency Gain: %3.3f%%' %(Effgain[-1]*100.0)
else:
WAH.append(sum(Eload)/sum(current))
#print 'Energy per unit charge: %3.2f J/A' %(WAB[-1])
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